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Abstract

Current parallel shared-memory multiprocessors are complex machines, where a large n
of architectural aspects (both of processors and memory) have to be simultaneously add
in order to achieve high performance. The quick evolution of the parallel machines has
followed by the evolution of the parallel execution environments. Both user and ke
execution levels are the subject of current research works that try to achieve a
cooperation between them and with the hardware. These were the trends we were intere
when we started the development of this thesis.

The thesis proposes a parallel execution environment, where is possible to inte
new approaches both at user and kernel levels. The main goal is to achieve both efficie
effective support for multi-user parallel processing across a wide range of shared me
parallel computers, from small symmetric multiprocessors to high-end systems with glo
shared address space.

The fundamental concept used in this work to achieve the global objective is
cooperation among the different execution levels in a parallel execution environment
three levels we consider are: compiler/application, user-level execution environmen
operating system. Cooperation must be bidirectional, from the application to the user
environment and operating system and vice-versa.

The kind of work and the experimentation needed to complete the previous
requires the availability of a whole parallel execution environment, from the operating sy
to the compiler/application level, including the user-level execution management. This i
reason why one of the main results of this thesis is a complete parallel execution environ
(the NANOS execution environment) providing a compiler (the NANOS compiler), a u
level threads library (NthLib), an operating system interface and scheduling mechanism
NANOS O.S.) and the definition of how the three levels are going to cooperate.

Our starting point is the Nano-Threads Programming Model. Under NPM,
compiler decomposes the application in a hierarchical graph of parallel tasks. From this g
the compiler generates parallel code using the services provided by a threads pa
interface. During code generation, the compiler statically determines the finest granular
parallel tasks worth to be exploited, having in mind the efficiency of the user-level pac
implementation. Using the threads package and operating system interfaces at run-tim
program is also able to group tasks in order to use a coarser level of granularity, adapted
actual system conditions. The hierarchy of parallel tasks allows us to experiment wit
exploitation of multiple levels of parallelism.

There are several mappings among the application, run-time and operating s
levels which are the key to provide high performance:

• The application is responsible for the mapping of application-level tasks to user-
threads supported by the threads package.

• The user-level threads package is responsible of the mapping of user-level threa
kernel-level threads (virtual processors), provided by the operating system.

• The operating system is responsible of the mapping of kernel-level threads to proce
v
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The objective of the user-level threads package interface is to support general,
level, unstructured and fine-grained parallelization of applications. The compiler can
represent successor and predecessor relationships between the application tasks, inclu
ability of driving processors to execute different portions of the application. Fine-g
parallelism is supported through mechanisms to efficiently schedule parallel loops.

The objective of the kernel-level interface is to provide a new, highly dynamic, sp
time-sharing environment using two levels of kernel scheduling. The kernel offers a s
scheduling policies and the system manager can decide which one is active, consideri
workload. The active kernel-level scheduling policy implements the first scheduling le
Low-level management involving individual processors and the specific work they hav
perform becomes the second scheduling level. The motivation for these two leve
scheduling is that, in our opinion, the application should be the scheduling target for the
level and the individual processes the scheduling target for the second level. The kerne
interface gives support to both the application and the user-level threads package. The
level interface allows the application to dynamically request and release processors, indi
the amount of parallelism that it can exploit. The application can also check the numb
processors currently allocated and can spawn the parallelism accordingly. The use
threads package uses the kernel interface to ensure that the application proceeds w
execution as smooth as possible, even when the operating system moves some pro
away from the application.

The evaluation of the NANOS parallel execution environment has been done
Silicon Graphics Origin2000 machine. The evaluation consists of three different type
experiments to evaluate the overhead introduced by the execution environmen
performance obtained running applications in dedicated mode and the performance ob
running parallel workloads. The NANOS and the SGIMP native execution environment
compared in these experiments.

The results obtained can be summarized as follows:
• The NANOS execution environment provides higher functionality, and enables

support of unstructured and multi-level parallelism. The runtime overhead is compa
to the overhead introduced by the SGIMP commercial environment in Origin2
machines.

• Existing applications can benefit from the exploitation of multiple levels of parallelis
The improvement in performance of these applications ranges from 30% to 65%
respect the single level version.

• The NANOS environment effectively shows better behavior in common heterogen
workloads consisting of several applications, requesting a different numbe
processors. The improvement in performance ranges, in this case, from the 10% to
of the achieved throughput, comparing with the same workloads executed in the SG
execution environment.
vi
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Chapter 1.
Introduction

Abstract
This first chapter introduces the need for efficient and well-

tuned parallel execution environments to support the execution of
parallel applications in shared memory multiprocessors. It shows the
architecture of the current symmetric multiprocessors (SMP) and cache-
coherent NUMA machines, and the aspects to consider when developing
parallel execution environments. Taking them into consideration, it
presents the goals of this thesis, and an overview of the NANOS parallel
execution environment. It concludes with the contributions of this work.

Gene Roddenberry Crater on Mars
At the 42nd General Assembly of the International

Astronomical Union (IAU), held in The Hague in 1994,
a Martian crater was named in honor of Gene
Roddenberry.

The Roddenberry crater is located at Martian
latitude -49.9 degrees and longitude 4.5 degrees, in
Quad MC26SE on Map I-1682. [Quad defines the
name of the map on which it appears and "Map" is
the USGS number for that map.] Its diameter is
approximately 140 km or about 87 miles.

Introduction to "Death of a Neutron Star", Star
Trek Voyager, Eric Kotani, Pocket Books, March
1999.
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1.1.Parallel architectures and parallel software
Parallel processing increases the computational power of computers ranging from low
workstations and even personal computers to big mainframes containing a large num
processing elements. Small shared-memory multiprocessor machines are available
great number of computer builders: Silicon Graphics, SUN Microsystems, Compaq/D
Hewlett Packard, Intel, Sequent, Data General, etc. Some of them also build big mainfr
Examples of current shared-memory multiprocessor mainframes are the Origin2000 [72]
SGI, the SUN Enterprise 10000 [25], the Digital AlphaServer [37], etc.

The larger the machines, the more complex they are. Complexity comes par
from the fact that the path from the processors to the memory becomes a bottleneck whe
than 10-12 processors are put together. Bad scalability motivates higher memory a
latencies and poor performance when the number of processors is increased, due
memory subsystem bottleneck. Several solutions have been adopted to solve the prob
scalability. They include to improve the path from the processors to the memory, thr
pipelined memory architectures in bus-based and NUMA computers. As a result, me
accesses have different latencies. The resulting architecture is more complex and diffic
manage to achieve high performance. Along with varying data access latencies, other ele
that make parallel processing difficult in current hardware systems are the architecture
current superscalar processors, the improved synchronization mechanisms and the sup
relaxed memory models.

Side by side with the hardware evolution, current system software is also gr
evolving to introduce new and more powerful tools and abstractions for parallel proces
The main functionality of the system software is to allow several applications to use
computer resources (physical processors, memory, etc.). System software, initially bas
the operating system abstractions, provided medium cost tools for parallel processing.
efficient user-level mechanisms replaced most of the operating system functionality.
level approaches take advantage of the current microprocessor architectures in a bett
because of the low cost of management. Besides, the operating system is responsi
offering the basic abstractions to support parallel execution.

Running parallel applications efficiently in current shared-memory machines req
good designs for the three main levels of operation, namely application, user-level run
execution environment and operating system. This three levels are widely used alon
thesis to serve as the foundation of a parallel execution environment.

At the higher level, the application level, the detection and/or expression of
parallelism useful to be exploited is the key aspect to consider. It is necessary to provide
good mechanisms inside the compiler to detect the parallelism and higher expressivenes
parallel language for the programmer to rearrange the parallel regions in conformity wit
underlying architecture. Current parallelizing environments provide tools both
automatically detect parallelism and to manually express it through language extensio
directives. At this level, the compiler and the application programmer are responsib
generating parallel code which could properly fit to the execution environment where
application is going to be executed. Parallel code generation greatly influences the wa
application will be executed. Challenges like exploiting fine-grain parallelism, exploi
multiple levels of parallelism, and improving data locality are easily broken because o

g

cess
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inappropriate parallel code generation. Each one of these issues can be managed in d
ways, depending on the particular research interests. Multiple levels of parallelism ca
exploited inside a parallelization environment or using different parallelization environm
The latter happens, for instance, when a parallel application consists of several loop-p
processes managed through message passing at a higher level.

Fine tuning is very important at the application level. Both the programmer and
compiler have the largest amount of static information about the application (structure,
dependences, algorithm, etc.) compared with the information available at lower levels. A
same time, for the programmer it is easier to manage with information at a higher level th
a low level. On the other hand, the main disadvantage of fine tuning at this level is tha
machine dependent arrangement breaks portability to other execution environments
tuning process often involves calibration of program parameters through experimentatio
this work must be repeated for each parallel application, different input data set or t
machine. Fortunately, parallel machines provide several tools to analyze the execut
parallel applications. In this way, fine tuning is affordable for system software developers
experienced users.

In the middle level, the user-level execution environment, the key aspect is
efficient support of the requirements of the application level. The main tasks of the user
execution environment are creation, management, synchronization and terminatio
parallelism. Support parallelization as much fine-grain as possible means to reduc
overhead of the user-level execution environment to a minimum. Improving any of
creation, management, joining, aspects becomes important for this reason. Support for m
levels of parallelism means allowing the exploitation of any kind of parallelism inside
application and at any moment. This also means not making differences among the seq
and parallel entities, in the sense that all of them should be able to spawn paralle
Achieving data locality at the user level means to follow the indications of the application
respect which processors should access some specific data. Current parallel
environments have a reduced overhead, achieved through fine tuning for each s
architecture.

Finally, at the operating system level, several applications are executed at the
time in the same machine with the operating system intervention. Given that a computer
limited number of processors, and that several applications are running at the same tim
task of the operating system consists of distributing processors among the running applic
in such a way that each application can execute as if the machine were in a dedicated
This is not an easy task when the number of processes created by all the applications e
the number of physical processors in the machine. Resource sharing is unavoidable and
prevents achieving a performance comparable to the individual applications execution.

It is commonly accepted that the three levels previously described have to be des
in a complementary way, rather than independently. They must be designed having in
that from their proper relation the applications executing inside the parallel environmen
obtain more benefits when the decisions taken in one level are not the opposite to the
taken in another level. Several research works have already addressed this issue during
years [11][33][147][89][75][96][84][5]. In this thesis, we continue working to enforce t
cooperation among the different levels as the main goal of this thesis, along with
experimentation with the main aspects which have been commented along this introdu
Fine-grain parallelism, multiple levels of parallelism and data locality.
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1.2.Target architectures
Currently, computer builders marketing high-end servers and high performance com
systems are promoting new machines supporting a large number of processors. Som
ago, machines with this characteristic were already the subject of some commercia
research projects such as the Sequent Symmetry multiprocessor system [129], the
multiprocessor [74], the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor [71] and the MIT Alew
machine [2]. Due to the promising results of these research projects, along with the incre
availability of high performance microprocessors, the same idea has also been taken
computer industry and has been encouraged commercially. As a result, during the last d
a number of different parallel computers have been arising in the commercial market.

1.2.1. Architectural taxonomy

The problem ofscalability, or how to put side by side a large number of processors, buildin
machine from which one can obtain good performance, has been attacked differ
depending on the advantages that each builder wanted to obtain. This is one of the main
research subjects related to building parallel machines. Anyway, the number of po
solutions is limited, ranging from loosely coupled systems such as networks of workstatio
highly coupled systems like symmetric multiprocessors (SMP’s). Solutions can be summa
as follows [130][131][125][48]:

• Network of workstations, consisting of several standalone servers connected o
network. Each server runs its own copy of the operating system. Memory is physi
and virtually distributed. All communication relies in message passing.

• Massively parallel processor systems, usually without any shared resource
communicating through a fast specialized interconnection network and message pa
Each processor runs its local copy of the operating system. Memory is physically
virtually distributed.

• SMP nodes, consisting of a limited number of processors, sharing a cache-coh
uniform memory access physical address space and running under one operating s
SMP nodes are based on a global system bus architecture. Resource contention is
that limits the number of processors that can be connected to the system bus. SMP
can be used to build clustered systems and CC-NUMA SMP nodes.

• Clustered SMP nodes, consisting of several independent nodes, sharing some s
devices. Each SMP node is executing its own copy of the operating system. The
neither global physical nor virtual address space among nodes, although tools co
provided to allow distributed shared memory, usually through mixed hardware/soft
protocols.

• CC-NUMA nodes (large SMP nodes), consisting of many processors and reso
running under one operating system. They provide a cache-coherent non-un
memory access (CC-NUMA) physical address space.

The work done in this thesis is targeted to the currently existing shared-memory pa
computers. Physically shared memory is provided by both SMP nodes and CC-NUMA n
Although they are architecturally different, they both provide a unique physical address
shared among all the processors in the machine. Nowadays, the number of proc
supported by single SMP nodes usually ranges from 2 to 64, while CC-NUMA nodes su
till 1024 processors. It is expected that these numbers could increase in the future.
Page 4
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In general, SMP and CC-NUMA nodes are of importance because they are
suited for parallel processing, including computing intensive applications, parallel transa
processing, database management and informational network systems. SMP provides a
migration path for applications running on uniprocessors to run on high-performance sys
From the previous topics, this work focuses on improving the parallelism exploitatio
computing intensive applications.

1.2.2. Symmetric multiprocessors

A symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) node contains two or more processors, with no ma
slave division of processing. Figure 1 shows an example of a ten processor SMP node
processor has equal access to the computing resources of the node. SMP’s are archite
characterized by a direct connection model where all components (processors, memo
input/output) are equidistant and directly connected to one another. Symmetric multiproce
have uniform memory access times. Theoretically, variation in data access time is a res
the component speed and nothing else.

Figure 1: A single SMP node containing ten processors

As shown in Figure 1, SMP’s have all components connected to a single system
providing a way for a tightly coupled connection among the resources. All data turno
between any two components have to use the system bus. The bus not only suppor
transfers, but also helps the system to provide data coherence. This is related to the
memories attached to the microprocessors to improve their performance. Each data t
initiated from a component is snooped by all other components, that can, in this way, m
the state of data blocks inside their cache memory containing the same data referenced

Improving the performance of the machine is greatly related to the performance o
system bus. There are only two ways of doing the bus faster: Lowering the latency
increasing the bandwidth. Reducing latency requires to reduce the bus clock cycle time
limits the bus size because of clock signal propagation constraints. By increasing
bandwidth, busses become wider, being able to transfer bigger data units. Most commo
combination of both techniques is used, resulting in shorter and wider busses.
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Two important factors limit the scalability of SMP nodes. In the first place, these v
short busses required for performance limit scalability because, simply, there is not en
room in the bus to attach a large number of components. In the second place, another
that limits scalability in single SMP node systems is data access contention in the system
Contention comes from the fact that the system bus is used for every data transaction be
any two components connected to the bus. While the bus is used for a transaction, any
attempt to use the bus will be blocked till the next available bus cycle.

Examples of SMP nodes are the SUN Ultra Enterprise 10000 se
(Starfire) [25][123], the Compaq/DEC AlphaServer 8400 and GS140 [37][38] and the
9000 T-Class servers [62]. The SUN and Compaq/DEC machines are commented next.

1.2.2.1. The SUN Ultra Enterprise 10000 (Starfire)

The SUN Ultra Enterprise 10000 server supports up to 64 processors and 64 Gbytes o
memory. It is based on the 400 Mhz. Ultra SPARC II processor and the Gigaplane
interconnect technology. Each processor comes with a 4 Mb. external secondary cache.

The Enterprise 10000 server accommodates a maximum of 16 system boards
system board can be configured with up to 4 processors and 4 Gbytes of memory. S
boards are connected through the Gigaplane-XB interconnect, a crossbar designed spe
for this machine. It uses a packed switched scheme with separate address and data pa
reason is that data is usually communicated point-to-point, while addresses have
distributed simultaneously throughout the system for the snooping protocol. The
structure of the system is shown in Figure 2. Data transfers are done through a 16x16 cr
allowing communication between any two system boards at the same time. Contention
when a system board is the origin or the destination for two or more data transfers in the
bus cycle. In this case, only one of the requests can be satisfied and the rest should wai
available bus cycle. Addresses are communicated to all boards through four indepe
address busses. Each bus covers 1/4 of the total address space.

With this characteristics, the data crossbar has a latency of 468 ns. The latenc
SUN Ultra 6000, a smaller machine supporting 24 processors is half (216 ns.) The prob
that, in the Enterprise 10000, both local and remote memory references suffer the la
penalty. SUN states that this can be improved in the future [25].

Figure 2: SUN Enterprise 10000 bus architecture
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1.2.2.2. Compaq/DEC AlphaServer GS140

The Compaq/DEC AlphaServer GS140 is based on the Alpha 21264 processor. It suppo
to 14 processors. Each Alpha processor runs up to 636 Mhz. and has a 4 Mb. externa
level cache. Processors are connected through a system bus supporting a maximum
Gbytes of main memory.

Figure 3: Compaq/DEC bus architecture

Figure 3 shows the structure of this system. The system bus supports the conn
of a maximum of 9 system boards. This limitation seems to confirm that the small bus
required for performance is really conditioning the design of the computer. There are
types of system boards: Processor boards, memory boards and I/O boards. A processo
may contain up to two Alpha processors. A memory board can accommodate up to 4 Gby
memory. This means that a 14 processor system is limited to 4 Gbytes of memory, due
maximum of 9 system boards connected to the system bus.

1.2.3. CC-NUMA symmetric multiprocessors (CC-NUMA SMP)

A CC-NUMA SMP node is a cache-coherent non-uniform memory access symm
multiprocessor. In contrast to a SMP node, in CC-NUMA machines it is assumed tha
access time from processors to memory can depend on the location of the originating pro
and the location of the memory module accessed. The following could be stated as
objectives of CC-NUMA SMP machines [72]:

• Achieve larger scalability than SMP systems. Currently, this means breaking the fro
at 64 processors provided by the SMP systems.

• Maintain the data coherence among the overall system, as in SMP systems.
• Limit the increment in the cost due to introducing complex hardware (multi-

alternatives, for instance, are more complex and costly).

Figure 4 shows the structure of a CC-NUMA SMP machine. Several SMP or custom node
joined through a fast, low latency, interconnection network. Each node contains a numb
processors, memory, local I/O and a fast communication bridge to the central interconn
network. All memory (and usually all I/O) is shared and accessible from all the proces
attached to the machine. The topology of the interconnection network greatly varies a
different designs and it is the factor that will limit the performance of the overall system. D
coherence must be maintained through a special cache coherence protocol implemen
means of a memory directory located in each node, which tracks data references to r
nodes and references from the local node to remote data.
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Figure 4: Structure of a CC-NUMA symmetric multiprocessor

Examples of CC-NUMA SMP nodes are the SGI Origin2000 machine [136], the
9000 V-Class Enterprise server [63], the Sequent NUMA-Q based servers [131][128] an
Data General AViiON AV 25000 CC-NUMA Server [35][34]. The Origin2000, HP 9000 a
Sequent servers are commented next.

1.2.3.1. SGI Origin2000 server

The SGI Origin2000 server supports up to 1024 processors and one Terabyte of main m
It is based on the 250 Mhz. MIPS R10000 processor (with 4 Mb. of external secondary c
and a distributed shared memory (DSM) architecture. The DSM architecture implem
directory-based memory coherence, removing the broadcast bottleneck that pre
scalability in the snoopy bus-based SMP implementations [72].

The basic Origin2000 node is shown in Figure 5. Each node contains two R1
processors, with their respective secondary cache memories. The central element in eac
is the HUB, which connects both processors to the memory, I/O and the interconne
network (interconnection fabric, in SGI terminology). Each node can accommodate up
Gbytes of main memory and its corresponding directory memory. The global shared ad
space is distributed among the nodes in slices. Node 0 contains addresses in the lowe
0:N-1, node 1 follows, containing addresses N:2N-1, and so on. The DSM archite
provides global addressability from any processor to all memory and I/O.

The Origin2000 system uses a directory-based memory coherence protocol.
cache line in memory has an associated directory entry. Directory memory is located nea
memory (in the same module, see Figure 5). Each entry contains information abou
associated cache line: its system-wide caching state and bit-vectors pointing to caches
have copies of the cache line. Memory can determine which caches need to be involve
given memory operation in order to maintain coherence. The cache coherence proto
explained in [72].

Figure 6 shows the structure of an Origin2000 system containing 64 proces
Processor nodes are attached to the interconnection routers, which provide low la
communication. Routers link the HUB inside the basic nodes to the CrayLink Intercon
Each router has six external full-duplex connections, which are managed internally by
six-way nonblocking crossbar switch. Machines with 128 processors use meta-routers (r
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connecting routers) to connect four 32-processor groups. Meta-routers are replaced b
hypercubes to reach up to 1024 processors.

Figure 5: Origin2000 node and external connections

Figure 6: Topology of a 64-processors Origin2000 system

Table 1 shows the average latency of the local and remote memory referenc
machines with a different number of processors, from 1 to 128. The increment of the la
between 8 and 32 processors is very small due to the use of redundant connection li
routers called express links [72]. It is remarkable than, in a 64 processor machine, the a
latency of a remote memory access is only 2.7 times the latency of a local memory acce

In this thesis, we have used a machine with these characteristics (64 processo
the evaluation of our proposals.
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1.2.3.2. HP 9000 V-Class Enterprise server

The HP 9000 V-Class Enterprise server supports up to 128 processors and 128 Gbytes o
memory. It is based on the 440 Mhz. HPPA-8500 processor and the HP’s Scalable Com
Architecture (SCA). The V-Class SCA is a multi-level memory subsystem. The first leve
to 32 Gbytes) consists of a traditional SMP memory; The second level is created by tying
level memories through a high performance interconnect. The interconnection is named
Hyperlink. The resulting system appears to be as a single globally shared me
multiprocessor system.

The building-block of the HP 9000 V-Class server is shown in Figure 7. It consist
a 8x8 crossbar switch to which 8 four-processor modules and up to 32 Gbytes of main me
can be attached. Each four-processor module has a local I/O module. The connect
memory modules to the crossbar is done through the SCA module, implementing mu
rings connecting building-blocks. SCA allows remote memory accesses to/from other bu
blocks. Up to four building-blocks can be joined in a 128 processors machine.

The system guarantees cache coherence between multiple building-blocks. Eac
module contains cache and directory memory (Hyperlink memory). The Hyperlink ca
memory contains the remote data referenced by the local building-block. The Hype
directory memory contains, for each cache line, the list of building blocks sharing the s
information.

In contrast to the Origin2000 system, the HP 9000 V-Class server takes the app
of building a large SMP crossbar-based system (containing up to 32 processors) and tak
the building-block for a larger machine.

Memory level Latency (ns.)
L1 cache (195 Mhz. processor) 5.1

L2 cache 56.4

local memory 310

4 cpus remote memory 540

8 cpus remote memory (avg.) 707

16 cpus remote memory (avg.) 726

32 cpus remote memory (avg.) 773

64 cpus remote memory (avg.) 867

128 cpus remote memory (avg.) 945

Table 1: Origin2000 average memory latencies
Page 10
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Figure 7: HP 9000 V-Class building-block

1.2.3.3. Sequent NUMA-Q E300 server

The Sequent NUMA-Q E300 server supports up to 128 processors and 128 Gbytes o
memory. It is based on the 400 Mhz. Intel Pentium II Xeon processor and the Sca
Coherent Interface (SCI) [64].

NUMA-Q stands for NUMA based on quads. A quad (see Figure 8) is the basic b
for the Sequent server, consisting of four processors (Intel Pentium Pro / Pentium
connected to an SMP bus, with local memory (up to 4 Gbytes) and local I/O. Basic block
attached to the IQ-Link network, which is the Sequent’s implementation of the SCI stan
IQ-Link is a unidirectional ring network, running at 1 Gb/s. Figure 8 also shows the resu
system structure. A maximum of 32 quads are supported for a total of 128 processors.

Like in the Origin2000 server, the global shared address space is distributed a
the nodes in slices. Data coherence is ensured in hardware inside each quad, like in
machine. The IQ-Link module inside each quad ensures data coherence among quads
provides 32 Mb. cache memory for remote data and directory memory to keep track o
state of the local and remote cache lines whose data is in the local quad [81].

Although the high speed network and good local memory latency (250 ns.), re
memory latency is higher than in the SGI Origin2000 machine, reaching 8 times the
latency [80][72].
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Figure 8: NUMA-Q server topology and Quad structure

1.2.4. Architectural considerations for our proposals

From the previous discussion, we have seen that different implementations of SMP an
NUMA machines give pretty different low-level performance results. Scalability is a diffic
problem and the different solutions usually introduce a penalty in data access times. Har
constraints raise a barrier when reaching 12-16 processors in SMP machines.

Current SMP machines try to break this barrier through complex hardware des
but maintaining the backplane bus and the snoopy cache protocols. The goal is to maint
memory access times equal from any processor to any memory module at a reasonab
Nevertheless, memory contention should also be taken into account. Several proc
accessing the same memory module will have to wait for the memory accesses to be
one after the other. Does this mean that equal memory access times are unachievable?

With the design of CC-NUMA machines, architects are implicitly assuming t
memory access times do not need to be always the same. This simplifies the hardwa
lowers the cost. Nowadays, this has allowed to add up as much as thousands of process
single node, running a single copy of the operating system and applications.

From the software point of view, both types of machines are behaving in a
similar way. Different memory accesses can have different latencies. This means that p
applications that are scaling well till 12-16 processors will suffer a problem similar to
hardware scaling, when executed on 32 and more processors. For instance, an applicat
spending one millisecond on one processor should ideally take 125 microseconds
processors. Software can easily support this coarse grain distribution of work. By contra
same task would spend 15 microseconds on 64 processors. Supporting such fine granu
very difficult to achieve, taking into account that memory access latencies can reach ne
microsecond. This limit in the ability of exploiting fine granularity always exists, althoug
can be different, depending on the architecture. Application scalability can be achieve
scaling the amount of data that the application is managing.

In this thesis we want to study another alternative. CC-NUMA architectures are b
on building-blocks and they further extend the traditional hierarchical view of the phys
memory. Parallel applications can adapt to the new hierarchy by exploiting, when pos

Quad 0 Quad 1 Quad 2 Quad 3

Quad N-1

P-II P-II P-II P-II

MemoryI/OIQ-Link

Quad
Interconnection
(IQ-Link)
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multiple levels of parallelism, and grouping processors to work in more coarse g
distributions of work, even when using more than 12-16 processors.

When we take into account that these machines will be used to run se
applications at a time, we realize that the operating-system scheduling mechanisms pr
should also be revisited. Operating-system scheduling takes usually the process/thread
scheduling target. This means that all kernel-level events (processor preemption, blo
unblocking, etc.) related to a process are communicated to it, without taking care of the pa
application to which the process belongs. This mechanism comes from the uni-proc
implementations of the operating systems. Applications can also be considered a
scheduling target. We want to study whether this alternative is feasible for kernel-
scheduling and evaluate the benefits that can carry out.

1.3.Current parallel execution environments
Computer builders provide parallel execution environments along with each parallel com
A parallel execution environment, from top to bottom, consists of a parallelizing compile
user-level threads library and a multiprocessor operating system. The parallelizing com
either automatically decomposes the application in parallel tasks, or accepts annotated
code, from which it generates parallel code calling the user-level threads library. The user
threads library supports the execution of the parallel tasks of the application, through effi
fork/join and synchronization mechanisms. The threads library uses the operating s
interface to obtain execution resources. The multiprocessor operating system is in cha
managing processors, physical memory and input/output. It manages processor schedul
memory allocation and placement.

In the following subsections, we introduce some of the commercial and rese
projects related to supporting parallel execution, introducing the main aspects to con
when designing a parallel execution environment. They are compared with our approa
later in Chapter 6.

1.3.1. Commercial parallel execution environments

Every commercial parallel execution environment provides a set of parallelizing comp
usually supporting the C and Fortran languages. For instance, both the MIPS Pro C [13
Fortran 77 [135] compilers provided by Silicon Graphics are able to automatically extract
parallelism from sequential applications. This is done with the help of the PCA (Parall
Analyzer) and PFA (Parallel Fortran Analyzer) tools [134], respectively. Both compilers
accept annotated C and Fortran code. In this case, the programmer can express both
loops and parallel sections (data and functional parallelism). Both in automatic and ann
parallelizations, the resulting parallel code calls to the SGI MP library [137][133], the cus
threads library provided by SGI to support parallel execution.

Commercial parallel execution environments provide different user-level thre
libraries. There are two main types of such libraries: First, the standard libraries su
Pthreads (Posix threads) [65][124]. They are thought to be used by parallel programme
build parallel applications, expressing the parallelism by hand. The programmer introd
explicit calls to the threads library to create, manage, terminate and synchronize the p
application tasks. The Pthreads library is oriented to work with shared memory. There ar
standard libraries oriented to message passing, such as PVM [52] and MPI [90][91].
Page 13
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Secondly, there are custom threads libraries (such as the SGI MP library).
custom libraries are not used directly by programmers, but instead they are used thro
parallelizing compiler. Custom thread libraries are highly tuned for execution on top o
parallel architecture. For instance, spawning parallelism in custom libraries is done fr
master processor to all the slave processors at a time, instead of supplying work in a one-
basis, which it is the case in the Pthreads library. Such fine tuning motivates the use o
simple structures to support the parallelism. Simplicity carries out efficiency, but also ther
lack of functionality with respect to standard libraries. For instance, the SGI MP library for
to spawn parallelism inside a parallel region. That is allowed in the Pthreads library, which
not imposing such restriction by allowing that any pthread could spawn a new pthrea
general, it is common that custom libraries do not support the exploitation of multiple leve
parallelism.

The multiprocessor operating system assigns physical processors to applic
processes (or threads). Different kernel-level scheduling policies are usually provided b
operating system. For instance, the SGI IRIX operating system provides the time-sharin
gang scheduling policies [138] to manage parallel applications. Time-sharing is a prio
based scheduling policy, where processes are scheduled independently of each other.
scheduling, instead, processes belonging to the same application are scheduled as a g
the SGI MP execution environment, the time-sharing policy is used because it is more dyn
than gang scheduling and applications are able to adapt to the number of processors all
In fact, each application has a specific thread in charge of controlling the load of the sy
and whether the application is taking advantage of the allocated processors. This thread
two purposes. First, in case that thread detects that the load is high and the application
receiving enough resources, it decides to stop some of the processes of the application,
some physical processors and reduce the system load. Second, when that thread detects
load is low and the application can use more processors, it starts some of the processe
application to take advantage of more physical processors. This is a specific feature of th
MP execution environment, not found in other environments.

Other operating systems, such as Digital UNIX, provide the FIFO and round-r
scheduling policies, in addition to time-sharing, to schedule processes/threads on t
processors. SunOS provided a gang scheduling class for lightweight processes (LWPs)
Nevertheless, the parallel execution environments running on top of them are simpler th
SGI one, lacking that kind of communication between the user and kernel levels.

1.3.2. Research projects

Several parallelizing compilers are being developed to generate code to run on top of c
threads libraries. They are research projects oriented to individual application execution
instance, the SUIF compiler [60] gets sequential Fortran code and automatically gen
parallel code to run on a custom library, with no communication with the operating sys
The SUIF run-time system supports a single-level of parallelism, in the same way as th
MP library does.

Searching for support of multiple levels of parallelism and fine granularity is the m
goal of several user-level thread libraries. The Illinois-Intel Multithreading Library (IML [5
is a user-level threads package supporting nested parallelism and code generation fr
Intel Fortran compiler. It runs on PC-compatible Intel multiprocessor machines, on top o
Page 14
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Windows NT kernel. Communication with the operating system includes a specific interfa
get the number of available processors and to stop and resume kernel threads.

COOL [23] is a run-time system supporting parallel object-oriented programs wr
in the COOL language [24]. It is thought for NUMA machines. The programmer is allowe
express data locality in three different ways, through object, task and processor affinity.

Cilk, Filaments, Concert, Active Threads are thread libraries also providing suppo
compiler generated code. Communication with the operating system is not considered,
of these projects. They provide support for multiple levels of parallelism. Data locality is ta
into account, providing tools in the library interface to map the application tasks on spe
processors. The Cilk language extends C with parallel constructs. The Cilk run-time sy
[17] is oriented to express parallelism in recursive programs. Filaments [44] can be
directly by the C programmer or from the Sisal functional language. It supports fine-gra
iterative and fork/join threads. Concert is a concurrent object-oriented language and run
system [27] designed to support fine-grain irregular applications which behavior is unkno
compile time. Active Threads [150] is a run-time system supporting code generation fo
pSather compiler [93][142]. Threads are grouped in thread bundles, sharing a com
scheduler. Bundles facilitate data locality because threads accessing the same data c
assigned to the same physical processors through the bundle.

Projects considering the improvement of communication with the kernel incl
Process Control, Scheduler Activations, First-Class User-level Threads and Exec
Vehicles. Process Control [147][148] introduces the concept of dynamically adapt
parallelism inside applications to the available resources, as indicated by the kerne
application receives enough information to start and stop processes when needed to a
the allocated resources. Scheduler Activations [5] provides to the user level all sched
events related to the application. The events are receiving a new processor, a pro
preemption, thread blocking and thread unblocking. All events are communicated throug
upcall mechanism, which sometimes is too costly to allow an efficient communication
between user and kernel levels. First-Class User-Level Threads [84] merges the
mechanism with the shared memory. The most aggressive approach is taken in the
implementation in IRIX6.5 of Execution Vehicles [32]. In this approach, the full context of
kernel-level threads is made available to the user-level execution environment, in such
that both the kernel and the user levels can resume a preempted thread.

There are other research projects providing threads libraries, such as Quart
FastThreads [4], Presto [14] and SwitchStacks [28] which are interesting for various re
and have also been studied during the development of this work.

1.4.Software considerations for our proposals
Fine-grain parallelism exploitation can be useful depending on the amount of proce
available to the application. From the hardware point of view, when a large numbe
processors is available, the limits of fine-grain parallelism come from the fact that distribu
less work to more processors reduces the amount of data that each processor is acc
usually increasing the conflicts among the processors. This topic appears in large mac
specially in NUMA architectures. When the amount of conflicts grow, the performance o
Page 15
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parallel execution decreases. One solution to this problem is to exploit multiple leve
parallelism, when possible. Otherwise, the reduction of the conflicts is only possibl
enlarging the size of the data set managed by the application.

From the application point of view, allowing to exploit multiple levels of parallelis
means to be able to spawn parallelism at any point during the execution. Some of the c
parallel execution environments forbid spawning new parallelism when some parallelism
been already spawned. Such environments forbid multiple levels of parallelism.

In the exploitation of multiple levels of parallelism it is interesting to consider
aspect about how the new parallelism is going to be executed. A first approach cons
using the same processors that are already executing other parallel constructs. Altern
imagine that the application can be partitioned along the different parallel constructs. Diff
processors can be then assigned to work in different portions of the application. Res
distribution is let entirely as an application decision. It can be done in regular or irregular w
depending on the application structure. For instance, an irregular distribution of processo
assign more processors along the critical path and less to execute other constructs. App
partitioning is an interesting issue because it will potentially reduce the spawning overhea
benefit data locality and working set size.

Supplying accurate information to the operating system about resource needs is
key aspect. When the application shrinks its parallelism, processors could become q
available for other applications running in the system, reducing idle time. On the other h
when an application needs more processors, it is guaranteed that the request will be tak
account in a short enough amount of time. In this way, the application adapts its structure
available resources.

1.5.Goals of this work
The global objective of this thesis is to achieveefficientandeffectivesupport for multi-user
parallel processing across a wide range of shared memory parallel computers, from
symmetric multiprocessors to high-end systems with globally shared address space. Thi
searches for a complete execution environment for parallel applications. The environ
consists of a parallelizing compiler, a specialized user-level threads library, a new ope
system interface, new scheduling mechanisms and several system level scheduling poli

Supporting parallel processingefficientlymeans to achieve both high global syste
performance and reduced turnaround time for applications running simultaneously o
parallel system. The execution environment iseffectiveif it is able to support all the existing
applications which are amenable to be parallelized and new ones which can be a
designed to be executed in parallel.

The fundamental concept used in this work to achieve the global objective is
cooperation among the different execution levels in a parallel execution environment
three execution levels which we consider are the compiler/application level, the user
execution environment and the operating system. Cooperation must be bidirectional, fro
application to the user-level environment and operating system and vice-versa.

The kind of work and the experimentation needed to complete the previous
requires the availability of a whole parallel execution environment, from the operating sy
to the compiler/application level, and including the user-level execution management. T
the reason why one of the main results of this thesis is a complete parallel exec
Page 16
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environment (the NANOS execution environment) providing a compiler (the NAN
compiler), a user-level threads library (NthLib), an operating system interface and sched
mechanisms (the NANOS O.S.) and the definition of how the three levels are goin
cooperate. Such cooperation can be seen like the path the information follows from
application to the operating system. Most of the development done for the NANOS exec
environment has been done as part of the NANOS L.T.R. ESPRIT Project (E-21
[98][99][100][101][102][103][104], supported by the European Commission [45].

The main objective presented is decomposed below in partial goals, located a
different levels, which have to be obtained first to prove the feasibility of the global one.

1.5.1. Application / compiler level

Supporting effective parallel processing includes the ability to express parallelism in high
languages. This work focuses mainly on FORTRAN applications. The NANOS com
automatically parallelizes applications based on OpenMP directives [107]. It us
hierarchical task graph [55] as an internal representation of the parallelism extracted fro
application. The compiler generates parallel FORTRAN code from this internal represent

The development of the NANOS compiler, although has been done outside this th
has been directly guided by the design, the experimentation and the results presented
work.

The goal is to show the feasibility of compiling applications in order to efficien
exploit parallelism in a multiprogrammed environment. This can be further decomposed,
following issues:

• Search for the limits of fine-grain parallelism. Find which is the limit of fine-gra
parallelism in current architectures and what the important aspects to consider are
parallelizing applications at fine granularity levels.

• Allow the exploitation of multiple levels of parallelism, when possible, including bo
structured parallelism at the loop level as well as task parallelism. Allow experimenta
with processor grouping.

• Enforce the cooperation with the lower levels (user-level execution environment
operating system). Communicate information about data locality, and minim
exploitable granularity to the user-level execution environment. Communicate
resource needs of the application to the operating system.

• Facilitate the development ofevolving and malleable [47] applications. Evolving
applications dynamically request at any moment the number of processors they ne
execution. Malleable applications are able to run on any number of processors, qu
adapting their execution when the number of processors allocated to them change

1.5.2. User-level execution environment

Parallel code generated by the NANOS compiler is supported by a specialized threads
(NthLib). This library has been designed as the NANOS compiler target. It can be also
directly by a user/programmer. The goals at this level are:

• Achieve individual application high performance. This means to search for an effic
implementation of the threads library, the basis of the user-level execution environm
without compromising or restricting the achievement of the other goals.
Page 17
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• Support fine-grain parallelization. Provide an execution environment to investi
which are the limits of fine-grain parallelization. Search for techniques to supply wor
processors and mechanisms for thread joining, having in mind both UMA and NU
architectures.

• Support multiple levels of parallelism and processor grouping. Allow the applica
level to spawn parallelism at any time and drive processors to execute portions of i

• Offer mechanisms for the application level to control data locality and load balancin
• Promote efficient cooperation of the user-level execution environment with

application and the operating system levels. Provide the low-level mechanism
controlling the processors allocated to the application. Detect processor preem
from the operating system and recover the work to avoid delays in the application.

1.5.3. Operating system level

Parallel execution is supported by the NANOS O.S. The operating system is responsi
managing physical resources and offering them to the applications. This work conside
processor as the main resource to be shared among the executing applications. M
allocation is considered for NUMA machines. Other issues usually managed by the ope
system, such as memory management or input/output are not considered, by now. The g
this level are:

• Define an operating system interface to support the cooperation between the h
levels (application and user-level execution environment) and the operating system

• Design a new operating system scheduling framework to allow efficient proce
distribution and sharing, considering the application as the scheduling target
providing a smooth kernel-level scheduling in accordance with the applications.

• Enable the design and implementation of kernel-level scheduling policies to distr
the available processors among the executing applications in a dynamic environme

• Dynamically adapt the parallelism exploited inside each application to the gl
resource utilization. Processors are moved by the operating system from one appli
to another to balance the overall system load and applications requirements.

• Consider processor affinity and memory placement in kernel-level scheduling poli
benefiting data locality.

1.6.Description of the complete execution environment
The main structure of the execution environment is presented in Figure 9 and it consi
three basic levels of operation (application/compiler, user-level execution environmen
operating system), their interfaces and the possible paths through them. The subject
thesis consists of the design of both the user and operating system interfaces and the
connecting them, represented by black arrows in Figure 9. The gray arrows mean paths
areusedin this work. We have participated in the development of such paths, but they ar
of the scope of the work presented in this document.
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Figure 9: Nano-threads execution environment: main structure

The work done in this thesis uses three different ways of building parallel applicat
(see the upper part of Figure 9): manual parallelization, parallelization with directives
completely automatic parallelization through the NANOS parallelizing compiler. The NAN
compiler is based on Parafrase-2 [114][115][59], a parallelizing compiler developed a
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The NANOS compiler includes a graph
interface [20][54] to visualize the structure of parallel applications and add OpenMP direc
for parallelization. Along this thesis, a set of (extended) OpenMP directives is used to ann
applications for expressing the parallelism. This is the visible top-level user interface o
parallel execution environment. Each Fortran application is modified introducing
necessary directives, obtaining applications structured following the underlying model.
NANOS compiler parses the directives expressing the parallelism and integrate
information obtained from them to the internal compiler structures. C applications are, by
manually parallelized using direct calls to the threads library interface.

This thesis defines the two internal interfaces between the three levels of oper
the user-level execution environment interface and the operating system interface. P
code is executed on top of the nano-threads library (NthLib, in the middle part of the fig
using the user-level execution environment interface, which gives support to application
scheduling and efficient thread management. The user-level execution environment int
allows to describe how the computation and data space of an application are structured a
ways in which different execution flows can traverse them. The hierarchical representat
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the computation space has all the information needed to support both structured
unstructured parallelism and dynamic allocation of execution flows (threads) to diffe
partitions of the program, as long as precedences allow it and there are available resour

At the bottom, the operating system interface enforces the cooperation betwee
user and kernel levels and allows the application level to adapt to a dynamic proc
allocation environment. The operating system interface provides a light-we
communication path between active user applications and the operating system in or
support requests of resources from the user-level execution environment, and also infor
actual resource allocation and availability. The operating system interface has been de
and completely implemented inside the CHORUS microkernel [121] and part
implemented with the help of a user-level CPU Manager in some stock operating system

A set of scheduling strategies have to be designed at each level in order to atta
goals of this work. These strategies define the allocation of the entities available at each
to the entities available in the next lower level (see Figure 10). At the application level
compiler has to identify sequences of instructions with granularity coarse enough to am
the management overhead. These sequences (or application tasks) map to user-level th
run-time following the scheduling policies defined by the user-level execution environm
The user-level environment allows the application to map work to specific virtual proces
offered by the operating system level or to simply let the work available to execute on a
processors available. At the operating system level, the scheduling decisions take c
assigning virtual processors (kernel threads) to the available physical processors. It ma
also the kernel-level scheduling events relevant to the application and implements the k
level scheduling policies.

Figure 10: Mapping entities across the different execution levels

1.7.Contributions of this thesis
The main contribution of this thesis is to design and implement the Nano-Thr
Programming Model on a complete user- and kernel-level parallel execution environm
resulting in an efficient product, competitive with widely-used parallel execut
environments. Cooperation between the user and kernel levels is the basis to achiev
performance.

Application tasks

User-level
threads

Virtual processors /
Kernel threads

Physical processors

Application level

User-level execution
environment

Operating system
level

Hardware level
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As in many other sections along this thesis, the contributions provided can
classified by the level of operation where they are located (application/compiler, user
execution environment and operating system). Special emphasis is done to highlig
aspects that improve cooperation among the levels.

1.7.1. Contributions at application level

The contributions at application level are the following:
• Mapping the hierarchical task graph structure (the internal compiler representation

application) to a user-level execution environment interface, allowing the executio
applications decomposed in an hierarchy of parallel tasks.

• Allowing the application level to know about virtual processors, making the mas
slaves scheme more general and allowing the application to decide which proce
work as masters and which as slaves inside the hierarchy of parallel tasks.

• Merging the support of multiple levels of parallelism with data locality issues, resul
in the proposal for establishing processor groups at application level. Within
approach the application is able to restrict the number of processors participating
specific parallel construct, dedicating the remaining processors to other tasks.

• Mapping well-known application level scheduling algorithms (dynamic, guided s
scheduling, etc.) to the Nano-Threads Programming Model, using the support from
user-level execution environment.

1.7.2. Contributions at the user-level execution environment

The contributions at the user-level execution environment are:
• Define a user-level threads library interface to support parallelization following

Nano-Threads Programming Model.
• Efficiently support multiple levels of parallelism, achieving the integration, in the sa

execution environment, of different mechanisms for providing high functionality to
higher levels of parallelism and high performance to the inner-most level. Provide n
threads, giving full functionality, and work descriptors, offering limited functionalit
high performance.

• Support processor grouping, allowing the application to supply work to spe
processors, setting the master and slaves for each parallel construct.

• Support thread bursts, avoiding the need to spawn all the parallelism at a time
allowing to check the number of resources allocated between bursts, adaptin
parallelism.

• Provide an execution environment highly dynamic, enforcing the adaptability to
available resources and enabling an efficient execution on a general-purpose multita
system by means of integrated cooperation with the operating system.

1.7.3. Contributions at the operating system level

The contributions at the operating system level are:
• Consider the application as the scheduling target, instead of independent proces

threads. Physical processors are assigned to applications and remain assigned
application decides to free them or the current scheduling policy decides to allocate
to another application.
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• Design an operating system scheduling framework in which all applications reques
considered globally for taking the decision of how many processors allocate to
application.

• Allow the operating system scheduling policy to decide to which applications allo
free processors in the near future, in case some processors become out of work.

• Enforce the communication and cooperation with the higher levels, defining an effi
interface between kernel and user levels, allowing the applications to dynami
request and release processors. Integrate the best proposals of the previous works.
the kernel-level scheduling events to the user-level using the most efficient way.

• Provide a user-level design and implementation of the proposals through a
Manager, enforcing portability to different operating systems.

1.8.Thesis structure
This document is organized in 10 chapters. Chapter 2 presents the complete definition
Nano-Threads Programming Model, including the elements required from the user
execution environment, the operating system. It presents also the programming langua
have selected to express the parallelism. From our point of view, at the same lev
importance, Chapter 3 discusses the relationship that we establish among the three le
operation (application, user-level execution environment and operating system) and ho
entities inside each level of operation are mapped on the entities of the next lower level.

Chapter 4 describes the user-level execution environment interface, which ca
used either for code generation from a compiler or directly by the programmer. Chap
presents the extensions to the operating system interface to support the Nano-T
Programming Model.

After presenting all the proposals of this thesis, Chapter 6 discusses the compa
with the previous and related work and Chapter 7 highlights what we consider the
important aspects of the implementation of the NANOS parallel execution environment.

Chapter 8 shows some examples of use of the NANOS parallelizing environm
both directly from a programming language such as C and using OpenMP Fortran direc
OpenMP extensions are used to express multiple levels of parallelism and processor gro
two well-studied applications.

Chapter 9 presents the evaluation of the complete NANOS parallel execu
environment as has been implemented in the Origin2000 machine, starting with the eval
of the overhead introduced by the user-level threads library, continuing with the evaluati
the performance obtained in individual parallel applications and terminating with
evaluation of several workloads. Along the evaluation, the NANOS parallel execu
environment is compared with the SGI MP execution environment.

Finally, Chapter 10 contains the conclusions of this thesis and the work planne
the future.
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Chapter 2.
Programming Model

Abstract
This chapter presents the Nano-Threads Programming Model

(NPM). Following this model, parallel applications are decomposed in
tasks and represented through a Hierarchical Task Graph (HTG)
structure. The way an application is decomposed enables the exploitation
of fine-grain and multi-level parallelism. This chapter highlights the
requirements that NPM needs from the user-level execution environment
and the operating system. Finally, it introduces the programming
language we have used to parallelize applications.

"El mar és com és, un gran amic enigmàtic de
caràcter desigual. Moltes de les seves coses, no és
necessari entendre-les."

"Ronda naval sota la boira", Pere Calders,
Edicions 62, octubre 1994.
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2.1.The Nano-Threads Programming Model (NPM)
The complete programming model defined in this work is based on the Nano-Thr
Programming Model (NPM) [112]. The reason for using this model is that it provides a m
for detecting, representing and exploiting both fine-grain and multiple levels of paralle
from existing applications.

The Nano-Threads Programming Model was first introduced in [112][116] to prov
highly optimized light-weight threads. It has been further developed in [92][127]. As
model defines, theparallelizing compileridentifies the maximum parallelism contained in th
application throughdata and control dependence analysis and generates an intermed
representation of the parallel application taking the form of aHierarchical Task Graph(HTG)
[92][112]. From the HTG, the compiler generates parallel code using the services provid
a threads package interface. During code generation, the compiler statically determin
finest granularity of parallel tasks worth to be exploited having in mind the efficiency of
user-level package implementation. Using the threads package and operating system int
at run-time, the program is also able to group tasks in order to use a coarser level of granu
adapted to the actual system conditions.

2.1.1. The Hierarchical Task Graph (HTG)

The hierarchical task graph (HTG) is a graph composed ofsimple and compoundnodes.
Simple nodes contain sets of operations that need to be executed sequentially or
represent enough work to be executed in parallel. Compound nodes encapsulate a new
the hierarchy containing more complex computations. They are composed of simple
compound nodes. Typical compound nodes correspond to loops and complex blocks o
containing parallel sections. Compound nodes contain two special control nodes: thestart and
the stop nodes. The start node is the entry point for the compound node and manage
execution of the internal nodes; the stop node is the exit point that manages and signals
successors the completion of the corresponding compound node. Nodes at the same
the hierarchy in the HTG are connected by directed arcs if there are data or co
dependences between them. A nodey is data dependenton nodex if they access the same dat
and at least one of them modifies the data. A nodey is control dependenton nodex if the
execution ofy is decided by the execution of nodex. Nodex is thesourceof the dependence
and nodey is thesink. Dependences impose a partial order on the execution of the nodes

Figure 11 shows a sample program and the HTG structure derived by the com
The HTG has three levels of nodes: at the outer level of the hierarchy, there is a s
compound node representing the whole program. At the next level, nodesPROGandEND are
the start and stop nodes, respectively, of the main compound node. Inside the main com
node, one can find four compound nodes representing the three procedure invocations (z(), g()
and h ()) and theDO loop. The node representing the loop contains three simple no
(representing the assignment statements to arrays A and B, and the evaluation of the co
in the IF statement and three compound nodes (representing theTHENandELSEbodies and
the invocation of functionf). Dependences are represented by directed edges. Solid e
represent data dependences. Dashed edges represent control dependences. For inst
compound node representing the invocation of procedureh() is data dependent on node
Page 24
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representing the invocation ofz()and theDO loop and it is control dependent on the start no
PROG. Both theTHEN andELSE bodies are control dependent on nodeIF.

We define ataskas a collection of HTG nodes at the same level of the hierarchy
have enough granularity to be executed as a user-level thread. The compiler decides th
granularity for the tasks taking into account the overhead of the user-level exec
environment. For instance, in Figure 11, nodesA, B and f() have been joined in a task
Dependences between nodes of the HTG defineprecedence relationsbetween the
corresponding tasks. These precedence relations establish apredecessor/successorrelationship
between the tasks, that must be preserved in their parallel execution. The compiler gene
function for each task in such a way that the code generated for the application can be s
an executable representation of its HTG.

Figure 11: Sample program and its associated HTG

2.1.2. The HTG execution mechanism

The execution of the parallel program consists of the execution, in some order, of the fun
associated to the HTG tasks. The execution order must ensure that all the precedence
task are satisfied before its associated function is executed. Anano-threadcorresponds to an
instantiation of an HTG task in the form of an independent user-level control flow.

A task can be instantiated as a nano-thread when at least one control depende
resolved by a predecessor task. The user-level execution environment offers nano-thre
instantiate the application tasks as user-level threads. One nano-thread instantiates one
tasks, depending on the specific level of the hierarchy and the current availability of proce
running in the application. It is possible that a nano-thread executes several tasks seque
in case of lacking processors. The nano-thread instantiating a task may not be ready
executed as some data dependences may be still unresolved. As soon as all data depe
for it have been satisfied, the nano-thread is ready for execution. The user-level exe
environment offers a user-level ready queue to keep all those nano-threads waitin
available processors.

PROGRAM
m = z()
g(m)
DO i = ...

A(i)= ...
B(i)= ...
C(i)= f(A(i),B(i))
IF (...)

then_code
ELSE

else_code
ENDIF

ENDDO
h(m,C)
ENDPROGRAM

z ()

h ()

PROG

then

END

ENDDO

A Simple HTG node

f ()

C Compound HTG node
Control dependence arc

 g ()

Data dependence arc
PROG Start or stop node

DO

A B
IF

else

Collection of nodes
becoming a task
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The execution of an HTG begins with the main node being prepared for execution
inserted in the ready queue as a nano-thread. Virtual processors assigned to an applica
auto-scheduling [92][110] to execute a nano-thread selected from the ready queue.
scheduling means that processors search for work independently from each other.

A compound node is a candidate to create new parallelism. The execution
compound node begins at itsstart node. The function generated for the start node is a con
function, which is in charge of the application level scheduling of the tasks enclosed in
compound node. This function evaluates, at run-time, the availability of resources an
parallelism it could generate based on the precedences among its internal tasks. Usi
information, it decides whether to create nano-threads for its internal tasks or to ex
himself the computations of the internal tasks, avoiding to manage too many context
reducing the associated overhead. In case it decides to spawn parallelism, the prece
observed among the internal tasks of the compound node are represented as prede
successor relations among nano-threads. For this reason, nano-threads have to be crea
the bottom to the top. For instance, the four nodes inside the main compound node of F
11, are created starting withh() andg() and continuing withz(), and theDO loop.

The function associated with thestopnode of a compound node has a double purpo
as defined by NPM. On one hand, it is in charge of satisfying the precedence relations
successor nodes, allowing them to execute, when all their precedences have been satis
the other hand, it can check the execution conditions looking at the information given b
operating system level. This is used to detect, and correct when necessary, at user-lev
kernel-level scheduling event influencing the execution of the application, such as proc
preemptions.

In the following two sections, the requirements imposed by NPM into the user-l
execution environment and into the operating system are examined.

2.2.Requirements set by NPM on the user-level environment
The Nano-Threads Programming Model introduces a specific parallelization scheme,
great coordination among the different levels of operation, both aspects different from
parallelization models. The supporting user-level run-time environment should take
differences into account. In this subsection, we consider the ways the model can be sup
by a user-level execution environment. Such environment is influenced by the applicatio
the operating-system levels, and it has to provide solutions to the requirements of both.

2.2.1. User-level resource identification

All thread packages provide some means of thread self identification. Knowing th
identifiers is usually enough to work with a traditional threads package, where the applic
level is not aware of the processors where the parallel work is executed, such as in Pthr

Knowing thread identifiers only is not enough to support the NPM. The reason is
the application is more aware than in other parallel environments of its own struc
(represented through the HTG) and the mapping of such structure to the processors pr
by the operating system. As a result, the application level wants to identify which user-
thread is executing a specific portion of the parallel work. Also, the application wants t
able to map such parallel work to one of the virtual processors offered by the operating sy
Page 26
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The user-level execution environment has to provide the basic tools to allow
application to correctly map its parallel structure to the available processors. Tools in
naming of virtual processors, along with each processor status, whether each proce
available or not and the reason why (e.g., it has been preempted, it is blocked, etc.).

Processor and thread identification is commented in more detail in Subsection 3

2.2.2. Spawning parallelism through ready queues

NPM does not define any scheme for parallelism spawning (work generation) from
application level. Any work generation scheme (static, dynamic, guided self-scheduling,
can be appropriately mapped to NPM to allow the application to generate work to process
the way that favors data locality, load balancing or both. This means that the run
execution environment should support the standard and well-known application-
scheduling algorithms [83]. Scheduling algorithms on NPM are explained in more deta
Subsection 3.2.2.

In addition to the support of application-level scheduling algorithms, the user-l
execution environment has to support a mechanism to represent predecessor/su
relationships between application tasks. Representing precedences between ta
accomplished by specifying the tasks which have to be executed after a given one, at cr
time. This feature is explained in more detail in Subsection 3.3.3.

Supporting a single level of parallelism can be achieved through a work descr
located in a known memory area, from which all processors get the work to execute
multiple levels of parallelism, data structures supporting the description of parallel work
to allow that several processors generate work at the same time. The descriptions of di
tasks are going to co-exist to be executed by the same or different processors. A commo
structure useful to support several task descriptions co-existing at the same time is a
The user-level execution environment has to offer ready queues to keep work ready to d
having no processor on which to execute.

Work spawning can be done in a global way, in the sense that any available proc
can get its work from a global pool (a global ready queue can be used for this purpose
otherwise, work can be supplied to a specific processor or group of processors, introduci
need for local work generation and virtual processor identification at application-level.
result, both global and per-processor local ready queues are required by NPM and sho
offered by the user-level execution environment.

2.2.3. Waiting for work

The user-level execution environment is responsible of managing the processors when t
no parallel work to execute, and the application decides not to free the processors (e.g.
the application is executing in a short sequential section). While the application doe
spawn parallelism, the user-level execution environment maintains processors actively w
for work. This is performed by means of an idle function. Each potentially available proce
has the option of invoke the idle function when it does not have work to do. Global and
processor local ready queues have to be periodically examined by idle functions.

In addition, the operating system may claim some of the processors executing
application to be returned to the operating system. Idle functions also check for the ope
Page 27
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system conditions and they answer accordingly. This is an extra functionality supported b
idle functions in a dynamic resource allocation environment, like the one proposed by N

Idle functions should work in asafely way, that is without getting any mutua
exclusion. This is important because this behavior makes easy to release a processor fr
idle function code. Also, idle functions can be safely preempted at any point, wit
compromising the execution of other threads, due to synchronization issues. For these re
we say that the idle functions work is asafe point for preemption.

The complete functionality of the idle functions inside the user-level execu
environment is presented in Subsection 7.1.9.

2.2.4. Multiple levels of parallelism

Supporting multiple levels of parallelism is one of the most complex features included in
user-level execution environment. Next subsections sketch how data belonging to dif
levels of parallelism is available and it can be accessed and a way to achieve efficiency
supporting multiple levels of parallelism.

2.2.4.1. Local address spaces

Supporting multiple levels of parallelism requires that the execution at each level mainta
set of local variables which can be used not only by the current execution level, but also
the enclosed levels. So, such set of variables has to be maintained during the execution
most internal levels. Several alternatives were studied in order to find the best choice hav
mind all possible aspects of the problem:

• Local variables could be statically allocated in the data segment. This solution doe
allow to spawn any parallelism because the variables can not be replicated for
thread. Old Fortran compilers allocate local variables in the data segment.
compilers do that in the local stack. Parallelizing compilers need to allocate variabl
the local stack.

• Local variables could be allocated in the heap. This means an extra memory manag
for thread address spaces, using implementations similar to malloc/free, but wit
extra of having to know how many threads are accessing each local address spa
with the addition of some kind of garbage collection to release unused memory.

• Another solution consists of using a cactus stack. Using cactus stacks, the local var
are allocated in the stack of the parent thread. They are accessed through a stat
supplied from the parent to the child threads. The drawback with this alternative is
the compiler must be aware of the cactus stack structure and it has to generate s
code to access local data belonging to the parent threads [92].

• Local variables could also be allocated in the stack of the executing thread (the par
the parallelism), as in the cactus stack solution and all references to local vari
needed by the children threads can be passed to them as parameters.

We adopted the last solution. This solution makes the user-level threads packa
provide primitives for thread creation with a variable number of arguments. As it is seen a
this thesis, the overhead introduced by argument passing is very small and can be assum
the benefits obtained by the new functionalities provided. Another advantage of argu
passing is that each thread can access variables in a standard way, and any compilatio
end can be used to generate the machine language code from the parallelized Fortran/C
code, relying on the efficient local variables allocation mechanism used by the sta
Page 28
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compilation back-ends. This scheme avoids the need for dynamic allocation of address
from the heap [92]. An extra heap management does not agree with our design decision
library already handles a heap from where it allocates memory for nano-thread stacks
goal is to avoid two different memory managements in the nano-threads package.

As a consequence of allocating local variables in the parent thread stack, the p
thread should be blocked during the execution of the children, in case it can not proceed
the execution. In this way, as a side effect of taking this solution, the parent and successo
nodes have been joined in one nano-thread with a blocking primitive, thus maintainin
nano-thread stack where data resides.

Taking the previous discussion into account, in order to execute the application, n
threads access two kinds of application data using standard mechanisms:

• Global application data, as defined by the application programmer through the high
language (Fortran or C), resides in the global shared data segment.

• Function and subroutine arguments and local data and nano-thread local data, d
respectively by the programmer through the high level language (Fortran, C)1 and by the
parallelizing compiler; in our implementation, they reside in the nano-thread stack
call this set of data the address space of a nano-thread.

Nano-thread code access application global data using the same addressing
than in a standard sequential program. If access to global data has to be done in a certai
a data dependence arc will force to execute one nano-thread before the other. The
definition and the nano-thread sequence control mechanism make unnecessary
exclusion between nano-threads. Only inside the nano-threads library mutual exclus
necessary to access shared internal library data.

Allocating the local address space of a compound node in the stack of the start
may require to maintain it when the start node terminates, till the stop node is executed. T
that, consider the execution of the compound node shown in Figure 12. The nano-t
instantiating the start node allocates in its stack the local variables of the function. To do
compiler uses the standard local variable allocation mechanism (initializing the frame po
and decrementing the stack pointer). Then, the start node nano-thread instantiates the b
the routine, launching the internal nodes nano-threads (seq_i). As an option, any of the paralle
sequences could be joined with the start and stop nodes to build a larger task to be exec
a nano-thread. This is indicated in the figure through the shaded area.

Every internal node nano-thread has to receive a pointer to a local variable in ord
be able to reference it. In addition, the start node nano-thread would have to wait fo
termination of the internal nodes before destroying the local variables of the function.
address space destruction consists in the standard deallocation of local variables (restor
stack pointer from the frame pointer). This operation corresponds to the stop node. As a
the code for the start and stop nodes has to be joined in one function using a block operat
between, to wait for the rest of the parallel sequences.

1. Standard FORTRAN-77 subroutine local data declarations are allocated in the data segment, not in the
FORTRAN parallelizing compilers (and C compilers) use the stack to allocate subroutine local data.
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Figure 12:  Compound node associated to a subroutine.

2.2.4.2. Support for fine-grain parallelism

Nano-threads provide the basis for supporting multiple levels of parallelism. Several pa
the application can proceed in parallel while spawning more parallelism. Each part o
application is depending on the nano-thread which started it, working with its own l
address space, independent from the other parts of the application.

Nevertheless, nano-thread creation and management imposes more overhead t
strictly necessary when only one level of parallelism is exploited, or even when the inner-
level of parallelism is exploited. Overhead comes from the fact that each nano-thre
defining an address space. This is necessary for the outer levels of parallelism, but not
inner-most level.

In order to reduce the overhead of spawning parallelism in the inner-most lev
different mechanism can be provided. Resembling the parallel execution environments
provide a single level of parallelism, this mechanism is based on work descriptors. A
descriptor is a data structure describing the work to be done in parallel. Work descripto
created before spawning the parallelism and they are supplied to the executing proce
Each processor gets a pointer to the work descriptor and starts the execution of a portion
work described. The exact portion depends on the self identification. This mechanis
thought for the inner-most level of parallelism.

This is the way we propose for integrating, in an efficient way, multiple levels
parallelism in a single environment. Outer levels of parallelism are spawned using th
providing an address space. The inner-most level can be spawned more efficiently u
work descriptor. Idle functions search for both work descriptors and new threads to exe
When a work descriptor is found, it is executed simply by calling the associated func
When a new thread is found, the idle thread makes a context switch to execute it.

2.3.Requirements set by NPM on the operating system
The operating system is in charge of distributing processors among the executing applic
The NPM imposes that all changes in processor allocations done by the operating syste
relevant to the applications have to be communicated to the applications [118]. In this se
the requirements for applications adaptability and operating-system scheduling policie
presented.

start

stop

. . . .seq 1 seq i seq N

Sub_ex
void sub_ex (args)
{

// local variables declaration

// subroutine code in form of
// N parallel sequences

return
}
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2.3.1. Application adaptability to the available resources

The execution of a nano-threaded application is able to adapt to changes in the num
processors assigned to it. The adaptation is dynamic, at run-time, and includes three imp
aspects: first, the amount of parallelism that a compound node generates is limited som
by both the number of processors assigned to the application and the current amount o
already pending to be executed. Second, the application is able to request and r
processors at any time. And third, the application should be able to adapt to proc
preemptions and allocations resulting from the operating-system allocation decisions.

With respect the first aspect, the nano-thread starting the execution of a comp
node takes the decision whether to proceed in parallel or to execute itself (sequentiall
computations of the internal nodes. The operating system has to provide some interf
allow the application to check which the number of processors available for spaw
parallelism. Checking this number just before spawning parallelism, the application en
that it is going to use all the processors allocated to it.

The second aspect, enabling the request for processors, demands from the op
system an interface to set the number of processors each application wants to run o
operating system should guarantee that the number of requested processors from
application is considered as soon as it distributes processors among applications.

The third aspect, applications being able to adapt to processor preemptions, re
also some help from the operating system. The operating system moves processors fro
application to another following some scheduling policy. The requirement from the applic
point of view is that preemptions do no occur. As this is usually not possible, the run-
execution environment may help to provide such a feeling, by recovering preemptions. A
solution from the operating system point of view is, on one hand, to provide some mecha
to reduce preemptions at a minimum. And at the other hand, to provide a complete interfa
preemption recovery. This is explained in Chapter 5.

2.3.2. Operating system scheduling policies

Kernel-level scheduling usually also consists of a set of kernel-level scheduling policies w
the operating system applies to distribute processors to applications. Several kerne
scheduling policies help in achieving good results in performance inside the NPM.

At any time, there is a current active scheduling policy, applied to all applicati
running in the system. The active policy can be dynamically changed without incurring
overhead to the running applications. Applications only notice the different perform
results obtained from the processor allocation decisions taken by the policy newly establ
Different application workloads can benefit from different policies [33][75].

The active scheduling policy is in charge of looking at the requirements of all runn
applications and decide which resources to allocate to each one. Each parallel applica
considered as a whole. This is the way space-sharing is established in NPM. As long
policy decides to allocate a number of processors to each application, a portion of the ma
is effectively given to that application and the application decides what to do with
processors. The mechanism in charge of determining the exact processors to be assi
each application ensures that the processors assigned to the application are going to be t
that more recently have been running on it, enforcing data locality. Specific architec
Page 31
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characteristics, such as a NUMA memory subsystem can also be taken into account
point.

The benefit of looking at applications as a whole is that processors know whe
look for work first (the application where they are assigned to). In case the application h
work to perform, its cooperation with the operating system makes it to release s
processors, which will search for work in other applications. The scheduling poli
implemented and evaluated in this work are presented in Subsection 5.3.

2.4.Programming language
The Nano-Threads Programming Model is a good way of representing the parallelism
inside applications, but sometimes the compiler finds code structures that are diffic
analyze and parallelize. With the purpose of increasing the expressiveness giv
programmers, we use an extended set of OpenMP directives [107] for expressing para
in Fortran.

2.4.1. Goals of the OpenMP directives

Expressing parallelism at application level is usually a hard work for application programm
Sequential applications can be parallelized by hand after a short/long period of study
application and the parallel execution environment, depending on the complexity and s
the application. Fortunately, compilers provide some help, by allowing programmer
annotate source code with directives. Directives in Fortran and pragmas in C are the sta
way for expressing parallelism at application level.

The main goal of the current OpenMP directives proposal is to provide a powe
standard method for expressing parallelism in Fortran applications written in a sequ
form. Most applications are first written sequentially and later parallelized. For this reason
very important that the tools for expressing parallelism in sequential codes become mo
more expressive, easy to use and portable.

OpenMP directives are more powerful than previous directive standards (for inst
than Parallel Computing Forum - PCF - directives). New clauses have been added and t
also the possibility of expressing multiple levels of parallelism. This feature is very impor
for using these directives in conjunction with the NPM.

2.4.2. Expressing parallelism in OpenMP

The sample program presented in Figure 11 could be parallelized using OpenMP
presented in Figure 13, where three levels of parallelism are expressed, although not
relationships between parallel tasks are represented. For instance, the HTG structure
that tasksg() and h() can be executed in parallel and this is not possible in the Open
version. In this thesis, we are using, along with the standard OpenMP directives,
extensions to provide the programmer with more expressiveness. Extensions includ
expression of processor groups and the ability to set predecessor/successor relatio
among several parallel sections.
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Figure 13: Sample program parallelized using OpenMP directives

When expressing multiple levels of parallelism, the programmer wants to control
to distribute the parallel tasks among the participating processors, establishing grou
processors. This is the motivation of the first extension to the OpenMP directives. Each
parallelism is spawned, the programmer can express in which processor(s) the new para
should be executed (see Subsections 4.2.1.2 and 8.2.1).

The second extension to OpenMP allows the programmer to set the predec
successor relationships among several parallel sections, allowing that some of them
executed in parallel, but sequentially with respect to others. This approach can redu
amount of unbalance that several parallel sections could have among them.

Using the OpenMP directives in this work, we have achieved the following goals
• Easy the task of parallelizing applications. Parallelizing applications with directive

easier than code them by hand to run in parallel.
• Offer a standard parallelization environment. OpenMP directives are being impulse

the OpenMP organization and they are a powerful standard proposal for expre
parallelism.

• Enforce portability. Applications parallelized on the NPM can be run in other OpenM
based execution environments. Applications parallelized using OpenMP can be ru
the NPM.

• Use some extensions to the original OpenMP proposal, providing support for them
the NANOS user-level execution environment and test their usefulness to expres
exploit parallelism.

PROGRAM
m = z()
g(m)
DO i = ...

A(i)= ...
B(i)= ...
C(i)= f(A(i),B(i))
IF (...)

then_code
ELSE

else_code
ENDIF

ENDDO
h(m,C)
ENDPROGRAM

PROGRAM
C$OMP PARALLEL SECTIONS
C$OMP SECTION

m = z()
g(m)

C$OMP SECTION
C$OMP PARALLEL DO

DO i = ...
C$OMP PARALLEL SECTIONS
C$OMP SECTION

A(i)= ...
B(i)= ...
C(i)= f(A(i),B(i))

C$OMP SECTION
if (...)

then_code
ELSE

else_code
ENDIF

C$OMP END PARALLEL SECTIONS
ENDDO

C$OMP END PARALLEL DO
C$OMP END PARALLEL SECTIONS

h(m,C)
ENDPROGRAM

Sequential
Version

OpenMP
Version
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Chapter 3.
Scheduling

Abstract
This work considers that a complete parallel execution

environment can be divided into three levels of operation (application,
user-level execution environment and operating system). This division
establishes three changes for mapping the entities of one level to the
entities of the next level. This is commonly known as scheduling.

The application level needs to be able to map application tasks
to user-level threads. The user-level environment must offer efficient
user-level threads supporting multiple levels of parallelism and mapped
to the virtual processors offered by the operating system. The operating
system has to map virtual processors to physical processors and
communicate all application-related scheduling events to the user-level.

“‘Excuse me’ - Barnaby said - ‘but this isn´t the
Academy. And a student´s thesis is a long way from a
workable plan.’”

“Descent”, Star Trek, The Next Generation, Pocket
Books, Oct. 1993.
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3.1. Scheduling levels
The Nano-Threads Programming Model (presented in Chapter 2) is the starting po
achieve the goals of this thesis, that is, to efficiently support both global-system
individual- application high performance in shared-memory parallel systems, achieving a
cooperation among the different levels of execution.

In Chapter 2 we have introduced the requirements needed for each one of the
levels of operation, namely application, user-level run-time environment and operating sy
In this chapter, we focus in the cooperation established among them. There are s
mappings among application, run-time and operating system levels which are the k
provide high performance:

• The application is responsible for the mapping of application-level tasks to user-
threads supported by the threads package.

• The user-level threads package is responsible of the mapping of user-level threa
kernel-level threads (virtual processors), provided by the operating system.

• The operating system is responsible of the mapping of kernel-level threads to proce

How to establish the mappings between the entities used in the different leve
operation is usually known as application-, run-time- and (operating-system) kernel-
scheduling. The subject of this chapter is the design of the scheduling techniques at the
levels and the cooperation established among them.

3.2.Application-level scheduling
After the NANOS compiler has decomposed the application in tasks and built the HTG,
task (equivalent to a node in the HTG) can be executed in parallel with all other tasks
which there has no dependence relation. Direct execution of the HTG structureas is, following
the paths defined by the precedences between nodes, would provide the largest am
parallelism. Assuming there would be no parallelism management overhead and ass
infinite resources for parallel execution, direct execution would provide the best perform

Anyway, coming to the actual world, parallelism management overhead is notice
and the number of processors available is limited. The latter is solved through the kerne
scheduling, which distributes processors among the applications. Management overhea
reason for introducing application level scheduling. The user-level execution environmen
also use scheduling to map application generated threads to operating-system
processors.

A first step in application-level scheduling, which we consider already done w
executing a parallel application, is to make the HTG as coarse grained as possible. This
that the compiler joins both dependent nodes and nodes too small to make worthwhi
spawning of parallelism. The potential overhead introduced by the parallelization is limite
this way. So, the applications executed on top of the NPM are already tuned for pa
execution, avoiding spawning parallelism for tasks too small. The NANOS compiler i
charge of this rearrangement of the HTG structure, before generating the parallel code.

A second step consists of allowing the application to decide the amount of paralle
to spawn with respect the available processors (see Subsection 3.2.1). In the third
depending on the structure of the parallelism, the application wants to use different
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generation schemes to provide work to the processors. Such schemes are well-
scheduling policies such as static, interleaved, guided, trapezoid, etc. (the mapping o
scheduling policies to NPM is presented in Subsection 3.2.2). In the fourth place, mainta
locality is a key aspect to achieve high performance (see Subsection 3.2.3). In the fifth
the application wants to express unstructured parallelism through the predecessor/suc
relations among parallel regions of code (Subsection 3.2.4). Finally, there is the question
whether multiple levels of parallelism and processor grouping are affordable (This iss
discussed in Subsections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6).

3.2.1. Deciding the amount of parallelism

The application can determine, during run-time and from the interface with the user-
execution environment, the number of processors it is running on and decide the amo
parallelism to spawn. Depending on the conditions of the actual execution environmen
application can actually spawn all the parallelism available at a time, only spawn a porti
it, or even decide to proceed sequentially.

The amount of parallelism spawned at a given time is independent of the applica
level scheduling scheme used. Alternatives provided to applications range from spawni
the parallelism at a time in a static way till spawning a portion of the total amoun
parallelism in a dynamic way. In the first case, the work is distributed as evenly as pos
among the available processors at a time. Processors execute their corresponding par
work till each one finishes and signals termination. This is usually a good alternative for s
parallel regions, in which the overhead of parallelism should be maintained as sma
possible. Optionally, each portion of the work can be assigned to a specific processor (
application control) to maintain data locality as much as possible. The disadvantages o
static approach are that load balancing is not possible, as the work is distributed once, w
option to reconsider the decision. Also, in case new processors are allocated to the appl
during the execution of the parallelism, they can not participate in the parallel work a
because the initial decision can not be reconsidered.

In the second case, spawning a portion of the parallelism in a dynamic way, all w
will be available to all processors and they will pick it up from a global structure. Although
approach prevents the preserval of data locality, it favors load balancing. Also, it allow
reconsider the decision of spawning parallelism, taking again into account whether the nu
of processors allocated by the operating system has changed from the last decision poi

Other approaches and scheduling algorithms for spawning parallelism are disc
in Subsection 3.2.2. This is also related to the requirements needed for the user-level ru
execution environment (presented in Section 2.2). What usually happens is that wh
application spawns all the parallelism at a time, it uses the most efficient way (w
descriptors) to represent the work to be done. Instead, dynamic spawning of the paral
must paid an extra overhead to allow the expression of the later continuation of the spa
operation, which is done through the creation of nano-threads.

Static approaches are usually better when dealing with fine-grain parallelism be
of its reduced overhead. Also, it is used in small machines, where the number of proce
allocated to an application is not going to change by a great amount. On the other hand,
parallelism becomes coarser or the parallel environment offers more processors, the dy
approaches can be more suitable. In any case, in current machines data locality is a p
issue. Usually, preserving data locality (Subsection 3.2.3) is more important than allo
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dynamic application-level scheduling [83]. This is the reason why we have given enfo
support for the static approaches.

3.2.2. Application-level scheduling policies

Orthogonally to the decision of how much parallelism to spawn at any moment, there i
question of how to distribute work among the processors. The policies proposed in [83
loop scheduling have been taken into account to provide the proper support for applic
level scheduling.

The set of application-level scheduling policies which we have tested on NPM
composed by the following:

• Static; The application distributes work among the available processors as even
possible. Chunks of N/P consecutive iterations are assigned to each processor, whe
the amount of iterations which is distributed at this time, and P is the number of avai
processors at this time. N may be the complete set of iterations or vary during exec
In case N is the complete set of iterations, the decision is taken once. Otherwise, d
the execution of the entire loop, the decision of spawning is evaluated several t
Locality is enforced by assigning the same data to the same processors, bein
application which controls the assignment of iterations to processors.

• Static with chunk=C, also known as Interleave; The application distributes work am
the available processors in chunks of C consecutive iterations. Each processor
execute N/C chunks. Again, the decision of spawning can be taken just once, in ca
loop iterations are considered at a time, or several times if only a portion of the com
set of iterations is used at any time. This scheme is useful for triangular loops, wher
amount of work per iteration greatly varies from iteration to iteration. Locality is a
enforced by assigning the same data to the same processors, under application co

• Dynamic with chunk=C; The dynamic scheduling policy sets a global work descri
from which all processors pick up work. Each processor gets C iterations at a
executes them and tries to get C iterations more, and so on, till the work is exhau
This is useful for unbalanced loops, where there is no previous knowledge abou
amount of work to be done in each iteration. Data locality is not preserved becaus
processors get work randomly.

• Guided self-scheduling (GSS [113]); GSS begins assigning large chunks of itera
Each processor receives as much work as the number of remaining iterations divid
the number of allocated processors (N/P). Following this formula, chunks qui
decrease in size till all the work has been generated.

• Trapezoid self-scheduling; Trapezoid starts with chunks smaller than GSS, searchi
a compromise to avoid giving too large chunks. It assigns first N/2P iterations to
processor. The size of the chunk decreases slower than in GSS (at a rate of N/(8*P

• Adaptable-size chunking [86]; This algorithm is explicitly thought to be used in
dynamic environment, where processors quickly move from a one application to ano
It generates work using two chunk sizes. Processors receiving the larger chunk si
assumed to be stable in the application, so are going to work with small overh
Processors receiving small chunks are candidates to leave from the application first
the operating system requests to do so.

To avoid taking the decision of spawning parallelism only once, all policies are ab
be combined with factoring, also from [83], to execute the parallelism in bursts. Be
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generating each burst, the application has the opportunity of checking the number of ava
processors and decide whether to execute in parallel or not and compute the parameters
scheduling policy in use to spawn parallelism next time. Figure 14 shows the behavior o
interleave and adaptable size chunking approaches when using bursts.

Figure 14a shows how work is generated when using an interleaved scheme and
thread bursts. For each processor (3 in the example) a first chunk containing two iterati
generated. After that, a dispatcher nano-thread is enqueued and the burst is com
supplying a second chunk for each processor. All nano-threads, including the dispatch
enqueued in the global ready queue. When the first processor finishes executing, it picks
dispatcher, thus generating more work to be done (the second burst), and continues work
the second part of the first burst. The goal here is to maintain the processors working
enough work generated without generating all the parallelism in a fine-grain manner at a
which would spend a large amount of memory.

Figure 14: Work generation using burst-based scheduling algorithms

Figure 14b shows the bursts technique applied to a different scheme for applic
level scheduling. In this case, large chunks are merged with small chunks to reduc
overhead introduced through spawning parallelism. The idea is also to maintain at lea
processor executing a small chunk of iterations to be able to quickly adapt to chang
processor allocation introduced by the operating system.

3.2.3. Locality issues

The application level relies on the services provided by the run-time library to spawn
manage parallel tasks. While designing a new run-time library, one has to think of whic
needs of parallel applications are, having in mind the physical execution environ
(hardware) where they are going to execute.

Our target machines range from small symmetric multiprocessors to produ
machines containing a large number of processors. A key aspect to consider is how mu
application should be involved in the assignment of parallel tasks to processors. We
determined that it is very important to allow the application to guide the run-time library a
where to execute its tasks. This is because the application can be aware of how the data
patterns are for each parallel construct. This issue is more important on NUMA architec
The mechanism provided to the application consists of allowing work generation on sp
processors.

Also, the compiler can help in achieving locality by generating code for e
processor which correctly accesses the same data across different parallel loops. Som
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the code inside parallel loops can be slightly modified to align the data accesses done
processors with the data accesses done by the previous loops.

3.2.4. Dependent parallel regions of code

As soon as an application is represented through an HTG structure, the parallelism detec
the compiler can be highly unstructured in the sense that inside every node several dep
regions can be spawned in parallel if the supporting threads library allows to represe
precedences among them. Parallelization through directives is not usually expressive e
to allow such an unstructured representation.

Figure 15 shows an example consisting of a parallel application structure (Fi
15a), in which there are eight regions of code which are dependent as indicated in the
(region 3 depends on region 2, region 5 depends on region 4 and so on). This parallel str
can be parallelized using two main approaches. The first one is used in tradit
parallelization environments (Figure 15b). It uses a barrier synchronization to control the
of the four first parallel regions and signal the starting of the four second parallel reg
When the parallel execution shows some load unbalance among the different parallel re
this approach sums the unbalances along the largest path (consisting of regions 4 and 3
figure).

The second approach, which is supported in the NANOS environment, is to allow
application to express the precedences among regions. Observe in Figure 15c ho
approach is able to mitigate the effect of load unbalance due to the removal of the b
synchronization involving all processors. Instead, when the execution of a parallel re
terminates, the application automatically starts executing the dependent one. In gener
load unbalance is reduced with respect the traditional approach. The application can e
any precedence relation among parallel regions. The extended OpenMP directives us
expressing such precedences are presented in Chapter 4.

Figure 15: Structured vs. unstructured parallelization

2 4 6 8

3 5 7 9

a) Application structure
Dependent parallel regions

b) Structured parallelization c) Unstructured parallelization

2 4
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3.2.5. Multiple-levels of parallelism

Supporting the execution of the hierarchical parallelism represented by the HTG struct
equivalent to provide multiple levels of parallelism. In this work, we have taken advantag
having the applications decomposed in a hierarchical way, to provide support for explo
multiple levels of parallelism.

Figure 16 shows the structure of a parallel application which exhibits two level
parallelism. At an outer level, regions 2, 4, 6 and 8 are independent among each othe
same happens with regions 3, 5, 7 and 9. Among them, region 3 depends on region 2 and
At an inner level, each one of the regions contains a parallel loop.

Figure 16: Application structure allowing multiple levels of parallelism

Figure 17 shows the differences between the exploitation of single and multiple le
of parallelism and the different approaches that can be taken in each case. When explo
single level of parallelism only, either the outer or the inner level of parallelism can
exploited, but not both. Figure 17a shows the result of exploiting the outer level of paralle
in the application represented in Figure 16, assuming that 16 processors are availabl
outer level consists of two groups of 4 parallel regions. The parallelism is spawned in s
way that one processor executes one parallel region. If the run-time execution environ
forbids spawning further levels of parallelism, no other parallelism can be exploited
particular, parallel loops inside each one of the parallel regions have to be exe
sequentially. As a result, only 4 processors are used in the outer level approach.

Figure 17b shows the parallelization of the inner level. This is usually the appro
taken by most of programmers and parallelizing compilers because it is easy to d
parallelism in loops and it is the most commonly supported parallelism exploitation.
second approach allows to use all 16 available processors. Also, it is going to exhibit th
performance when the parallel loops are large enough. There are, although, locality issu
should be taken into account. For instance, in the example of Figure 17b, it seems be

Application
Structure

1

2 4 6 8

3 5 7 9

10

Parallel
Regions

Parallel
Loops
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execute the loop in the way it is shown (regions 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on), instead of exec
regions in the following order: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 3, 5, 7 and 9. This is because, if there
dependence from region 2 to region 3, it is probable that a portion of the data used in reg
is also used in region 3. So, it is better to execute region 3 immediately after region 2
execute regions 4, 6, and 8 in between, polluting the cache memory of the processors
executing region 3.

Figure 17c shows a first approach for multi-level parallelization (all-to-all). Fo
parallel regions (2, 4, 6 and 8) are first spawned. The processor executing each region
parallel loop inside and spawns further parallelism. All parallel loops are executed b
processors (16, in the example). This means that each processor is going to receive th
portion of the parallel loop than in Figure 17b approach. The difference is that the wo
supplied as soon as the parallel regions are spawned. This early spawning of para
provides, at a time, four times more work than in Figure 17b approach. This is a good so
to reduce the effect of load unbalancing because as soon as a processor terminates w
iteration of a parallel loop, it can proceed executing the next loop. The same execution c
achieved by eliminating the implicit barrier synchronization at the end of parallel loop
traditional parallelization environments.

Figure 17: Single-level vs. multiple-level parallelization
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3.2.6. Processor grouping

When allowing to spawn multiple levels of parallelism, the execution environment can pro
tools to drive processors to execute at different parts of the application. It is very differe
make all processors to participate in the execution of all parallel tasks, like in a single-
parallel execution, from guiding each processor to execute the desired tasks.

Processor grouping is the method we have selected at application level to
processors to execute some (but not all) of the active parallel tasks. Figure 17d show
approach (grouping) that can be taken when supporting multiple levels of parallelis
consists of driving processors to independently execute a portion of the application. I
example, all parallel loops inside parallel regions are executed using 4 processors, for a t
16 processors. A first group of 4 processors is used to execute regions 2 and 3, anothe
for regions 4 and 5, an so on. The advantage is that the inner level of parallelism is distri
among less processors than in the all-to-all approach. The working-set size assigned t
processor is the same than in theb and c approaches, but the number of different da
structures used for each processor is smaller. In general, processor grouping makes lar
working set each processor takes from a parallel task, thus improving locality and red
false sharing among the processors. This is of importance when the amount of work insi
inner level is big enough to be exploited using 4/8 processors, but it is too small to be exp
on more processors [106].

The method we use to drive processors consists of establishing the processor g
at every spawning point. All spawning points at an outer level of parallelism are able to
some selected processors to each one of the parallel tasks, building agroupof processors. One
of the processors assigned to each task executes the task. It is thegroup masterfor the task it
has started executing on. Other processors inside the same task aregroup slaves. Then,
independently inside every processor group, each time the group master finds an inner p
task, it spawns the new parallelism over the group slaves (sometimes we also call them
friends; OpenMP usesteam, instead).

3.3.Run-time library level scheduling
The purpose of the run-time execution environment is to coordinate the application need
what the operating system offers. The application wants to execute tasks and the ope
system offers virtual processors to execute them. The relation between a run-time l
giving support to NPM and the applications has three important aspects to consider. Fir
run-time library has to allow the application to map tasks to specific virtual processors (us
for data locality purposes). This can be done by exporting virtual processor identifiers t
application level (see Subsection 3.3.1). Second, the application also wants to stock s
tasks at a time for execution. The library can support this feature through ready queue
Subsection 3.3.2). And third, the application wants to express predecessor/successor re
between parallel tasks (explained in Subsection 3.3.3).

The relation of a run-time library supporting NPM and the operating system is b
on the operating system interface providing information about the current status of proc
allocation. The run-time library is in charge of tracking the status of each one of the vi
processors and decide low level processor movements to benefit the execution o
application. This will be explained in Section 3.4.
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3.3.1. Resource identification and scheduling

The run-time library provides tools for virtual processor identification (also commente
Subsection 2.2.1). Virtual processors are identified by consecutive numbers starting from
to the number of processors available in the machine minus 1; Gaps are not allow
decision here is to ensure that when the operating system informs an application that
allocated P physical processors, the application automatically knows that those process
represented by virtual processors numbered from 0 to P-1. No translation is required to
which virtual processors are available. This assumption can be broken when the ope
system assigns/preempts processors. In these situations, the threads library is in charg
situation, fixing a consecutive numbering of virtual processors and being aware of prov
physical processors to all virtual processors, while the application terminates the cur
spawned parallelism.

Using the virtual processor identifiers, the application indicates the mapping of n
threads to virtual processors. After the mapping is set, it is maintained and the threads pa
ensures that virtual processors having work to do are eventually mapped on a ph
processor. This means that the scheduling performed by the operating system may bre
mapping between physical processors and nano-threads, but not between virtual proc
and nano-threads. Checking often the number of allocated processors is a good w
minimizing the number of times that such mapping is hurt by the operating system sched

3.3.2. Mapping application tasks to virtual processors

The application level instantiates its parallel tasks using nano-threads. Nano-thread
mapped to virtual processors labeling them with the virtual processor identifier. This is us
done at thread creation; it can also be done sooner or later after thread creation; or even
be done in a random way. The purpose of explicitly mapping tasks to virtual processors
achieve data locality. Instead, allowing a random mapping searches for improving the
balancing.

The run-time execution environment offers a ready queue of ready-to-run n
threads. The structure of the ready queue is as follows:

• A global ready queue serves the purpose of load balancing. All virtual processors s
for work in the global ready queue. Nano-threads enqueued in the global ready que
picked up at random by a processor and executed in it.

• Local per-processor ready queues are oriented to support data locality. One v
processor searches for work in each local ready queue. For this reason, the local
queues are identified with the identifier of the associated virtual processor. Nano-th
labeled with a virtual processor identifier are always enqueued in the matching r
queue.

Different implementations of the ready queues can be provided to the applic
level in order to provide simple/extended functionality without compromising performa
when the extra functionality is not needed.

3.3.3. Precedence driven execution

From the application structure given by the HTG, application tasks are instantiated as
threads. Nano-threads are a run-time representation of the structure of the HTG throu
expression of predecessors and successors among them. Figure 18 presents a samp
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annotated to show which characteristics are associated to each task when it is instantiat
nano-thread. Nano-threads provide the address space for the execution of the HTG node
maintain the predecessor/successor relationships and can be labeled to execute in
virtual processors.

Figure 18: Sample HTG, nano-threads and precedence relations

For instance, in Figure 18, the nano-threads instantiating nodesg, h andx are created
first, setting their successor to theendnode. Nodey can be instantiated as soon ash is. And
nodez, after g and h are instantiated. Instantiation always proceeds from the bottom of
HTG to the top. The nodeh has two predecessors (zandy). This means that as soon as nodez
andy have been executed, nano-thread instantiating nodeh can be enqueued in the ready que
for execution. When a node finishes execution, it has to signal its successors in case the
to be enqueued. In the figure, nodezsignals both nodesg andh because they are its successor

When a nano-thread should be enqueued for execution, the run-time library take
account whether the nano-thread is labeled with a virtual processor identifier (VP). When it is
the case, the nano-thread is enqueued in the local ready queue of the given virtual pro
Otherwise, it is enqueued in the global ready queue. In the example of Figure 18, nodz is
enqueued at the very beginning to be executed in virtual processor 0 (vp: 0), nodey in virtual
processor 4 and nodex in virtual processor 8. Nodesg andh are labeled for execution in virtua
processors 0 and 4, respectively. This is useful to maintain data locality, when the applic
knows, for instance, that nodesz andg access a large amount of shared data.

3.4.Kernel-level scheduling
Kernel-level scheduling solves the problem of having a limited number of physical resou
where to execute the user applications. Each user application maps user-level threads
threads in our model) to virtual processors offered by the operating system. The ope
system maps the virtual processors to physical processors, allowing that all user applic
execute in a shared environment.

Usually, in parallel execution environments, each application assumes tha
operating system assigns a physical processor to each one of its virtual processors. Thi
always possible because the demand for virtual processors in the system can exce
number of physical processors. The total demand for virtual processors is known as the l

 z

h

start

end

 g

 y

 x

Virtual processor: 8
Function: x
Predecessors: NO
Successors: end

VP: 4
F: x
P: NO
S: h

VP: 0
F: z
P: NO
S: g, h

VP: 0
F: g
P: z
S: end

VP: 4
F: h
P: z, y
S: end
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the system. The role of the operating system in processor scheduling becomes importan
the load of the machine is high, so that a number of physical processors must be share
larger number of virtual processors. This work concentrates in providing new technique
mechanisms for supporting well-known and new scheduling policies. The sched
mechanisms are designed to enforce a close cooperation among the application, the ru
execution environment and the operating system. Cooperation is based on information
across the different levels.

3.4.1. Sharing information with the upper levels

Each application executing on the NANOS parallel execution environment shares inform
with the operating system. The information dynamically flows from the application to
operating system and vice versa.

The information includes the number of processors on which the application wan
run at any moment and the number of processors currently allocated by the operating sys
the application. From the number of requested processors, the operating system
decides, in a first step, how many processors to allocate to each application. Process
then moved, in a second step, from one application to another. It is possible that betwe
two steps, some time passes to allow the application to release the processors to be
voluntarily. This functionality is designed to avoid as much as possible the preemptio
running processes by the operating system.

Along with the number of requested and allocated processors, information about
one of the virtual processors, checked by the user-level execution environment d
synchronizations, helps the application when the operating system decides to rea
processors to another application.

3.4.2. Synchronization and processor preemptions

Each time the application needs to do some operation dependent on the number of ru
processors, it uses the number of processors allocated provided by the operating syste
ensures that, at least during a short amount of time, such processors are available (in a
during half a scheduling period or quantum). This means that, most of times, the processo
not going to lose a synchronization, so they are not going to delay the whole applic
execution.

In these situations, the behavior of the application depends, during a certain amo
time, on the number of processors allocated. Typically, this happens when the applic
spawns parallelism, checking the number of processors allocated to know how
processors are going to participate in the parallelism. From that point to the
synchronization point, in a barrier or while joining the parallelism, the processors sh
remain assigned to the application, avoiding that a delay in the synchronization slows dow
execution of the application. If the operating system decides to reallocate some proc
during the execution of the parallelism, some of the virtual processors will be preempted
can occur, and the user-level execution environment will be always informed, thus dete
the preemptions at synchronization points. No time will be lost waiting for a synchroniza
with a preempted processor.

Also, when a preemption is detected, any processor of the application (usually th
that detects the preemption) can be directly transferred to execute the preempted work.
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3.4.3. The application as the scheduling target

The NANOS operating system environment distributes processors among the ru
applications, having into account the applications as a whole and their exact requests. Lo
at the requests of all the running applications, along with their priorities, the operating sy
can figure out which is the load of the machine, which applications have more priority t
executed and it can distribute processors accordingly.

To minimize movements of processors between applications, a processor alloca
an application searches for work in that application first. In case there is no ready v
processor to run in its application, the processor is allowed to automatically assign to an
application and get work from it. Usually, the scheduling policy applied at each quan
prepares a list of applications which have been given less processors than requested
applications are the candidates to receive the processors that become free due to
application terminating.

The scheduling policies that can be applied by the NANOS operating system r
from the well-known equipartition, batch or round-robin policies to other kind of policies
can make more use of the information about processors request.

3.4.4. Processor affinity

Processor affinity is an important issue to consider in kernel-level scheduling because
different access latencies that have cached, local and remote memory locations. Cache m
is always of importance, both in SMP and CC-NUMA machines [146][94][141]. Whe
processor runs inside an application, the processor caches are filled with data which is u
accessed several times. Moving processors from one application to another causes a
partial cache corruption. Processor affinity is useful for the cases where partial c
corruption occurs to take advantage of the data remaining in the cache when the proce
allocated again to the same application.

In CC-NUMA machines, local and remote memory accesses are also importa
consider due to the different access times, which can range from 0.3 to 2 microsec
Usually, in NUMA machines, the operating system places data near the processor th
accessed it for the very first time. This means that other application tasks accessing the
data can benefit of being scheduled on the same processor. The benefits in this case
greater, if the data already is in the cache of the processor. Otherwise, at least th
accessing local memory will be lower than accessing remote memory.

Scheduling at operating system level uses two levels of affinity. In a first ste
processor is assigned to an application where it has run before. In a second step, ins
application, a processor is assigned to a virtual processor where it run before, if any.

3.5.Complete interaction between the three levels of operation
As a result of the previous discussion about scheduling among the three levels of operatio
resulting environment behaves as follows:

• Each application dynamically informs the user-level execution environment and
operating system about its requirements (number of processors) reflecting the
degree of parallelism that the application wants to exploit at user-level.
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• The operating system distributes processors at least at fixed time slices, takin
information into account. It can also redistribute processors using other events, su
changes in processor requests.

• The application is informed about the operating-system allocation decisions and tr
match the parallelism that it generates to the assigned number of processors.

• The user-level execution environment is in charge of ensuring that the paralle
spawned by the application will execute as smoothly as possible, even when
operating system reallocates processors.

In more detail, when it is time for the operating system to reallocate processo
applies the current scheduling policy, deciding how many processors is going to receive
application in the next time slice. As a result of this decision, some applications are goi
loose processors. Then, it asks these applications for processors to be freed, optionally
them a certain amount of time (thegrace time[84][152]) to answer to the request by releasin
the processors. If an application does not answer to the request in time, or when the grac
for that application is zero, the operating system will forcefully claim back processors thro
preemption, and inform the application. When some work has been preempted, the appl
always readapts at user-level when a running virtual processor reaches asafe point (see
Subsection 2.2.3), by yielding the associated physical processor to a preempted process
point is a user-level dispatching point, where the virtual processor knows that the applic
and runtime synchronization constraints are satisfied. Ensuring that all preempted v
processors are stopped at safe points is very important in order to avoid preemption
critical sections. To try to drive preempted virtual processors to safe points is critical to a
situations where virtual processors are preempted while holding a user-level lock.

Processors moving to another application are allocated to them. The applica
receiving processors are informed in such a way that the processors can participate eithe
current parallel execution, if there is work available to perform, or as soon as the applic
checks the number of processors allocated from the operating system.
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Chapter 4.
User-level Interface &

Functionality
Abstract

In this chapter we present the user-level interfaces designed and
used in this thesis. First, we present the design of the user-level threads
library (NthLib) interface and functionality that supports the Nano-
Threads Programming Model and adapts to the available resources. The
NthLib interface is used directly by the NANOS Compiler to generate
parallel code. It can also be used to hand-code parallel applications,
although this is usually a hard task.

Then, we present the OpenMP directives and extensions we have
used to parallelize at source level the applications presented in chapters
8 and 9.

"Posa la teva mirada en el camí del cim, però no
t´oblidis de mirar-te els peus. El darrer pas depèn del
primer. No et pensis que ja hi has arribat, perquè
veus el cim. Pensa en els peus, assegura el pròxim
pas, però que això no et distregui de l´ideal més
elevat. El primer pas depèn de l’últim."

Un admirador de la muntanya.
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4.1.Run-time library
NthLib (the NANOS user-level threads library [87][88]) is a fundamental part of this the
because it joins the upper part of the parallel execution environment (application/com
level) with the lower part (operating system level), enforcing the cooperation between all
levels of operation.

In this section, we present the design decisions adopted for the developme
NthLib, along with a complete description of its interface and external functionality. Chap
sketches its implementation.

4.1.1. Design decisions

The nano-threads package is designed to support general, multi-level, unstructured an
grained parallelization of applications. As the parallelization is performed through a com
the package interface has been specifically designed to provide the functionality needed
compiler. The current package interface consists of a basic interface plus some extension
basic interface allows the compiler to generate new nano-threads setting their successo
predecessors, controlling dependencies and queueing them in the ready queue. Exten
the basic interface introduce mechanisms to efficiently schedule parallel loops. The inte
allows that the code generated for an application could be seen as an executable repres
of the application HTG.

The first design decision is to use standard compilation back-ends to genera
executable code. The code generated for each node is embedded into a standard C or
function and standard activation frames are created following the same conventions u
sequential programs. Each nano-thread can access the application global data and som
private data. Global data is accessed in the same way the sequential programs do
dependences between nano-threads guarantee a correct data access order. Local data
the thread stack and it is also accessed using standard mechanisms. The library also pro
mechanism to allow threads to block, giving their children access to the parent local vari

The second design decision, in accordance with NPM, is to create, at a specific
the appropriate amount of parallelism that can be efficiently executed with the avai
resources. For large parallel nodes this implies that the decision of spawning paralleli
taken several times, correctly adapting the number of threads created to the resources cu
allocated by the operating system. This establishes a difference between our nano-t
implementation and other thread implementations, such as Cilk [17], COOL [23], Filam
[44], Concert [27] in which the decision of spawning parallelism is taken once -
irremediably - for an entire section of parallel code. The main goal of our limited crea
decision is to maintain the ready queue with enough work to be performed in the fu
avoiding whenever possible that it becomes empty, but without wasting memory to repre
lot of threads and also to be able to dynamically adapt to resource changes. Our tests sh
trying to feed an average of six user-level threads for each physical processor is enou
provide the correct amount of parallelism in most of the applications. When resource
enough, the application can spawn the finest granularity nano-threads. In this way, it kee
ability to quickly respond to the processor reallocation mechanism of the operating sy
When resources are scarce, the application can generate less nano-threads and sligh
coarse-grained in order to reduce the user-level scheduling overhead.
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The third design decision is to reduce the memory management overhead
minimum. We want to avoid separated management of thread descriptors, thread argu
and local variables. As at least one structure containing the thread stack is necessary to e
the thread, we use such structure to enclose all those data. The (relative large) size of the
thread structure is not a problem in our implementation, as applications can control the a
of threads they create at the same time. We are also examining memory manag
techniques that exploit affinity between the thread stacks and the processors [105].

The fourth design decision consists on achieving an explicit and com
representation of the precedence relations among threads that can be dynamically bu
updated at run-time depending on the system conditions. Output data dependenci
represented through successor nano-threads, and HTG nodes at the same level of the h
are created in reverse order to correctly setup the successors for each (predecesso
Several successors can be specified for each nano-thread. A per-thread counter repres
remaining unresolved input data dependencies for each nano-thread [12]. The coun
initialized at thread creation. Every time a predecessor terminates, the counter is decrem
When the counter reaches zero, the nano-thread is ready for execution. Due to s
optimizations done while creating parallelism it may occur that new nano-threads
dynamically be added as predecessors of a previously created end node. In this ca
counter of unresolved dependencies is therefore incremented by the amount of
predecessor nano-threads.

The fifth design decision is to include, in the library, mechanisms to allow good l
balancing and exploitation of data locality. For this reason, we include both one global and
processor local ready queues, respectively. The global queue provides a means to g
work to be performed by any processor and, therefore, to obtain a good load balancing
data affinity allowed by local queues is very important to achieve a good performance
have also experimented with hierarchical ready queues and processor grouping in or
allow applications to drive processors where they could be more useful [106].

The last design decision is to allow the compiler to select between the
functionality or a simpler and more efficient form of spawning parallelism. This decis
motivated the introduction of work descriptors, a data structure used to represent paralle
to be done and to supply it to the allocated processors.

4.1.2.  User-level NthLib interface

Tables 2 and 3 present the nano-threads user-level interface for Fortran and C, respecti
the following description of the interface, the Fortran primitives are used. Differences with
C interface are highlighted when necessary. Along the description, the sample
represented in Figure 19 is used. Left part of Figure 19 presents an HTG composed
starting and an ending sequential parts (nodes labeledinitial and final ) and six parallel
sections of code. The sections are not completely parallel, but instead they have s
dependences among them, indicated by the arrows between the nodes. The right part of
19 represents the HTG of each one of the parallel sections, consisting of a parallel loop.
two levels of parallelism can be exploited in this HTG.
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NthLib (FORTRAN) interface Functionality
void nthf_package_init_ (

struct nth_package_args * nthargs,
void (* nthf_main) (...),
int * narg, ...);

struct nth_args {
int max_processors;
int requested_processors;
int initial_stack_size;
int stack_size;

};

Package initialization

struct nth_desc * nthf_create_ (
void (* nth_func) (...),
int * npred,
int * vp_id,
int * nsucc,
nth_argdesc * argdesc,
int * narg,
... /* list of successor nano-threads */
... /* list of arguments */ );

struct nth_desc * nthf_create_1s_ (
void (* nth_func) (...),
int * npred,
int * vp_id,
struct nth_desc * succ,
nth_argdesc * argdesc,
int * narg,
... /* list of arguments */ );

typedef unsigned long nth_argdesc;

Nano-thread creation

nthf_create is the general primitive

nthf_create_1s is a simplified primitive, accepting a
single successor nano-thread only

struct nth_desc * nthf_burst_create_ (
int * npred);

Nano-thread burst starting point

void nthf_dispatcher_create_ (
struct nth_desc ** nth);

Application-level scheduler

struct nth_desc * nthf_self_ (void);
int nthf_cpuv_ (struct nth_desc * nth);

Nano-thread self identification
Virtual processor where nano-thread is executing

int nthf_depsatisfy_ (struct nth_desc ** nth); Dependence resolution

void nthf_depadd_ (
struct nth_desc ** nth,
int * npred);

Dependence addition

void nthf_to_rq_ (struct nth_desc ** nth);
void nthf_to_rq_end_ (struct nth_desc ** nth);

Global ready queue management

void nthf_to_lrq_ (
int * which,
struct nth_desc ** nth);

void nthf_to_lrq_end_ (
int * which,
struct nth_desc ** nth);

Local ready queue management

int nthf_block_ (void); Nano-thread blocking

Table 2: User-level NthLib interface for Fortran
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void nthf_burst_wait_ (
struct nth_desc ** nth_burst);

Nano-thread burst termination control

void nthf_wdcreate_ (
struct work_desc * wd,
void (* func) (...),
struct nth_desc ** succ,
int * narg, ...);

Work descriptor initialization

void nthf_gwdsupply_ (
struct work_desc * wd,
struct nth_desc * succ);

void nthf_wdsupply_ (
int * vp_id,
struct work_desc * wd);

Global/local work descriptor supply

void nthf_endsupply_ (
struct nth_desc * succ);

Nano-thread blocking, waiting for work descriptor
termination

NthLib (C) interface Functionality
void nth_package_init_ (

struct nth_args * nth_args,
void (* nth_main) (...),
int narg, ...);

Package initialization

struct nth_desc * nth_create (
void (* nth_func) (...),
int npred,
int vp_id,
int nsucc,
int narg,
... /* list of successor nano-threads */
... /* list of arguments */ );

struct nth_desc * nth_create_1s (
void (* nth_func) (...),
int npred,
int vp_id,
struct nth_desc * succ,
int narg,
... /* list of arguments */ );

Nano-thread creation

struct nth_desc * nth_burst_create (int npred); Nano-thread burst starting point

void nth_dispatcher_create (struct nth_desc * nth); Application-level scheduler

struct nth_desc * nth_self (void);
int nthf_cpuv (struct nth_desc * nth);

Nano-thread self identification
Virtual processor where nano-thread is executing

int nth_depsatisfy (struct nth_desc * nth); Dependence resolution

void nth_depadd (
struct nth_desc * nth,
int npred);

Dependence addition

void nth_to_rq (struct nth_desc * nth);
void nth_to_rq_end (struct nth_desc * nth);

Global ready queue management

void nth_to_lrq (int which, struct nth_desc * nth);
void nth_to_lrq_end (int which, struct nth_desc * nth);

Local ready queue management

Table 3: User-level NthLib interface for C

NthLib (FORTRAN) interface Functionality

Table 2: User-level NthLib interface for Fortran
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Figure 19: Example HTG used along the description of the NthLib primitives

4.1.2.1. NthLib package initialization

The NthLib package is initialized using thenthf_package_init procedure (see Example 4.1
The primitive receives as arguments, a reference to a structure containing several ru
variables (see thenth_args structure in Table 2), the function which will be started by the fir
nano-thread (nthf_main ), the number of arguments and the arguments which is receiving
nthf_main  function.

The structurenth_args includes the arguments used by NthLib to setup the execu
environment. The fieldmax_processors indicates the maximum number of processors t
application will be able to use. The fieldrequested_processors contains the number of
processors requested automatically by NthLib before callingnthf_main . Later on, the
application can dynamically request more or less processors, with a maximum
max_processors . The fieldinitial_stack_size should be setup with the size (expressed

int nth_block (void); Nano-thread blocking

void nth_burst_wait (struct nth_desc * nth_burst); Nano-thread burst termination control

void nth_wdcreate (
struct work_desc * wd,
void (* nth_func) (...),
struct nth_desc * succ,
int narg, ... /* arguments */);

Work descriptor initialization

void nth_gwdsupply (
struct work_desc * wd
struct nth_desc * succ);

void nth_wdsupply (
int vp_id,
struct work_desc * wd);

Global/local work descriptor supply

void nth_endsupply (struct nth_desc * succ); Nano-thread blocking, waiting for work descrip
termination

NthLib (C) interface Functionality

Table 3: User-level NthLib interface for C

start

stop

final

initial

belowabove

rightleft loopcond

body

end

start

stop

SUBROUTINE nthf_main

SUBROUTINE forward

backward forward
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virtual memory pages) of the stack that should be allocated by the very first nano-thread
field stack_size should contain the stack size (also in pages) allocated for the regular n
threads. Usually, the stack size of the first nano-thread should be greater than the regula
threads stack size. This is because usually the first nano-thread stack contains a large
of variables, belonging to the Fortran main program, while the regular nano-threads d
need the same amount of space.

4.1.2.2. Nano-thread creation

Nano-threads are created using thenthf_create call (see Example 4.2). Creating a nan
thread means, first, to instantiate a task of the HTG, setting the relationship of the task w
predecessors and successors; Second, it means to establish a new user-level context to
the task; and third, it means to setup a hint for the processor where the task should be ex

During nano-thread creation, information is provided to set the relationship of the
instantiated with its predecessors and successors, establishing a run-time representatio
HTG structure of the application. This is done through thenpred and the varying sizelist of

successors (see Table 2). Thenpred argument tells NthLib the number of predecesso
which are given this nano-thread as a successor. Only when the number of predec
becomes zero, meaning that all the precedences have been satisfied, the nanothread
executed on a processor. After the nano-thread execution, NthLib is in charge of decrem
the counter of precedences of its successors (given in thelist of successors ), and set them
ready for execution in case the number of precedences reach zero.

For the newly created nano-thread, the new context consists of a pointer to a fun
to be executed (nth_func ) and a varying number of arguments supplied to that function (list

of arguments ). A variable number of arguments is necessary because, depending o

Example 4.1.Usingnthf_package_init

PROGRAM nanos
INTEGER N
INTEGER nthargs (4)

...
nthargs(1) = 16 ! max_processors
nthargs(2) = 1 ! requested
nthargs(3) = 1024 ! first_stack_size
nthargs(4) = 4 ! stack_size
CALL nthf_package_init(nthargs, 1, N)

END

SUBROUTINE nthf_main (N)
INTEGER N
DOUBLE PRECISION A(N,N)
...
...! Start parallelism here
...

END

Example 4.2.Usingnthf_create

SUBROUTINE nthf_main (N)
INTEGER N
DOUBLE PRECISION A(N,N)
EXTERNAL final
INTEGER*8 mask, nth

...
nth_mask = 0 ! Arguments by reference
nth = nthf_create (final, ! Function to call

2, ! Number of precedences
0, ! Processor for enqueuing
0, ! Number of successors
nth_mask ! Argument description
2, A, N) ! Number of arguments and arguments

...
END

SUBROUTINE final (A, N)
INTEGER N
DOUBLE PRECISION A(N,N)

...
END
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amount of variables used by the nano-thread, a different number of arguments have
supplied. The number of arguments supplied to the nano-thread is indicated bynarg . Each
argument is described through theargdesc bitmap, indicating whether the argument is 64-
32-bit size and whether it should be privatized for the new nano-thread or passing a refe
to the original value is enough. Two bits inargdesc describe each argument. In th
nth_create C interface, the mask is not necessary because the arguments can be pas
value, if necessary.

During nano-thread creation, a hint can be provided about the processor on wh
execute it. This is done through thevp_id argument. In case thevp_id indicates a valid
processor andnpred is zero, the nano-thread is enqueued immediately for execution. In
thenpred argument is greater than zero, the nano-thread is simply marked to be queued
given processor. In case the givenvp_id is -1, the application is in charge of supplying it to
processor.

Thenthf_create function returns a reference to a nano-thread descriptor, in case
application wants to be aware of its enqueuing to the ready queue.

The primitives nthf_burst_create and nthf_dispatcher_create are forms of
nano-thread creation, designed specifically for burst management. They are describ
Chapter 8.

4.1.2.3. Nano-thread basic management

Nano-thread self identification.An executing nano-thread can obtain a reference to its o
nano-thread descriptor using thenthf_self function. This is useful to perform differen
operations on the currently executing nano-thread.

Precedence management.The initial number of precedences set to a nano-thread can
dynamically modified both to add new precedences in case new inner parallelism is spa
or to satisfy dependences. Dependence resolution is used when the application can de
that a nano-thread can be activated earlier than expected. This usually happens due
evaluation of conditional sentences. Adding dependences is performed through
nthf_depadd  interface and dependence removal throughnthf_depsatisfy .

It is legal that the currently executing nano-thread add a number of dependenc
itself before spawning parallelism and wait for its termination. In this case, one e
precedence, representing the thread itself, must be added to the total amount of para
spawned.

Nano-thread blocking.Although nano-threads are run-to-completion threads, usually i
useful to join the nano-threads instantiating the start and stop nodes of a compound n
save the context between the start and stop nodes. The local variables declared at the s
the start node are maintained till the execution of the stop node and can be accessed
parallelism spawned inside. Nano-threads are blocked using thenthf_block  primitive.

Example 4.3 shows how the HTG represented in the left half of Figure 19 is trans
to executable code. The code generated to spawn parallelism starts adding a num
precedences to the current nano-thread (line 2). In the example, the current nano-threa
three precedences to itself because it is going to wait for two of the parallel sections (n
above andbelow ) and itself. The nano-threads are then spawned from the bottom to the t
the HTG (line 4 to line 14). The order is imposed by the precedences expressed by the
structure. One or two successors are supplied to each nano-thread to represent the su
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relations also present in the HTG structure. The precedence counter of each nano-th
setup indicating the amount of predecessors it has. For instance, the nano-thread insta
the right task is created with a precedence counter of 0 because it is going to start exe
immediately and two successors (above and forward sections, see line 13). It receives tw
arguments (A andN) and it is supplied to processor 0 to start execution. In line 14, theleft task
is supplied to processor 1 to start execution in parallel with theright task. The nano-thread
spawning the parallelism blocks in line 15, waiting for all the parallelism to terminate. At
point, the processor is allowed to execute any work that it finds available.

4.1.2.4. Ready queue management

Nano-threads can be enqueued in different ready queues. The application is in charge o
case it does not supply a validvp_id number at nano-thread creation. Nano-thread dequ
from ready queues for execution is usually done inside NthLib only.

The primitivesnthf_to_rq andnthf_to_rq_end allow to enqueue nano-threads fo
execution in the global ready queue (at the head or at the end, respectively). The prim
nthf_to_lrq andnthf_to_lrq_end allow to enqueue nano-threads at the head or at the
of the specified local ready queue.

Example 4.4 shows hownth_right is enqueued in the global ready queue (line
andnth_left  is enqueued in the local queue of virtual processor number 1 (line 10).

Example 4.3.Nano-thread basic management
SUBROUTINE nthf_main(N)
INTEGER N
DOUBLE PRECISION A(N,N)
EXTERNAL final
INTEGER*8 nth_mask
INTEGER*8 self, nth_below, nth_above, nth_backward, nth_forward, nth_right, nth_left
...

1 self = nthf_self() ! Get reference to self
2 CALL nthf_depadd(self, 3) ! Predecessors: above, below and self
3 nth_mask = 0 ! Arguments by reference
4 nth_below = nthf_create(n_below1, 2, ! Two precedences
5 -1, ! No hint for processor
6 1, nth_mask, ! Number of successors and argument mask
7 2, ! Number of arguments
8 self, ! Successor
9 A, N) ! Arguments
10 nth_above = nthf_create(n_above1,2,-1,1,nth_mask,2,self,A,N)
11 nth_forward = nthf_create(n_forward1,1,-1,1,nth_mask,2,nth_below,A,N)
12 nth_backward = nthf_create(n_backward1,1,-1,1,nth_mask,2,self,A,N)
13 nth_right = nthf_create(n_right1,0,0,2,nth_mask,2,nth_above,nth_forward,A,N)
14 nth_left = nthf_create(n_left1,0,1,2,nth_mask,2,nth_below,nth_backward,A,N)
15 CALL nthf_block()

...
END
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Example 4.4.Ready queue management
SUBROUTINE nthf_main
...

1 nth_right = nthf_create(n_right1,0,-1, ! No precedences, and no hint for enqueuing
2 2,nth_mask,2,nth_above,
3 nth_forward,A,N)
4 nthf_to_rq_end(nth_right) ! Enqueuing at the global ready queue
5 nth_left = nthf_create(n_left1,0,-1,
6 2,nth_mask,2,nth_below,
7 nth_forward,A,N)
8 ... ! Perform other tasks before enqueuing and
9 ! Enqueue at local ready queue of
10 nthf_to_lrq_end(1,nth_left) ! processor number 1

...
END

Example 4.5.Static application level scheduling

1 SUBROUTINE forward(a,n)
2 INTEGER *8 nth_mask_01
3 INTEGER nth_rest_01, nth_p_01, nth_chunk_01, nth_down_01, nth_up_01
4 INTEGER *8 self, nth_01
5 INTEGER nth_bottom_01, nth_top_01, nth_nprocs_01
6 EXTERNAL forward_loop_01
7 INTEGER n
8 DOUBLE PRECISION a(n,n)
9 INTEGER i
10 self = nthf_self()
11 nth_nprocs_01 = nthf_cpus_current()
12 nth_bottom_01 = 1
13 nth_top_01 = n
14 nth_chunk_01 = (nth_top_01 - nth_bottom_01 + 1) / nth_nprocs_01
15 nth_rest_01 = abs(mod(nth_top_01 - nth_bottom_01 + 1,nth_nprocs_01))
16 IF (nth_chunk_01 .EQ. 0) nth_nprocs_01 = nth_rest_01
17 CALL nthf_depadd(self,nth_nprocs_01 + 1)
18 nth_mask_01 = 011
19 nth_down_01 = nth_bottom_01
20 DO nth_p_01 = 0,nth_rest_01 - 1
21 nth_up_01 = nth_chunk_01 + nth_down_01
22 nth_01 = nthf_create(forward_loop_01,0,nth_p_01,1,nth_mask_01,04,
23 self,a,n,nth_down_01,nth_up_01)
24 nth_down_01 = nth_down_01 + nth_chunk_01 + 1
25 END DO
26 DO nth_p_01 = nth_rest_01,nth_nprocs_01 - 1
27 nth_up_01 = nth_down_01 + nth_chunk_01 - 1
28 nth_01 = nthf_create(forward_loop_01,0,nth_p_01,1,nth_mask_01,04,
29 self,a,n,nth_down_01,nth_up_01)
30 nth_down_01 = nth_chunk_01 + nth_down_01
31 END DO
32 CALL nthf_block()
33 END
34
35 SUBROUTINE forward_loop_01(a,n,nth_min,nth_max)
36 INTEGER i
37 DOUBLE PRECISION a(n,n)
38 INTEGER n, nth_min, nth_max
39
40 DO i = nth_min,nth_max
41 ! loop body(a,n)
42 END DO
43 END

Original OpenMP code.

SUBROUTINE forward(a,n)
...

C$OMP PARALLEL DO SCHEDULE(STATIC)
DO i = 1, N

!loop body(a,n)
ENDDO

C$OMP END PARALLEL DO
...
END
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4.1.2.5. Application level scheduling and nano-thread bursts

Code generation for different application level scheduling is achieved by means of diff
code structures. Example 4.5 shows the code generated for the parallel loop shown in th
portion of Figure 19. It shows the code generated for the STATIC loop scheduling expre
through the directives also shown in the example (at the bottom right corner of the figure
Section 4.2, for a description of the OpenMP directives and extensions used in this work

In the code of the Example 4.5, line 10 obtains a reference to the nano-th
currently executing for later use. Line 11 calls the operating system interface (defined i
work, see Chapter 5) to obtain the number of processors allocated to the application.
knowing how many processors are available, lines 12 to 16 are used to compute wheth
total amount of iterations is divisible between the number of processors. If so, all proce
receive the same number of iterations; otherwise,nth_rest processors are receiving on
iteration more than the others, thus distributing the iterations as evenly as possible
following DO loops distribute the work between the processors, creating one nano-threa
each processor. Nano-threads are created and enqueued in the ready queue of the part
processors (ranging from0 to nth_nprocs_01-1 , see lines 22, 23, 28 and 29). The number
precedences supplied to each nano-thread is zero because they can start ex
immediately. After generating the work, the nano-thread blocks itself (line 32). Observe
the same mechanism used in the Example 4.3 is used to ensure a correct blocking; in l
nthf_depadd is used to add a number of precedences to the current nano-thread, indicati
amount of parallelism spawned plus itself.

When the amount of work to do inside a parallel loop is large enough, the loop ca
further partitioned in small chunks. This is also going to favor that the application can be
to control the generation of parallelism inside the loop taking into account the numb
processors assigned to it along the execution of the loop. Nano-threads are then genera
burst mode, similar to the factoring technique [83]. In each burst, a number of regular n
threads matching the number of processors plus a dispatcher nano-thread are create
regular nano-threads execute a portion of the total iteration space. The dispatcher nano
is in charge of controlling the end of the current burst and starting the next. When
dispatcher is executed, it decides to schedule again a number of iterations on the av
processors. The process is repeated till all the loop iterations are exhausted. Dif
scheduling algorithms (from [83]) have been mapped to the burst generation style.

Example 4.6 shows theforward loop implemented with the burst scheme applied
an interleave scheduling policy. The OpenMP directives used are shown at right, in the fi

Lines 11 to 15 setup the bottom and top limits of the parallel loop along with
chunk size, the description of the arguments to be supplied to the nano-threads and
reference to the current nano-thread. From this point, the current nano-thread becom
scheduling nano-thread for this loop. In line 16, it creates a special nano-thread (the b
nano-thread) whose purpose is to implement the barrier synchronization at the end
parallel loop. Line 17 starts the loop which controls the creation of the nano-thread b
Inside, the number of available processors is read (line 18) and a first burst is started (lin
to 25). Observe that the successor of all nano-threads created here is set to the nano
barrier. This means that the scheduling nano-thread becomes free to continue executing
the first burst is already created, the scheduling nano-thread creates the dispatcher nano
(line 26). This sets the dispatcher as a precedence of the scheduling nano-thread, in suc
that the scheduling nano-thread can block, waiting for the execution of the dispatcher (lin
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When the dispatcher is executed it simply wakes up the scheduling nano-thread to spa
next burst. This process is continued till all the loop iterations have been scheduled. Ob
that each time a new burst is created, the number of allocated processors is taken into a
to schedule the correct amount of iterations.

4.1.2.6. Loop scheduling using work descriptors

When the compiler determines that the amount of work in a parallel loop is small, it can de
to spawn it using work descriptors, instead of nano-threads. Work descriptors provide h
performance than nano-threads, specially when managing small loops, although the f
offer limited functionality. In particular, work descriptors can only be used at the inner-m
level of parallelism. Fortunately, loops at the inner-most level of parallelism are usually
ones that offer the smallest amount of work, so both facts occur at the same time.

Example 4.7 shows the code generated by the NANOS compiler when using
descriptors along with the original OpenMP code (see Section 4.2 for the explanation of
directives and extensions). The structure of the code is similar to the nano-threads versio
it has three remarkable differences: First, all work supplied to the processors is repres
through a specific structure, called thework descriptor. Instead of providing independen
arguments to each processor, as is the case when using nano-threads, the same argum
provided using the work descriptor structure. Second, work descriptors are thought for si
and more efficient code generation than nano-threads. Only the STATIC and INTERLE
scheduling algorithms are supported. It is supposed that the loop is so small that no
scheduling algorithms can provide high performance. Specifically, any DYNAMIC algorit

Example 4.6.Nano-thread bursts

1 SUBROUTINE forward(a,n)
2 INTEGER *8 nth_mask_01
3 INTEGER nth_rest_01, nth_p_01, nth_chunk_01, nth_down_01, nth_up_01
4 INTEGER nth_bottom_01, nth_top_01, nth_nprocs_01
5 INTEGER *8 self, nth_01
6 EXTERNAL forward_loop_01
7 INTEGER n
8 DOUBLE PRECISION a(n,n)
9 INTEGER i
10 ...
11 nth_chunk_01 = 16
12 nth_bottom_01 = 1
13 nth_top_01 = N
14 nth_mask_01 = 011
15 self = nthf_self()
16 nth_end_chunk_01 = nthf_burst_create(1)
17 WHILE (nth_bottom_01 .LT. nth_top_01)
18 nth_nprocs_01 = nthf_cpus_current()
19 CALL nthf_depadd(nth_end_chunk, nth_nprocs_01)
20 DO nth_p_01 = 0, nth_nprocs_01 - 1
21 nth_down_01 = nth_bottom_01
22 nth_up_01 = MIN(nth_down_01 + nth_chunk_01 - 1,top_01)
23 nth = nthf_create(forward_loop_01,0,nth_p_01,1,nth_mask_01,04,
24 nth_end_chunk_01,a,n,nth_down_01,nth_up_01)
25 ENDDO
26 CALL nthf_dispatcher_create()
27 CALL nthf_block()
28 END WHILE
29 CALL nthf_burst_wait(nth_end_chunk_01)
30 ...
31 END

Original OpenMP code.

SUBROUTINE forward(a,n)
...

C$OMP PARALLEL DO SCHEDULE(INTERLEAVE,16)
DO i = 1, N

!loop body(a,n)
ENDDO

C$OMP END PARALLEL DO
...
END
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in which the processors should compete to get the iterations to perform, is going to pay
high synchronization penalty to offer high performance. Third, the iteration space distrib
to each processor is computed by the processor itself, instead of being computed b
scheduling code. This helps in the performance improvement because it reduces the t
schedule the loop iterations.

Lines 10 to 19 in Example 4.7 contain the scheduling code of theforward parallel
loop using a STATIC scheduling policy and work descriptors. After getting the proce
where the current nano-thread is executing (line 11) and the number of processors availa
executing the loop (line 12), the work descriptor is created in line 13. The primi
nthf_wdcreate receives a reference to the memory area where the work descriptor shou
created (usually in the nano-thread stack), the function that should be executed, the suc
nano-thread (usually itself), the number of arguments and the specific arguments suppl
the execution of this loop. After that, the work descriptor can be supplied to specific proce
using the primitiventhf_wdsupply . In this example, the loop is executed on all availab

Example 4.7.Parallel loop using work descriptors

1 SUBROUTINE forward(a,n)
2 INTEGER nth_cpuv_01
3 INTEGER *8 nth_wdesc_01(0:9)
4 INTEGER *8 nth_selfv_01
5 INTEGER nth_bottom_01, nth_top_01
6 INTEGER nth_nprocs_01
7 EXTERNAL forward_loop_01
8 INTEGER n
9 DOUBLE PRECISION a(n,n)
10 nth_selfv_01 = nthf_self()
11 nth_cpuv_01 = nthf_cpu(nth_selfv_01)
12 nth_nprocs_01 = nthf_cpus_current()
13 CALL nthf_wdcreate(nth_wdesc_01,forward_loop_01,nth_selfv_01,04,
14 nth_nprocs_01,nth_cpuv_01,a,n)
15 CALL nthf_depadd(nth_selfv_01,nth_nprocs_01 + 1)
16 DO nth_p_01 = nth_cpuv_01,nth_nprocs_01 - 1 + nth_cpuv_01
17 CALL nthf_wdsupply(nth_p_01,nth_wdesc_01)
18 END DO
19 CALL nthf_endsupply(nth_selfv_01)
20 END
21
22 SUBROUTINE forward_loop_01(nth_me_01,nth_nprocs_01,nth_firstcpu_01,a,n)
23 INTEGER nth_me_01, nth_nprocs_01, nth_firstcpu_01
24 DOUBLE PRECISION a(n,n)
25 INTEGER n
26 INTEGER nth_lme_01, nth_balance_01, nth_niter_01, nth_step_01, nth_rest_01
27 INTEGER nth_chunk_01, nth_down_01
28 INTEGER nth_up_01, nth_bottom_01, nth_top_01, i
29 nth_lme_01 = nth_me_01 - nth_firstcpu_01
30 nth_bottom_01 = 1
31 nth_top_01 = n
32 nth_niter_01 = nth_top_01 - nth_bottom_01 + 1
33 nth_rest_01 = mod(nth_niter_01,nth_nprocs_01)
34 nth_chunk_01 = nth_niter_01 / nth_nprocs_01
35 nth_down_01 = min(nth_lme_01,nth_rest_01)+nth_bottom_01+nth_chunk_01*nth_lme_01
36 nth_balance_01 = nth_lme_01 .LT. nth_rest_01
37 nth_up_01 = nth_down_01 + nth_chunk_01 + nth_balance_01 - 1
38 DO i = nth_down_01,nth_up_01
39 ! loop body(a,n)
40 END DO
41 END

Original OpenMP code.

SUBROUTINE forward(a,n)
...

C$OMP PARALLEL DO SCHEDULE(WDSTATIC)
DO i = 1, N

!loop body(a,n)
ENDDO

C$OMP END PARALLEL DO
...
END
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processors (the number given by thenthf_cpus_current primitive). Code generation for
processor grouping is similar and it is commented extensively in Chapter 8. The sched
code terminates calling thenthf_endsupply primitive (line 19), which is the equivalent of
nth_block when using work descriptors. Calling this function, the master processor go
execute its portion of the loop, if any, and waits for the parallelism to terminate.

The loop body procedure starts at line 22. The code computes which iterations h
perform the current thread (lines 29 to 37), based on the relative thread identifie
nth_lme_01 ). The loop body follows in lines 38 to 40.

4.2.Compiler directives
The description of the OpenMP directives used in this thesis to parallelize applicatio
presented in this section.

4.2.1. Description of the OpenMP directives

The NANOS compiler parses the following OpenMP standard directives and extensio
build / refine the HTG representing the application.

4.2.1.1. Standard OpenMP directives

The subset of the OpenMP directives and clauses that have been used is summarized in
4 and 5. A parallel loop in OpenMP is defined by the directive pair PARALLEL DO / EN
PARALLEL DO, containing the parallel loop. This directive specifies that each work
processor can execute separate iterations of the enclosed loop. The SCHEDULE (
chunk) clause (see Table 5) is used to specify the way the compiler schedules iteration
the loop among the participating processors (mode=STATIC[,CHUNK] | DYNAMIC
GUIDED). Directive END PARALLEL DO is optional.

The PARALLEL SECTIONS directive allows the user to parcel out code into a se
independent sections. Directive SECTION is used to identify the beginning of each se
All sections can run completely in parallel.

A more general parallel region in OpenMP is defined by the directive p
PARALLEL / END PARALLEL. It establishes the boundary where new parallelism is crea
All code between PARALLEL and END PARALLEL directives is executed by all t
processors allocated to the application. Inside, the specific tasks that should be execu
only one processor are expressed by means of a set of work-sharing constructs. There a
different types of work-sharing constructs: the first one is oriented to the parallel executi
loops. The second one expresses parallelism among several independent sections of co
third one is related to restrict the execution to only one processor. The result is as s
parallel loops/sections had been encapsulated in one PARALLEL / END PARALL
construct, possibly including some sequential parts. This saves the creation of parallel
each work-sharing construct, thus reducing the overhead.

The first work-sharing construct is started through a DO directive, which spec
that each processor can execute separate iterations of the enclosed loop. A NOWAIT cla
the END DO directive means that the processors reaching the end of the loop can co
execution without waiting for the other processors to terminate the loop execution. If no
is specified at the end directive, a barrier synchronization is assumed.
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The second work-sharing construct is started through a SECTIONS directive, w
specifies that each one of the enclosed SECTION can be executed in parallel by a di
processor. A NOWAIT clause can be used to omit the implicit barrier at the synchronizati
the END SECTIONS directive.

The third work-sharing construct limits the execution to only one processor. O
processors are going to wait for it to terminate. OpenMP offers this possibility of expres
sequential execution through the SINGLE and MASTER directives. SINGLE means tha
following code must be executed by any (and just one) of the participating proces
MASTER specifies that the working processor entering the sequential section must b
master.

A set of clauses defined by OpenMP can be supplied to the previous directive
work sharing constructs to specify SHARED and PRIVATE variables (see Table 5). SHAR
variables are accessed by all the processors. PRIVATE variables are defined local to
processor. Either preserving or not the value that they have before entering - FIRSTPRIV
and/or after leaving - LASTPRIVATE - a parallel region.

The REDUCTION clause can be used to specify the variables that are involved
reduction operation.

Directive Description

C$OMP [END] PARALLEL DO [clauses] Start [end] of a parallel DO loop

C$OMP [END] PARALLEL SECTIONS [clauses] Start [end] of a set of parallel sections

C$OMP SECTION Start of a new section inside a SECTIONS

C$OMP [END] PARALLEL [clauses] Start [end] of a set of work-sharing constructs

C$OMP [END] DO [clauses] Start [end] of an iterative work-sharing construct

C$OMP [END] SECTIONS [clauses] Start [end] of a non-iterative work-sharing construct

C$OMP [END] SINGLE Start [end] of a code section executed only by one of th
participating processors

C$OMP [END] MASTER Start [end] of a code section executed only by the maste
processor

C$OMP BARRIER Force a barrier synchronization including all processo

Table 4: Standard OpenMP directives
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4.2.1.2. NANOS extensions to the OpenMP directives

The purpose of the following extensions to the OpenMP directives is to provide suppo
unstructured parallelism, processor grouping and control the functionality desired in spaw
the parallelism [8].

The NAME directive (see Table 6) has been designed to extend the paralle
supported by the PARALLEL SECTIONS directive and the SECTIONS work-shar
construct. It allows the definition of precedence relations among different sections.
directive assigns a name to a section and allows the specification of its predecessors, us
clause PRED (name1 [,name2...]), and of its successors (clause SUCC).

The ONTO (expr1 [,expr2]) clause, given to a SECTION / NAME directive, specifi
the processor that should be used as the master of the parallel section and optiona
number of processors to use inside it. This number of processors will be available to s
further parallelism. The RELATIVE / ABSOLUTE clause is used to indicate whether
virtual processor identifier obtained fromexpr1 should be considered relative to the curre
executing processor or as an absolute virtual processor identifier. Identifier range is assu
be from 0 to P-1, where P is the number of processors currently allocated to the applic
For the PARALLEL SECTIONS / PARALLEL DO directives, the CPUS clause specifies
number of processors that the application wants to be allocated to the execution of the p
construct.

The clauses WDSTATIC and GWDSTATIC are related to specific work genera
for loops. They indicate that work descriptors, instead of nano-threads, should be us
spawn the parallelism of the following parallel loop. It is assumed that, at this point,
application is spawning the inner-most level of parallelism, usually small enough to
considered fine-grain parallelism, so the programmer wants to use the most effi
mechanism for spawning.

Clause Description

SCHEDULE(STATIC[,CHUNK]) Static/interleave application-level scheduling in a parallel loop

SCHEDULE(DYNAMIC) Dynamic application-level scheduling in a parallel loop

SCHEDULE(GUIDED) Guided application-level scheduling in a parallel loop

PRIVATE (var1 [,var2...]) Specified variables are local to the work-sharing construct, they are
not initialized by default

FIRSTPRIVATE (var1 [,var2...]) Specified variables are local to the work-sharing construct, each cop
is initialized with the current value

LASTPRIVATE (var1 [,var2...]) Specified variables are local to the work-sharing construct, the last
value is returned to the original variable after closing the parallelism

SHARED (var1 [,var2...]) Variables are shared among the processors working in parallel

REDUCTION (op: var1[,var2...]) Variables are involved in a reduction operation. The specific opera-
tion is indicated by "op"

Table 5: Standard OpenMP directive clauses
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The WDSTATIC clause indicates that local work descriptors have to be used
spawning the loop. Using local work descriptors, the work is supplied from the ma
processor to the slaves in a one-to-one basis. This allows to establish processor grou
distribute different loops to different processors.

The GWDSTATIC clause indicates that global work descriptors have to be u
Using global work descriptors, the work is supplied to all processors allocated to
application. This should be used for loops in the exploitation of a single-level of parallelis

The implementations of both local work descriptors (LWD) and global wo
descriptors (GWD) are explained later in Chapter 7 (Subsection 7.1.10).

Figure 20: Sample code annotated with OpenMP directives and associated HTG

Directive/Clause Description

C$OMP NAME (name) PRED(name1[,name2...])
SUCC (name1 [,name2...])

Named section directive including clauses to indicate
predecessor and successor relationships for this section

ONTO (expr1 [, expr2]) Clause indicating where to execute the work and the
number of processors to be used

RELATIVE | ABSOLUTE Clause indicating that processor numbering is relative t
the master processor or is an absolute processor identifi

CPUS (expr) Clause indicating number of processors in a work-shar
ing construct

SCHEDULE(WDSTATIC [, chunksize]) Optimized (inner-level) static/interleave scheduling sup
porting processor groups

SCHEDULE(GWDSTATIC [, chunksize]) Optimized (inner-level) static/interleave scheduling to a
available processors

Table 6: Extensions to the OpenMP directives and clauses

Sample program.

PROGRAM nanos
PARAMETER (N=1024)
DOUBLE PRECISION A(N,N)
! initial code (sequential portion)

C$OMP PARALLEL SECTIONS
C$OMP NAME(left) succ(backward,below)

! left section code
C$OMP NAME(right) succ(forward,above)

! right section code
C$OMP NAME(backward) succ(above)

! backward section code
C$OMP NAME(forward) succ(below)

! forward section code
C$OMP NAME(above)

! above section code
C$OMP NAME(below)

! below section code
C$OMP END PARALLEL SECTIONS

!final code (sequential portion)
END

start

stop

final

initial

belowabove

rightleft

PROGRAM nanos

backward forward
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As an example of use of the NAME directive extension, Figure 20 shows a sam
Fortran code annotated with OpenMP directives and the associated HTG structure obtai
the NANOS compiler from the analysis of the directives. The benefits of expres
parallelism through NAME directives instead of SECTION is that the execution is m
dynamic, allowing, in some cases, to hide the unbalance among the execution of s
parallel sections.

4.2.2. Code generation from the OpenMP directives

From the directives described in the previous subsection, the compiler builds / refines the
representing the application being compiled and a parallel program is obtained from the
representation of the parallel application. In our environment, the parallel code generat
the application has the following characteristics:

• A Fortran function is generated for each node in the HTG.
• Input and output control dependences are embedded into the code as calls to the ru

library.
• Output data dependences are represented through successor relations.
• Input data dependences are represented through by a per-node counter [13][12].

A Fortran function is generated both for simple and compound nodes. Code gene
for simple nodes performs the set of operations contained in the node. Code generate
compound node consists of a control function (associated to the start node) that sequen
execution of the internal nodes. To do this, the control function evaluates if it is usef
execute in parallel the functions associated with the enclosed nodes based on the av
system resources. In order to improve code generation, it is possible to join two or
functions in one. In particular, functions associated to the start and stop nodes in a com
node are usually joined.

All services needed by the generated code such as creation of parallelism, con
dependencies, thread management, etc. are currently provided by a run-time user-level
package (nthLib), although this also could be done through direct code injected by
compiler.

Following the previous scheme, the emitted code is an executable representat
the HTG.
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Chapter 5.
Kernel-level Interface

& Functionality
Abstract

In this chapter we present the extensions we propose for the
kernel-level interface and functionality designed in this thesis, for
supporting the Nano-Threads Programming Model.

The kernel scheduling framework includes new data structures
inside the kernel and shared with the user level to allow the
implementation of kernel-level scheduling policies which take the
application as the scheduling target.

The kernel interface promotes the cooperation between the user
and kernel levels and enforces efficiency by selecting the most efficient
way of communicating kernel level events to the application.

" ... hay tantos nanosegundos en un segundo
como segundos en treinta y dos años."

"Interacciones", Sheldon L. Glashow, Tusquets
Editores, S.A., mayo 1994.
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5.1.Kernel scheduling framework
In this section, we present the design decisions taken in the design of the kernel
scheduling framework and the resulting functionality, in detail.

5.1.1. Design decisions

During the design of the kernel-level interface, several design decisions guided this wo
provide a new, highly dynamic, space/time-sharing environment using two levels of k
scheduling. The kernel offers a set of scheduling policies and the system manager can
which one is active, considering the workload. The active kernel-level policy implements
first scheduling level. Low-level management involving individual processors become
second level. The motivation for these two levels of scheduling is that we consider tha
application should be the target for the first level and the individual processes the target f
second level.

The first design decision consists of ensuring that the kernel-level scheduling pol
able to work with the information provided dynamically by the applications with respec
resource requests (mainly processors). Applications use the kernel interface to set the n
of requested processors at any time. The scheduling policy uses this value to redis
processors to applications.

The second design decision is to consider the application as the scheduling targe
application is seen as a whole by the kernel scheduling policy, taking into account its g
needs and not the needs of every independent process/thread. Processors are ass
applications by the kernel scheduling policy. Each processor is labeled with the applicat
which it is assigned. The application becomes thepreferredapplication of the processor. The
practical consequence of this decision is that the processor is going to execute threads
application unless the scheduling policy decides to reallocate it to another application. T
going to enforce affinity between a set of processors and their preferred application.

The third design decision is that any change in the number of processors alloca
an application (both in the number and in their status) is automatically communicated t
user-level through the kernel interface. As a consequence, the interface should be po
enough to provide all this information.

In traditional operating systems, processors becoming idle usually take w
(processes) from the operating-system ready queue. They do not ensure that the proces
from the ready list belongs to the same application where the processor was prev
running. This goes against our decision of considering the application as the scheduling
The correct way to go to execute work in another application is to find which is the
application that should receive processors and be assigned to it. In this way, the kernel
to get a process ready to run which could belong to an application which has not been se
to run by the scheduling policy. This situation could lead some processors to stay idle wh
the work currently distributed is consumed. In this direction, the fourth design decision is
every time the kernel scheduling policy redistributes processors, it will also prepare a
consisting of applications that will receive processors in the future. Applications in this list
receive more processors in case the currently running applications terminate or release
processors.
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The fifth design decision has to do with the events that will trigger a n
redistribution of processors. We are considering to redistribute processors every tim
current quantum expires. We consider a quantum to be the maximum time between two
redistributions of processors. We are not considering to redistribute processors every ti
application starts or terminates (or even every time an application changes its reque
processors) because we think that this would introduce a lot of movements and the appli
would suffer because of this. We consider that the interface for requesting and rele
processors is asynchronous with respect the scheduling policy. New applications w
inserted at the end of the list of work, just in case a processor becomes idle. These applic
are going to be considered by the scheduling policy during the next global redistributio
presumably good alternative would be to redistribute processors when the list of work is f
empty. By now, we consider that the list of work is large enough for all the current quant

For completion, the sixth design decision is that applications not explicitly code
cooperate with the kernel (not making use of the NANOS kernel interface) are also consi
by the operating system when deciding the allocation of processors. Any useful inform
available, such as the number of ready processes/threads limited by the number of ph
processors in the system, can be used by the kernel to estimate the requirements o
applications. Therefore, these applications do not escape from kernel scheduler control.
sharing is also applied to them, ensuring that their performance will be very close to th
achieved using the traditional time-sharing scheduling policies. As these applications cou
control their own internal scheduling and this can lead to starvation or conside
degradation of the performance, the kernel scheduling has to take into consideration to p
a round-robin assignment of processors to their processes.

The seventh design decision is related to the behavior of the second scheduling
A processor that should get a new process/thread to run proceeds in the following way: F
tries to select any process with pending work in kernel mode. This favors kernel work
allows kernel tasks to execute as usual. Processor affinity may be taken into accou
running such kernel tasks. Next, it tries to get work from its current preferred application
succeeds, it proceeds to execute to user-mode and works inside its application. This is ex
to be the normal behavior, all along the current quantum. Otherwise, it extracts the
application from the list of work, and assigns itself to the application. In case the list of wo
empty, the processor could perform a redistribution of processors.

The last design decision refers to the mechanisms used to inform the user-level
the kernel-level processor allocations. We use an upcall mechanism and shared mem
inform applications about kernel-level scheduling decisions. We have selected the follo
mechanisms for informing each event taking performance into account: Processor allo
and blocking on I/O are communicated to user-level through upcalls because there is a
an available processor to do this work and the overhead is small [5]. The events for retu
processors to the kernel, processor preemption and unblocking are communicated th
shared memory [32][84]. In this case, the application polls the shared memory at every
level scheduling point to see whether there is any of such events. Fine-grain paralleliz
helps in that such polling is made often enough to detect most of the operating-system re
[86].
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5.1.2. Operating system scheduling framework

As it has been stated both in Chapter 3 and in the previous design decisions, the NA
operating-system level scheduling is application-oriented and takes applications a
scheduling target. It searches for an environment where the execution of the application
proceed as smooth as possible, without large or abrupt processor movements. I
subsection, we present the main ideas that are used by the operating-system sch
mechanisms to manage and distribute physical processors among the running applicatio

The first idea we take for achieving a smooth kernel-level scheduling comes from
First-Class User-Level Threads approach [84]. It consists of providing the applications w
gracetime when any processor has to be preempted. With such a grace time, the applica
given an opportunity to reach a user-levelsafepoint and release voluntarily the processor.
this way, each time the operating system applies the active scheduling policy, the proc
need not to be moved immediately, but, instead, they can be moved when they are relea
the applications or forcefully after the grace time has expired. This means that each pro
has to be informed about which application will be its destination. In some sense, it is like
allocating processors to the applications where they are going to execute in a small amo
time.

The second idea extends the previous one, and consists of collecting al
information about the pre-allocation of processors into a kernel structure, called thework list.
The work list will contain, at any given instant, the applications that are going to rece
processors in the near future. Each entry in thework list is a reference to an application
indicating a number of processors that will choose this application as their preferred on
order to better balance the processor allocation among the different applications
application can be represented by more than one entry in thework list, each entry possibly
indicating a different number of processors. Each time a processor visits an entry in thework
list, it decrements the counter and, from now on, it will select processes from this applic
to run on it. When the counter reaches zero, the entry is removed from thework list.

The scheduling algorithm distributes processors taking into consideration al
requests and the current allocation. This results on a set of applications that will run durin
next quantum and the corresponding distribution of processors. From this set, application
the number of processors does not change for the next quantum, are not disturbed and c
running. Applications in the set that have to release processors are signaled through
memory. The applications that will receive more processors or will start running are put i
work list with the corresponding number of processors they will use in the next quantum

The work list is then filled with enough more entries that will feed work to th
processors that could become idle, after consuming the work prepared for the next quan

Thework list decouples the work done by the kernel-level scheduling policy from
actual individual processor movements between applications. By means of thework list, the
events of requesting more processors and starting a new application are equivalent bec
starting application is exactly the same as its request for the first processor. These event
new entry at the end of thework list.

Also, the events of terminating an application or releasing processors,
voluntarily and under a grace time, and processor preemptions will proceed in the same
The free processors have to get an entry from thework list and assign to the application
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Taking into account locality issues, a processor can get an entry different from the fir
select an application into which it had run before.

Every time the operating system applies the current scheduling policy, it fills a
work list, which will be used till the end of the current quantum.

The previous approach favors malleable applications. They will be able to reconfi
their parallelism to use more or less processors. And the approach guarantees that, in
processor preemption, the application will be accurately informed and can easily recov
preempted work. The implementation of this framework is presented in Chapter 7 (Subs
7.2.3).

5.2.Kernel interface
In this section, we describe the kernel interface established between parallel application
the operating system, following our design of the NPM. As explained in the previous sec
this interface enables dynamic application adaptability and runtime management of paral
within individual applications. At the same time, it assists the operating system in alloc
processors to parallel applications in order to minimize application turnaround times
maximize processor utilization. Table 7 shows the proposed operating system interfa
support the processor scheduling. It is described in the following subsections and s
examples are presented.

5.2.1. Processors request and supply of virtual processors

At any time, applications use thecpus_request(ncpus) primitive to set the number of
requested processors that they want to run on. The operating system will try to assign as
processors as possible without exceedingncpus . The primitive can be used dynamically a
runtime to request more or less processors than those currently assigned. It is illegal to r
a number of processors above the number of processors installed in the system. The
maintains two different numbers of processors:current  andrequested .

A request for less processors usingcpus_request() implies that the application
voluntarily wants to release some processors, possibly because the current deg
parallelism inside the application cannot exploit them. When the kernel scheduler detec
situation, it automatically stealscurrent minus requested number of processors. The

Operating system interface Description
int cpus_request (int ncpus); Processor request/release

int cpus_requested (void);
int cpus_current (void);
int cpus_askedfor (void);
int cpus_preempted_work (void);

Informational services

work_t cpus_get_preempted_work (void); Returns a descriptor for a preempted
thread

int cpus_processor_handoff (work_t work); Transfers the physical processor to the
supplied thread

int cpus_release_self (void); Voluntarily releases the current processor

Table 7: Operating system interface
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application may also release the desired processors, instead of letting the scheduler t
them (see the following subsection).

5.2.2. Specific processor release

The application can release a specific running physical processor, as an answer to an op
system request using thecpus_release_self() primitive. This primitive attempts to release
the physical processor on which the calling virtual processor runs. When this primitive ret
it means that either the processor was not needed by the scheduler or that a new proces
been allocated to the application. The data shared with the operating system reflect
situations, informing about the currently assigned processors.

5.2.3. Preempted work recovery

The kernel also offers the possibility of transferring a physical processor from the cu
virtual processor to another virtual processor of the same application. This feature is pro
to allow an application to recover the execution of a preempted virtual processor. To allo
application to recover the execution of preempted work, the kernel offers
cpus_processor_handoff(work) primitive [15]. The virtual processor identified bywork

receives the current physical processor.Work can be the identifier of a preempted virtua
processor or a reference to the new context to be resumed at user-level. It is assumed
identifiers of the preempted virtual processors could be obtained through
cpus_get_preempted_work() primitive, described in the following subsection.

5.2.4. Current status of processor allocation

The following primitives provide information about the current status of processor alloca
for the calling application. The primitivecpus_requested() informs about the number of
processors that the application has requested from the operating system. Thecpus_current()

primitive returns the number of physical processors actually owned by the application.

The application is also informed about the need of releasing some of the ava
processors, like in [84][152]. The primitivecpus_askedfor() returns the number of
processors that the operating system is reclaiming from the application.

The cpus_requested() , cpus_current() and cpus_askedfor() primitives help
the application to know at any time which is the status of the number of processors alloca
the application by the operating system.

At any time, the operating system can decide to reassign processors from
application to another. Applications loosing processors are informed about this fact an
contexts of the preempted works are put at their entire disposition to be resumed by one
remaining assigned processors, if necessary. The following functions are used to obta
information:

Preempted work recovery is supported through the following primitiv
cpus_preempted (void) , and work_t cpus_get_preempted_work (void) .
Cpus_preempted returns the number of processors which have been preempted from
application by the operating system. Andcpus_get_preempted_work() returns a reference to
a preempted context that can be resumed at user-level. The functionality of these prim
has been extended, when they are implemented through shared memory, to allo
application to select which one of the preempted virtual processors to resume.
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5.2.5. Coding examples

The primitives presented in the previous subsection can be used from the user-level to r
processors and obtain information about the resources allocated and their status.
example of using the kernel interface, we present the way an application requests proc
and the basic implementation of the idle function inside NthLib.

5.2.5.1. Requesting processors and spawning parallelism

Example 5.1 shows the code used for requesting and releasing processors insi
application. In this example, the kernel-level interface is called from the Fortran language
this reason, the names of the primitives have been prefixed by the prefixnthf_ . In line 2, a
new parallel region starts and the application requests N processors, using the pri
nthf_cpus_request() . After that, the parallelism is spawned. We present a simple cod
spawn a parallel loop (lines 3 to 9). The number of processors currently allocated is got
the operating system (line 4) using the primitiventhf_cpus_current() . After that, a nano-
thread is created on each available processor. After the parallelism has been joined in
the primitiventhf_cpus_request() is used again to release the processors and continue
execution with one for the next sequential portion of code.

5.2.5.2. The virtual processors scheduling loop

Example 5.1 presents a simple idle function based on the proposed kernel-level interfac
code can be used inside the nano-threads library to force each virtual processor, after ex
of an application task, to check for the operating system conditions and search for
application tasks at user-level.

The sample idle function consists of a main loop, to be executed forever, starti
line 3. The first thing to do is to check whether the operating system is reclaiming
processor to be released (line 4). This is possible, for instance, immediately after applyin
kernel-level scheduling policy and having redistributed the physical processors. In c
number of processors are reclaimed, the current virtual processor stops, releasing the p
processor, using the primitivecpus_release_self() (line 5). Another operating system
condition that should be checked is whether there are any preempted processes
application. This is done in line 7. In case there are preempted processors, lines 8 and 9 g
of the preempted processes and transfer the current physical processor to it. The current
processor will also be stopped, in this case. Finally, when reaching lines 11 and 12, the v
processor has not detected any warning condition from the operating system, gets a new
thread to execute and dispatches it.

Example 5.1.Requesting processors and spawning parallelism
1 ...
2 nthf_cpus_request (N)
3 self = nthf_self()
4 ncpus = nthf_cpus_current()
5 CALL nthf_depadd (self, ncpus)
6 DO nth_p = 0, ncpus-1
7 CALL nthf_create (func_loop_01, 0, nth_p, 1, nth_mask, 4, self, ...)
8 ENDDO
9 CALL nthf_block ()
10 nthf_cpus_request (1)
11 // Sequential code
12 ...
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In this example, we assume that when the virtual processor is stopped while exec
either the primitivecpus_release_self() or cpus_processor_handoff() , its context can
be later reused for another physical processor to be assigned to the application, continu
execution from that point. Another solution would be to provide a specific entry point for
processors entering the application.

5.3.Kernel-level scheduling policies
The goal of the scheduling policies supporting the NPM should be to help in achieving
main goal of this thesis, that is, to provide high global-system performance. In this work w
using the proposed environment to test several policies and compare among them an
existing operating-system scheduling policies. Several scheduling policies have
implemented at kernel level. The main purpose of this implementation is to validate the d
and implementation of the kernel scheduling mechanisms.

This work does not search for the best policy, but instead tries to demonstrate th
ideas and mechanisms proposed are valid. A proposal for a specific policy to be used
NPM is out of the scope of this thesis. The following subsections describe the behavior
four policies during the execution of application workloads. Three of the policies prese
have been obtained from the literature [95][47][89][75]: Equipartition, Batch and Rou
robin. The fourth comes from the experimentation done along this work. Our experi
indicates that applications usually request an even number of processors and most of tim
number of processors is a multiple of 4. From this experience, the Cluster policy is provi

The following policies are evaluated and results are shown in Chapter 9, along
some examples of the behavior of the applications running under them.

5.3.1. Equipartition (Equip)

This policy divides the number of physical processors by the number of running applica
and it assigns the resulting number of processors to each application. When an appl
requests less processors than the result of the division, the processors exceeding that
are not assigned to any application. In case there are more applications than processo
the first P applications are executed, assuming there are P processors.

Some processors can remain unused when using this policy, depending on the a
of applications and the requests of each application. Equipartition is implemented to ob
reference, given by such a simple policy, to which the behavior of the rest of policies cou
compared.

Example 5.2.Sample idle function
1 // Executed for each virtual processor
2
3 for (;;) {
4 if (cpus_asked_for()) {
5 cpus_release_self();
6 }
7 if (cpus_preempted_work()) {
8 work_t w = cpus_get_preempted_work();
9 cpus_processor_handoff (w);
10 }
11 nth = nth_getwork ();
12 // dispatch new nano-thread
13 }
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5.3.2. Batch

This policy allocates processors to applications in strict ordering of arrival. Each applic
receives all requested processors, till all the processors in the computer have been all
The last application receiving processors will receive less processors than those reque
there is not so many processors available in the machine. Also, if the requests for proc
change during execution, the number of applications receiving processors may chang
work list is used to ensure that those applications not receiving all the requested processo
receive some of them when processors are voluntarily released by other applications.

When using the Batch policy, applications arriving first are benefitted from that
applications arriving later are delayed till the first ones terminate.

5.3.3. Round-robin (RR)

The operating system allocates processors to applications in a round robin manner.
application receives as many processors as requested. The policy remembers th
application receiving processors at each quantum. At the next quantum, it continues allo
processors from the next application. At each reallocation, the last application rece
processors can receive less processors than those requested, if there is not so many pr
available in the system. Thework list is used to ensure that those applications not receiving
the requested processors will receive some of them when processors are voluntarily re
by other applications.

The Round-robin policy will motivate a large number of context switches between
applications, due to time-sharing.

5.3.4. Processor Clustering (Cluster)

The Processor Clustering policy allocates processors in clusters of 4 processors. In a firs
this policy allocates a cluster of 4 processors to all running applications. If some applica
are not receiving processors because there is a large number of applications in the syste
are added to thework list for the current quantum. In case a number of processors rem
unallocated, this policy starts a second step, allocating again in clusters of 4. And so on,
the processors have been allocated or all the requests have been satisfied. When less t
processors remain to be allocated, some applications can receive two or even one proce
maintain all processors working.
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Chapter 6.
Comparison with
Previous/Related

Work
Abstract

In this chapter we present the comparison of our work with
existing research/commercial projects. The comparison is divided in two
main sections: User and kernel levels. Nevertheless, some of the projects
to compare with also take into account both levels, so the comparison is
extended to focus also in the relationship between both levels in each of
those cases.

"... Si l´home conegués la seva capacitat de
procurar-se moments de placidesa en les grans crisis,
no tindria tantes pors i seria més feliç."

"Ronda naval sota la boira", Pere Calders,
Edicions 62, octubre 1994.
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6.1.Comparison with existing user-level run-time packages
In this section, we present the comparison of the NANOS execution environment with ex
user-level thread packages. Some of them are used mainly for parallel applic
programmers; others are used specifically for parallel compilers to generate code; so
them are designed to support both kinds of users.

6.1.1. Pthreads

The Pthreads package is the implementation of the POSIX Threads standard definition
the IEEE organization of standards [19][65][124]. It is a general purpose threads packa
provides the basic services for thread creation and joining, thread scheduling policie
priorities, synchronization primitives (mutex and condition variables), thread local
management and thread cancellation and signal management.

The Pthreads package is user oriented in the sense that it is thought to be us
programmers, not by a compiler to produce parallel code. Nevertheless, it is sometimes u
a basis to build compiler-oriented packages. This is the case of the MP libraries provided
by Compaq/DEC on Digital UNIX [41][42] and Portland Group on Linux [145][144].

The generality of the Pthreads package is the disadvantage to use it as an exe
environment to be used directly by a compiler. The Pthreads standard interface would p
high portability to an execution environment built on it. But the existing implementation
Pthreads usually are heavily dependent on the underlying operating system, respec
thread scheduling and thread local data support. Also, the environment (thread creatio
joining) is too heavy-weight to efficiently support multiple levels of parallelism and fine gr
parallelism. For this reason, when the package is used from a compiler, it is only used to
the virtual processors at the beginning of the application and destroy them at the end.

6.1.2. CThreads

The CThreads package is provided with the Mach [1][18] operating system and O
[77][76][78][79][36]. It was originally developed at the Carnegie Mellon University [29
Although the CThreads interface has remained nearly the same, several dif
implementations have been also provided by the OSF organization (now, Open Group).

CThreads is a simple threads package (similar to Pthreads with respect the inte
It was designed to efficiently support the thread management needed inside the
operating system. The Mach micro-kernel and several of the UNIX subsystems running o
of it are based on CThreads to manage their internal parallelism/concurrence.

As occurs in the Pthreads case, the CThreads package is not designed to b
directly by a compiler, but by an experienced programmer, which decides which task
going to be parallel. The package is too heavy-weight to efficiently support both mul
levels of parallelism and fine-grain parallelism.
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6.1.3. Cilk

The Cilk programming environment [17] comprises the Cilk language and the Cilk run-
library. It is being developed by the Supercomputing Technologies Group, at the
Laboratory for Computer Science. It its designed for shared-memory multiprocessors
also offers support to distributed shared memory. The following comparison applies t
shared memory implementation.

Cilk is based on "fully strict" (well-structured) programs. Using the underlying mo
of fully strict computations [16], it can be proved that the Cilk scheduler achieves execu
space, time and communication bounds all within a constant factor of optimal.

The Cilk language extends ANSI C in such a way that allows to express paralle
through thethreadconstruct. A thread is defined to be a subroutine receiving some argum
The Cilk preprocessor translates each thread to a C routine receiving a pointer to its argumen
(called theclosure of the thread). Threads are spawned using thespawn construct. This
construct creates the closure for the thread, fills all available arguments and sets thejoin value,
which is the number of arguments that remain unavailable when the thread is cre
Unavailable arguments are considered like futures [149]. They are usually filled by
threads. When the join value reaches zero, the thread is ready to be executed.

With these characteristics, programmers have to learn to code applications usin
explicit continuation passing style, which forces to split program subroutines in two or m
pieces in order to express parallelism. So, from the point of view of FORTRAN an
programmers, Cilk is introducing an extra effort to understand and learn to use new lan
constructs, which although can be well-suited for expressing parallelism, are not neces
clarifying what the application is doing. For this reason we have selected the metho
introducing directives in programs. In this way, we can take profit from existing applicat
and we limit the needs to re-code them.

Cilk is mainly oriented to express parallelism in recursive programs and does
provide any tool for expressing data-parallel constructs. For example, a Cilk program
should code a data-parallel loop by means of a divide-and-conquer control structure [17

The Cilk run-time library supports the Cilk language by implementing t
mechanisms explained in the previous paragraph. In addition, it includes the Cilk sche
Each processor decides the next thread to run using the Cilk scheduler. It first search
work in the processor’s local queue. In case the local queue is empty, the Cilk sche
applies work stealing to search for work in other processor’s local queues. It selects ran
which processor is the victim of the work stealing mechanism. In computing inten
applications usually it is of much importance to achieve good data locality than to balanc
processor’s load. For this reason we think that it is not necessary to introduce that ove
and complexity to the scheduling mechanisms. It is important that applications could ex
their preferences for locality and leave opened an opportunity to tune the run-time
balancing mechanisms.

Multiple levels of parallelism and processor grouping are supported by mean
recursion and language constructs to express processor affinity. The problem here is t
recursive version of an application is generally not as efficient as the iterative version.

With respect the implementation, Cilk uses a counter for each closure to wait till a
arguments are available. In this thesis, we present results showing that implementin
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values is a source of major overhead, and this is specially noticeable when searching fo
grain parallelism.

Finally, Cilk does not include any support for dynamic processor management
communication with the operating system. Execution of several Cilk applications reque
more processors at a time than those in the machine will suffer from the operating sy
scheduling decisions. This could lead to undesirable effects at Cilk threads synchroniz
points.

6.1.4. Filaments

The Filaments execution environment [44][82] was designed for shared-memory and
evolved to run in distributed shared memory multiprocessors. The package was develo
the Department of Computer Science at the University of Arizona. Filaments can be used
C applications like the Pthreads and CThreads packages and from the Sisal functional lan
[51].

A filament is a lightweight thread. Two classes of filaments are supported by
Filaments package:Iterative filaments give support to data-parallel execution. They exec
repeatedly with an implicit barrier synchronization at the end of the loop code structure.Fork/
join threads are used in recursive programs. Each thread creates other threads and the
for their results.

The Filaments package supports fine-grain parallelism. Thread descriptors are c
directly by the programmer using the tools provided by the Filaments package. Th
descriptors are small, so thousands of descriptors can be created before starting the para
Each thread descriptor contains the Filaments arguments and the function to be executed
thread. Parallelism is explicitly started calling another service of the Filaments pack
Iterative filament descriptors are automatically reused during execution. Filaments inc
tools for control of thread placement for data locality, efficient barrier and fork/j
synchronization mechanisms and automatic load balancing for fork/join threads.

The programmer of a Filaments application must learn a new interface and cod
her applications using it, trying to express all the parallelism. There is an extra work to
each parallel construct to the different classes of threads. Existing applications have to
written to use the Filaments package.

Filaments support multiple levels of parallelism for the fork/join threads, becaus
the recursive nature of such kind of threads, like in Cilk. Nevertheless, as Filament threa
not provide an address space (stack), they do not allow creation of extra levels of parall
in the general case, when some data should ne declared locally to be used by the inner le
parallelism.

As in the Cilk case, the Filaments package does not provide any possibilit
interaction between the application and the operating system. For this reason, any sche
decision taken at operating system level may cause synchronization delays due to und
processor preemptions.
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6.1.5. COOL

The COOL execution environment [23][22] comprises the COOL language and compile
the COOL run-time system. The COOL language (Concurrent Object Oriented Langu
extends C++ with tools for expressing concurrence and communication. It has been de
to exploit coarse grain parallelism at the task level in NUMA shared memory multiproces
COOL was developed in the Computer Systems Laboratory at the Stanford University.

The COOL run-time system is mainly oriented to execute parallelism expre
through theparallel COOL construct. This construct applies to functions and object meth
Calling a parallel function/method implies the creation of atask to execute it. This task
executes asynchronously with the caller. The parallelism exposed by the application c
constrained at invocation points just by indicating that the call must be done serially.

Mutual exclusion among parallel invocations of functions/object methods is achi
by means of a function definition attribute. All object methods declared with themutex
attribute execute in mutual exclusion with other methods in the same object. Mutual excl
is taken at function entry and released at function exit.

Parallel functions are inserted in ready queues when created as task descr
Processors pick up work from the ready queues during execution. There are two kinds of
queues in the COOL run-time system in order to achieve data locality in three different w
Object, task and processor affinity. The programmer is able to express such affinity clas
each function invocation. In addition, idle processors steal tasks from busy processors’
queues to improve load balancing.

The programmer is allowed to help the run-time system about data and o
placement. This means to distribute object data across processor memories in N
machines. Also to migrate data from one processor to another when it is required by th
access pattern exhibited by the application.

As in the Cilk and Filaments cases, the COOL programmer must be awar
restructuring his/her application in order to fit with the specifics of the new language.
approach simplifies the way the parallelism is expressed and it works fine in the genera
where application data is allocated near the processor that first touches it.

The COOL execution environment is related with the Process Control approach
operating system level. The comparison of Process Control with our approach is presen
the next subsection.

6.1.6. Illinois Concert System

The Illinois Concert System [27] is a concurrent object-oriented language and a run
system developed at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

The Concert run-time system provides primitives for thread managem
communication, and mechanisms for achieving data-locality and load balancing.
primitives and mechanisms are efficiently implemented in such a way that they usually ac
performance an order of magnitude higher than do corresponding primitives in ven
supplied communication and thread libraries [67]. They are designed to maintain a high
of performance over the unpredictable dynamic behavior characteristics of irre
applications.
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The run-time system is implemented on both shared and distributed mem
machines. Two main modules, language-independent and language-dependent prov
following functionalities: communication, thread management, memory management
object caching are language-independent. Users can add their own user-level sch
Memory management provides a distributed garbage-collection algorithm to rec
unreferenced memory. Object support, contexts, futures and continuations are provided
language-dependent module.

ICC++ [26][67] is an extension of the sequential programming language C++ [1
ICC++ allows the programmer to express concurrency among C++ statements and
loops. The compiler analyses the code and determines whether there are dependencies
the statements, through aggressive static global program analysis and transformation
compiler uses a unified flow analysis framework to obtain information about the comp
program. From the previous analysis, four inter-procedural static optimizations that reduc
overhead associated with the concurrent object-oriented programming model are ap
Method inlining, procedure cloning, object inlining and access region expansion to searc
larger basic blocks.

The Concert run-time system provides more functionality than NthLib. This is du
support for distributed memory machines and communication and also because of ext
memory management and garbage-collection, futures and continuations. Memory manag
in NthLib is simplified and unified in the management of the nano-threads stacks. Future
not needed because of the consideration that it is the compiler which should be a
determine whether a function call can be executed in parallel or not. Continuations, alth
are internally used by NthLib to implement thread blocking, are provided to the user by m
of successor nano-threads.

6.1.7. Active Threads & pSather

Active Threads [150] is a threads package developed at the International Computer S
Institute of the University of California at Berkeley. Active Threads was designed to facil
high-performance fine-grained platform-independent parallel programming, to help in ta
advantage of the memory hierarchy on modern machines and to make possible perfor
profiling of threaded software [151].

In order to provide fine-grain parallelism support, the implementation searche
efficiency in the thread creation, context switch, and synchronization operations. Also
interface allows to extend the scheduler by taking into account data locality or impleme
memory-conscious scheduling. New scheduling modules can capture the dynamic struc
the evolving parallel computation and allow to schedule threads in a way that reflects
structure. The run-time system allows to schedule nested parallel constructs in a way th
most internal level can span all or a subset of the available processors. Each thread has a
by which it is controlled by the library.

Threadsare defined as units of (potentially parallel) execution that share an add
space and other system resources. Groups of logically related threads are organized intothread
bundles. Threads in the same bundle share a common thread scheduler. This is the mech
that can be used to schedule parallel loops using groups of processors. At any given m
one bundle has theexecution focus. The bundle which has the focus receives the id
scheduling events and can assign work to the idle processors or it can propagate the idl
through the bundle activation tree.
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The Active Threads implementation hides the number of available processor
usingvirtual processors. Threads are scheduled on top of virtual processors. There is no
in the number of virtual processors, but it is recommended that threads accessing the sam
be scheduled on the same virtual processor. The package ensures that those threads
executed in the same physical processor.

The Active Threads library can be used directly or as a compilation target for par
languages. Along with the basic thread management primitives, the Active Threads inte
supports a great variety of synchronization mechanisms (spin-locks, mutexes, semapho
condition variables).

The library works on several architectures and operating systems (SUN SPA
Solaris, Alpha Axp/Digital UNIX, Intel 386 and HPPA) but it is uncompleted on seve
operating systems in the sense that it does not allow to use more than one processor, b

The pSather language [93][142] is a parallel object oriented language which ex
the Sather language. Sather was initially based on Eiffel but now incorporates idea
approaches from several other languages. Thread extensions to Sather include the po
of declare parallel sections of code and parallel loops. The pSather compiler generates
from pSather programs in such a way that they are linked with the Active Threads packa
run on parallel machines.

Active Threads shares some characteristics with our nano-threads packa
provides the bundle mechanism for supporting multiple levels of parallelism. And it allows
users to change the scheduling policy for each bundle, thus providing a method for proc
grouping. It has also some extra functionality needed to support thread synchronizatio
code generation from object oriented languages.

6.1.8. Illinois-Intel Multithreading Library

The Illinois-Intel Multithreading Library (IML, [56][126]) is a user-level threads packa
targeted to shared memory multiprocessors. It supports multiple levels of general, unstru
parallelism. General (or functional) parallelism is provided by allowing the expression of
execution conditions through a directed acyclic graph. Multiple levels of parallelism
provided through ready queues.

Applications supply work to the library through ready queues of application tasks
the library schedules them on the available processors. There is one local ready queue f
processor. Task queues allow several task descriptions to be active at the same time
focuses on the design alternatives for implementing such task queues (centralized
distributed). The library is in charge of mapping the tasks to the available processors
outer-most level of parallelism distributes work on the available processors. Inner leve
parallelism generate work on the local processor spawning the parallelism. IML is als
charge of load balancing. Library level scheduling allows processors to steal work from
neighbor processors. The library interface does not allow to express any data locality
Parallel loops are implicitly distributed by the IML among the participating processors.

IML supports code generation from Parafrase-2 and the Intel Fortran compile
runs on Intel platforms and Windows NT.
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6.1.9. SGI IRIX MP Library

The SGI IRIX MP library [137][133] supports efficient parallel execution in the Silic
Graphics multiprocessor machines. Applications are parallelized either automatical
manually to run on top of the MP library. Automatic parallelization is achieved through
PFA (Parallel Fortran Analyzer) tool [134]. PFA gets a sequential program, analyses i
generates an optimized sequential program annotated with directives. Manual paralleli
consists on manually annotating a sequential application using OpenMP directives. In
case, the MIPS Pro F77 compiler understands the OpenMP directives and generat
parallel code.

The compiler generates two versions of each one of the parallel regions o
program. The first one is the parallel version. In this version, the compiler encapsulate
parallel region in a function and it replaces the code by a call to the MP library to sp
parallelism on that function. The second one is a sequential version of the code to be
when there is only one processor available, avoiding the overhead of the spawning and j
mechanism. This version can also be used when the application detects, dynamically a
time, that there is not enough work to spawn in a parallel region, or when the parallelism
already been spawned before.

The MP library provides a complete execution environment for each applica
supporting thread creation, management, synchronization and NUMA features, su
memory placement. Also, the library is aware of the machine load, trying to adjust
parallelism which is exploiting to the available resources.

When a parallel program starts, a pool of lightweight processes (sprocs or k
threads) are created, the number indicated by the user. When the execution reaches a
region, the master processor enters the MP library and uses a unique work descriptor, l
at a fixed memory location, to spawn the parallelism. Other processes (the slaves) p
work from that global descriptor. Each process executes the same block of code (encap
in the function containing the body of the parallel section [21]. Variables can be either sh
or privatized, at the parallel function entry, as necessary.

This implementation restricts the parallelism that can be exploited at application
to a single level [133] because the descriptor cannot be reused until the previous para
has been joined. If the program reaches a parallel section while already executing in pre
one, the sequential path is taken.

The SGI MP library provides three different implementations for thread joining
distributed joining structure in shared memory (used by default), a shared counter up
through atomic machine level instructions (which provides bad performance when using
than a few processors because of the large amount of traffic), and a shared counter ba
uncached atomic memory operations on the specialized hardware in the memory modu
the Origin2000 system.

When a slave process completes its portion of the work of a parallel region, it re
to the MP library code, where it picks up another portion of work if any work remains, or w
polling for a while, and then suspends itself until the next time it is needed. The MP lib
uses a two-phase synchronization mechanism. When a spinning process spends too mu
to acquire a spin lock, the library decides to yield the processor to allow the progress of
processes in the system.
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While this is a good solution, it is not general enough to perform well in all situatio
A false processor utilization appears when an application reaches a sequential section a
slave threads are spinning for some time before yielding. And as the operating system
nothing about the execution at user level, in a multiprogrammed machine, an applicatio
loose a processor which, in the worst case, may be given to another spinning process.

The SGI MP environment supports a per application control of the degree
parallelism. An auxiliary process wakes up each approximately three seconds and sugg
optimal number of ready process based on system load information. This number is cons
the next time a new parallel region is spawned. The application blocks/unblocks
processes, if necessary. Using this mechanism, the application parallelism is dec
progressively when the system load is high or when the application CPU usage is low d
input/output or page faults [3]. This feature is related with an environment varia
(OMP_DYNAMIC, which can be set to TRUE or FALSE). It is activated by default.

The comparison between the SGI MP library and our approach is completed i
evaluation of Chapter 9.

6.1.10.Integrating functional and loop parallelism

Several programming systems are trying to provide multiple levels of parallelism
integrating functional (task) and loop (data) parallelism. They usually focus on allowing
coordination of several program modules in architectures mixing shared and distrib
memory.

The Fx project [57] focuses on proposing a small set of Fortran directives to integ
task and data parallelism on a HPF framework [69]. Applications under consideration
mainly related to processing continuous streams of data sets. The PARADIGM project
proposes the use of controlling the degree of data parallelism in individual tasks through
parallelism, an approach similar to our processor grouping. They extend the model propo
the Fx project to target a more general class of applications and to perform allocation
scheduling of processors to HPF data parallel routines automatically without any
intervention.

The HPF/MPI project [50] merges High Performance Fortran with the Mess
Passing Interface standard. Calling MPI from HPF avoids to introduce new parallel cons
in the language, providing a library based solution. This system allows the creation
number of parallel tasks written in HPF, that run in a data-parallel way on a spec
collection of machines, controlled by MPI. The tasks communicate with each other throug
MPI interface. Other related works propose extensions to the HPF directive set to indicat
several calls to data parallel HPF routines can proceed in parallel [49].

6.2.Kernel approaches
In this section, we compare our approach for the kernel interface and scheduling techn
the widely used gang scheduling [108][15], the SGI IRIX 6.4 operating system [30] and
user/kernel interface and scheduling techniques implemented recently in the SGI IRIX
operating system [32], as well as with well-known research projects, notably Process C
[147][148], First-Class Threads [84] and Scheduler Activations [5][53][70]. As all the proje
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are very related and there are more similarities than differences among them, we d
compare here the more interesting aspects to consider instead of comparing with
individual project.

We summarize the comparison between the different approaches in fifth rele
aspects: who is in charge of setting the degree of parallelism of each application; which
target for processor scheduling, the application or the individual processes; the effect
blocking events in the behavior of the scheduler; the synchronization issues relat
scheduling; and the type of user / kernel interaction. Current operating systems prov
scheduling support for multiprocessor architectures inherit several characteristics from
original UNIX versions (System V [9], BSD [73]).

6.2.1. Setting the degree of parallelism

The first aspect concerns the question about who is in charge of setting the degr
parallelism of an application. It is set by the user in gang scheduling, where the applic
simply creates a number of processes and the operating system must schedule all o
together to allow the application to make progress. Our approach allows the application
the maximum number of processors it wants to run on and the operating system will all
the most suitable number of processors taking into account the overall system load. The
degree of parallelism is set by the operating system. This feature is also included in the P
Control approach [148] where the operating system sets a number in shared memory info
the user of the number of currently running processes inside the application. It has
recently been incorporated in the SGI IRIX 6.5 operating system in the form of anestimated
number of processors [32].

In previous versions of the IRIX operating system (IRIX 6.4), the user-level
library tracks, through an extra process running inside the application, the machine loa
whether the application is executing well or not. This means that in fact the degre
parallelism is set by the user-level execution environment. When the library detects th
machine load is too high (over the amount of physical processors) and the application
running well (it is not receiving CPU time), it automatically shrinks the parallelism to
spawned at the next parallel construct. This is done with no kernel intervention. There
global view and the decisions can not be accurate enough to achieve a good multiprogram
efficiency. In particular, when the MP library checks the way the virtual processors
executing, it can detect that they are doing well when, in fact they are running the MP lib
idle threads, waiting for a synchronization. Also, the SGI MP library is in charge of stopp
those processes which are not currently given any work by the application. This is don
tunable way, allowing the application programmer to set the amount of time the process
going to spend searching for work before stopping themselves. By default, this time is
0.25 seconds (or 10,000,000 iterations in a MIPS R10000 processor running at 200 Mhz.
can be set individually for each application using the MP_BLOCKTIME environm
variable. Although the method is valid, two drawbacks are: first, applications with dyna
parallelism are going to keep some processors during the configured time without m
useful work; and second, that this parameter should be tuned for each one of the applic
running in the system.

Similarly to Process Control and IRIX 6.5, we also allow dynamic processor requ
during the lifetime of an application. IRIX 6.4 is supporting dynamic requests by stopping
processes which do not receive work from the application, as stated in the previous para
Page 86
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6.2.2. The application as the scheduling target

The second important difference among our approach and other approaches is the way p
applications are managed by the scheduler. In current operating systems, kernel-level
that are relevant to the execution of an application are communicated to each indiv
process belonging to an application, in such a way that the rest of processes of the
application continue execution ignoring what has happened. It is the case of gang sched
When a process belonging to a parallel application is selected to run, other process
preempted in order to be able to execute the complete application. At this point,
scheduling is not aware of whether the preempted processes belong to different applicat
not. The affected applications are not informed about the preemptions. They are going to
a penalty in their execution motivated from the disordered preemptions. Instead, in
approach the scheduling target are the applications as a whole. In this way, the schedu
selects which applications are allowed to run and, in a second step, they are given
processors, informed of how many are receiving and allowed to run. During execu
processor movements between applications are minimized. And more important, applic
are preempted as a whole when the scheduling policy decides not to give processors
application during the following time quantum.

In the Scheduling Activations approach all the events are provided to the user lev
means of upcalls. This means that in this case the application is able to react to the even
communication mechanism, the upcalls, are usually too heavy-weight to provide
response time. Shared memory is used both in Process Control and First-Class, as we
IRIX 6.5. Nevertheless, Process Control and First-Class continue assuming that the sch
target are the individual processes.

The IRIX 6.5 scheduler allows applications to inform the kernel about their proce
requirements. As soon as an application sets the requested number of processors, th
kernel assumes that all related processes belonging to the application should be manag
whole. The IRIX scheduler based on earnings is used to compute theestimatednumber
processors that should receive each application. When computed, this value is supplied
user-level scheduler as well as the corrected value (theallocated number of processors)
computed having in mind therequested number of processors.

6.2.3. Blocking events management

The third important difference between the different approaches is how blocking inter
with kernel scheduling decisions. This is very related to the second difference (in Subse
6.2.2), but as different designs present different solutions to this problem, we consider it
important aspect.

Starting with gang scheduling, when a process of a gang-scheduled application b
in the kernel, the processor immediately tries to execute another ready-to-run process
process may belong to another gang-scheduled application, reclaiming other processors
in its turn, and motivating more context switches. The problem here is that, although
scheduling ensures that all processes of a parallel application start executing together
beginning of a time quantum, it does not ensure that all the required processors w
available to the application till the end of the time quantum. At this point the applica
performance is degraded because of synchronization issues. Our approach mainta
number and mapping of processors allocated to the application, similarly to Sche
Activations [5]. When a processor becomes free due to a blocking event, it is first return
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the application in case it has more work to do with it. Otherwise, it is given to another run
application and both applications are informed of this movement.

In IRIX 6.5, instead, when a process of a parallel application blocks, the process
guaranteed to remain in the application. The kernel can decide to move the proces
another application running in the system. In this case, the application loosing the proces
not informed about this fact until either the process unblocks and the processor returns
process is marked as a preempted one and the context is supplied to the user level t
shared memory.

6.2.4. Synchronization issues

With respect to the synchronization mechanisms used, gang scheduling usually is accom
with two-level synchronization methods at user-level [148][47][58]. When a spinning pro
spends a predetermined amount of time to acquire a spin lock without success, the use
run-time package decides to yield the processor to allow the progress of other processe
system. As it has already been commented in Subsection 6.1.9, this is a good solution,
not general enough to perform well in all situations. As the operating system knows no
about the execution at user level, an application may loose a processor which, in the
case, may be given to another spinning process. This is the fourth difference with
approach. We are not using two-level synchronization. Instead, every application dete
safe points, whether any of its virtual processors has been preempted and then it yields
its currently assigned processors to the preempted virtual processor.

6.2.5. User / kernel interaction

The last significant difference is the amount and quality of the information shared betwe
application and the operating system. Process Control maintains a counter of proc
allocated to the application and informs the application of kernel level events through U
signals. Scheduler Activations and First-Class Threads inform using upcalls. Our proposa
use the most efficient mechanism to inform applications of such events. Processor allo
and blocking are easily communicated through upcalls, offering the new processor t
application. Processor preemption and unblocking are most easily informed through s
memory. For this reason, we maintain a shared memory area between the applications a
operating system containing the information explained in Subsection 5.2.

The approach taken in IRIX 6.5 provides a per-application shared memory
[116][32] similar to our proposal containing the number of processors requested by
application, the number of currently allocated processors, the number of processors est
by the kernel that could run in the application; also, it contains the register save areas (R
to save/restore the user-level threads state at blocking and preemption points. In this wa
the user and kernel levels can resume user-level threads whose state is in the share
Along with this information there is also some control data related indicating whether an
is free or busy and to signal preemption status for each kernel-level thread.
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Chapter 7.
Implementation Issues

Abstract
This chapter highlights the most relevant implementation issues

both in user- and kernel-levels. At user-level, we present here the way we
have integrated multiple levels of parallelism with efficient work
descriptors and processor grouping.

At the kernel-level we show how our proposals for the kernel
scheduling framework can be implemented on existing operating systems,
using specific tools provided by the current operating system interfaces.

"... moltes vegades a la vida, el problema és
identificar el problema."

(Llegit en plena optimització.)

Josep Borrell, Classe de Polítiques Públiques,
Universitat Pompeu Fabra. Diari Avui, dissabte, 23 de
maig de 1998.
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7.1. User-level implementation issues
The following subsections present a detailed description of the implementation of the N
package as it has been developed on the Silicon Graphics Origin2000 machines, and o
the different aspects that have been changed in the different ports to other systems. The
implementations in several systems provide most of the following characteristics.

7.1.1. Data structures

The nano-threads library contains several data structures which maintain both informati
each nano-thread created and the global information about the user-level exe
environment of the nano-threaded application.

7.1.1.1. The nano-thread structure

The nano-thread structure (see Figure 21) contains the nano-thread descriptor, reference
nano-thread successors, nano-thread private data and the nano-thread stack. It is initial
thenth_create()  interface described in Subsection 7.1.2.

Figure 21: Nano-thread structure

The nano-thread descriptor contains the following fields:
• next . A pointer to a nano-thread. This field is used to queue the nano-thread in any o

library queues, such as the ready queue.
• vp_id . The user-level identifier (0, 1, 2, ...) given by the package to the underly

virtual processor currently executing this nano-thread. It is inherited between n
threads at context switch time.

• sp . The value of the stack pointer is saved in this field when the nano-thread is crea
when it is blocked.

• npred . The number of predecessors that remain already unresolved for this nano-th
When it becomes zero, the nano-thread is ready to be executed and can be queue
ready queue.

• npred_mutex . The synchronization variable to access thenpred field in mutual
exclusion.

• nsucc . The number of successor nano-threads (representing HTG nodes) depend
this one.

References to successor nano-threads are stored beside the descriptor. At term
each nano-thread uses this field to update the predecessor counter for their successo
nano-thread private data area keeps any variable that has to be privatized at nano

Descriptorstack
Nano-thread

The contents of the nano-thread descriptor is as follows:
struct nth_desc {

struct nth_desc *next;
int  vp_id;
void *sp;
count_t  npred;
spin_t  npred_mutex;
count_t  nsucc;

};

Private
 data

Successors
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creation. In Fortran, all loop control variables supplied to a nano-thread have to be priva
because, they are passed by reference by the Fortran compiler. The FIRSTPRIVATE cla
OpenMP, also uses this feature to pass the initial value of the private variable. The st
initialized containing the nano-thread arguments in such a way that nano-thread executio
start in the associated C or FORTRAN function. During the nano-thread execution, sta
activation frames are allocated in the stack.

Nano-thread structures are allocated using the operating system virtual me
primitives and are never deallocated. Instead, they are reused as described in Section 7

7.1.1.2. The nano-threads global data

The nano-threads library maintains a data structure containing global data. It consi
information used during the execution of the nano-threaded application. We have taken c
the placement of each field in memory, avoiding as much as possible any conflicts a
them, such as false sharing, fitting each field in its own secondary data cache, when nec
The important fields in the global structure are:

• The nano-threads ready queue (global and per-processor queues).
• The queue of free nano-thread structures (global and per-processor).
• Stack sizes (total, and for the first and regular nano-threads).
• A reference to the memory shared with the CPU Manager, when present.
• Various counters to take statistics at execution time (e.g., number of allocated struc

current number of created nano-threads and total number of created nano-threads

The ready queue is a list of nano-threads which allows insertions both in front of it and a
end. New nano-threads created from the start node of a compound node and ready
executed are usually added to the end of the queue, thus maintaining the same executio
as is given by the application.

After a nano-thread termination, all nano-threads that become ready due to
precedences resolution are enqueued in the ready queue provided by the application a
thread creation. An alternative was to execute one of the readied successors in the
processor. We have decided to enqueue it in the ready queue for a double reason: Pr
grouping is easily manage in this way and data locality is maintained as the applicatio
indicated.

The queue of free nano-thread structures contains those structures released
nano-threads terminate. This queue is always managed in a LIFO order. In the c
implementation, this queue consists of several instances, one for each processor in o
maintain the affinity between the nano-thread structures and the processor where the
been executed.

The nano-threads library and the operating system maintain a shared memory
containing the information related to the processors currently allocated to the applicatio
such a way, both can accurately know the state of the hardware and software reso
processors allocated, processors stolen, number of nano-threads in the ready queue, et
running NthLib on proprietary operating systems (IRIX, Digital Unix, Solaris), we ha
implemented a reduced interface between the library and the operating system depend
the information that can actually be obtained. Subsection 7.2 describes this interaction in
detail.
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7.1.2. Nano-thread creation

Nano-threads are created through the following interface:
• C interface:

struct nth_desc * nth_create (void (* func) (...),
int npred,
int vp,
int nsucc,
int narg,
... /* nano-thread successors and arguments */ );

• FORTRAN interface:
struct nth_desc * nthf_create_ ( void (* func) (...),

int * npred,
int * vp,
int * nsucc
nth_argdesc * desc,
int * narg,
... /* pointers to nano-thread successors and args

*/ );

Creation of a nano-thread consists in getting a nano-thread structure from the qu
free structures and initialize it. If the queue is empty, a new structure is allocated usin
operating system virtual memory primitives. Typical primitives includemmapin IRIX, Digital
UNIX, Linux, Solaris and HPUX orvm_allocate  in Mach.

Next, the starting stack pointer and the number of pending data precedences f
nano-thread are initialized in the descriptor. The successor references are stored bes
descriptor. Nano-thread arguments are copied in the nano-thread stack.

Nano-thread creation is slightly more complicated in FORTRAN because in
language arguments are always passed by reference. In the FORTRAN interface an
argument (desc ) is given in order to specify both the size (32/64 bits) and the need
privatization (true/false). We ensure that private arguments are first copied into the nano-
stack. In this way, the original arguments, belonging to the creator nano-thread, ca
afterwards modified without modifying the privatized ones. Finally, the starting nano-th
stack is completed with the correct references to the arguments. Arguments for w
privatizing is needed are usually loop control variables, which will be subsequently mod
by the creator nano-thread to advance to the next loop iteration. Arguments correctly pas
reference are usually references to global program variables.

If the number of precedences is zero, the nano-thread is automatically enqueued
ready queue of the processor indicated by thevp argument. Thenth_create() function
returns a reference to the newly created nano-thread. The caller is able to supply this
thread as the successor for any other nano-thread.

7.1.3. Nano-thread self identification

An executing nano-thread is able to determine which is its nano-thread descriptor usin
following interface:

struct nth_desc * nth_self ();

Thenth_self() function returns a reference to the currently executing nano-thre
The mechanism used to find the self reference is like the one used in the CTh
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package [29] and the OSF/1 operating system [36], based on storing it at a fixed location
stack and working with stacks aligned to addresses multiple of a power-of-two.

7.1.4. Dependencies control

As we have introduced in Subsection 4.1.2.3, the number of precedences that r
unresolved for a nano-thread can be dynamically increased/decreased when new
parallelism is started/terminated. The compiler uses the following interface for this purpo

int nth_depsatisfy (struct nth_desc * nth);
void nth_depadd (struct nth_desc * nth, int npred);

The functionnth_depsatisfy() decrements by one the counter of precedences
the supplied nano-thread (nth ). It returnstrue if the dependence counter reaches zero a
false otherwise.Nth_depadd() is used to increment the number of precedences by
supplied valuendeps .

7.1.5. Ready queue management

The ready queue interface allows the application to dynamically generate new work
executed while spawning parallelism. One global ready queue lets the application to s
nano-threads to the first available processor. Local per-processor ready queues allow to
distribute work among processors. Local queues are useful to maintain data locality in pa
loops.

The queue structure maintains a synchronization variable to access it in m
exclusion and a reference to the first and last elements currently queued. Elements are
to be nano-threads. Figure 22 shows the structure of the ready queue and its interface
queue instance is really allocated to fill an entire cache line to avoid false sharing amon
processors.

Figure 22: Ready queue structure and interface

Thenth_to_rq() andnth_to_rq_end() functions insert an element (nth ) in front of
the global ready queue or at the end, respectively. The same functions are provided to o
on the local ready queues. They arenth_to_lrq()  andnth_to_lrq_end () .

There are internal functions to initialize the ready queue to an empty state, to deq
the first element in the queue and to test whether the queue is empty. The internal fun
nth_rq_empty() andnth_lrq_empty(which) return TRUE if the corresponding ready queu
is empty. A queue is defined to be empty when itsq_first field is NULL. Waiting for work in
the ready queue can be performed by testing theq_first field without getting the queue lock
in order to avoid cache ping-pong effects.

/* Queue structures */
struct nth_single_queue {

spin_t  q_mutex;
struct nth_desc *q_first;
struct nth_desc *q_last;

};

struct nth_ready_queue {
struct nth_single_queue [MAX_CPUS];

};

/* Application-level global queue interface */
void nth_to_rq (struct nth_desc * nth);
void nth_to_rq_end (struct nth_desc * nth);

/* Application-level local queue interface */
void nth_to_lrq (int which, struct nth_desc * nth);
void nth_to_lrq_end (int which,

struct nth_desc * nth);
/* Dequeue and test for emptiness functions are
internal and they are not visible to the application
level */
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The queue of free structures, which is used internally by the nano-threads library
a similar interface.

7.1.6. Blocking

A nano-thread is able to block while waiting for the termination of other nano-threads. Be
blocking, the successor of those nano-threads is setup to be a reference to the blocking
thread. The basic blocking primitive is:

void nth_block (void);

When a nano-thread blocks, it first searches for work to be done, exactly like
nano-thread termination. If it finds a ready nano-thread, the context switch is performe
the blocking nano-thread simply waits for the termination of its new predecessors.
implemented mechanism ensures a correct behavior in a multiprocessor environment av
that early termination of the parallelism activates the nano-thread before blocking has
done. If the blocking primitive does not find any nano-thread to execute, it simply waits fo
precedence counter to become zero and continue working.

The blocking interface is intended to be used in sequences like the following:
 // add ‘N+1’ new dependencies to the current nano-thread:
 // ‘N’ for the new parallelism, ‘1’ for myself.
nth_depadd (nth_self (), N+1);
 // create and queue ‘N’ new nano-threads passing myself as the successor
for (i=0; i<N; i++) {

nth = nth_create (func, 0, 1, narg, nth_self (), .../* arguments */...);
nth_to_rq_end (nth);

}
 // block, waiting for the parallelism to be terminated
nth_block ();
 // continue executing when the parallelism is terminated

7.1.7. Portability issues

We have based the implementation of the nano-threads library on top of the Quick Th
(QT) package [68]. This has shown very useful to improve portability. Basic thread cre
and context switch are efficiently implemented in the QT package. Nano-thread creat
based on Quick Threads, which allows creation of threads with a varying numbe
arguments.

Context switch is implemented in two ways in the QT package. First, it is possib
make a standard context switch, which saves the previous state on the current thread
changes the stack and restores the new context. This version is used when a nano
blocks. It is also very useful to use a simplified context switch when the thread is termina
In this case, which is the common case in the nano-threads environment, the current con
not saved. Only a switch to the new stack is done and the new context is restored.

Quick Threads also isolates the nano-threads package from several har
dependent parameters, such as the best size for the representation of integers and
(usually 32 or 64 bits), the stack growth (to increasing/decreasing addresses), the
alignment for scalar data and the hardware virtual page size. Porting QT to other archite
is a well-defined task in the sense that a common interface consisting of a few routines
be supplied. We easily ported the QT package to work on R10000 processors using their
programming environment and NthLib could be installed with minor changes.

The QT package does not offer mutual exclusion primitives. Next section desc
mutual exclusion in the nano-threads library.
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7.1.8. Mutual exclusion

Queue and dependence management requires simple and efficient mutual exclusion prim
In general, the time a thread has to wait for a data structure (the ready queue or the depe
counter of a successor nano-thread) is very short. For this reason, the nano-threads
defines the mutual exclusion interface based on spin locks at user level [58]. This interf
intended to be used internally only.

A lock in the nano-threads library is a memory location which size is hardw
dependent. It is defined to be the same as the Quick Threads data typeqt_word_t :

typedef volatile qt_word_t spin_t;

The following interface has been implemented to access it:
void spin_init (spin_t * spin_var);
void spin_lock (spin_t * spin_var);
void spin_unlock (spin_t * spin_var);

The spin_init() function initializes the spin lock variable (it sets it to zero). Th
function is hardware independent.

The spin_lock() function is based ontest&sethardware primitives. In order to
avoid a ping-pong effect among the caches of two or more processors spinning in the
lock variable, this primitive tests the contents of the local variable in the local cache first
does not write to it till the test indicates the lock is zero.

This function is hardware dependent because it has to use an atomic test a
instruction to update the spin lock variable. For example, the MIPS and DEC A
implementations are based on a restartable atomic sequence containing aload linkedand a
store conditionalmachine instructions [43][140][61][39][40]. The implementation on the In
architecture uses the exchange machine instruction (xchg[66]) to atomically load the contents
of the spin lock variable and store a value of one.

Thespin_unlock() function consists in resetting the spin lock variable to the init
value (zero). It is hardware independent.

7.1.9. The virtual processors scheduling loop

At initialization time, each virtual processor receives a function and a stack where to
execution at user-level. The starting function simply calls the nano-thread scheduling
which is responsible for selecting the next nano-thread to execute. Virtual processors or
threads are obtained through the operating system interface. The IRIX operating s
provides thesproc system call. Linux provides theclone system call, very similar to the IRIX
sproc . Digital UNIX and Mach provide thethread_create system call. Solaris and HPUX
provide the_lwp_create  system call.

At the termination of a nano-thread, the scheduling loop is also automatically invo
by the QT package. At this point, the successors of the terminating nano-thread are activa
explained in Subsection 7.1.1.2. Then, it searches for work in the ready queue. It first se
in the local queue of the current processor and, if it is empty, it searches in the global qu

While performing a context switch from one nano-thread to another, the lib
transfers the identifier of the virtual processor (vp_id ) from the old to the new thread. This
identifier allows the library to know which are the characteristics and status of the proce
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assigned to the application. Also, it allows to the application to implement several techn
to improve data locality.

Subsection 7.2 presents the interaction with the operating system which is done
inside the library-level scheduling loop and the Example 7.1 shows the complete v
processor scheduling algorithm.

7.1.10.Thread fork/join techniques

The main goal of our proposals for implementing efficient thread fork/join in the nano-thr
environment is the support for multiple levels of parallelism and processor grouping. In
subsection, we present the implementation of both the GWD and LWD technique
supplying work to processors and an improved thread joining scheme [85].

7.1.10.1. Forking threads

Forking threads efficiently at the inner-most level of parallelism is based on supplying a
descriptor to the participating processors. The work descriptor consists of a pointer t
function encapsulating the work that has to be executed and its arguments. When the
work descriptor is supplied to a group of processors, each one decides the portion of wo
has to execute, based on the arguments, the number of processors working in the group
own identifier inside the group.
.

Figure 23: Two alternatives for the exploitation of multiple levels of parallelism

Functionality. The forking techniques are GWD (Global Work Descriptors) and LWD (Lo
Work Descriptors). Along this subsection, we use the abbreviation WD to refer to both
LWD and GWD techniques. The GWD can be used in spawning the inner-most level
multi-level parallel application. It supports multiple levels of parallelism because it allows
coexistence of multiple opened parallel constructs, solving the limitation of a single w
descriptor found in implementations supporting a single level of parallelism (see Subse
6.1.9). All processors share a single GWD structure, they all can simultaneously supply
to the GWD and they execute the same work. GWD is expected to perform compara
existing highly tuned implementations when exploiting a single level of parallelism. Fig
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23A shows the execution of a parallel construct consisting of a parallel loop, four indepe
sections (also containing parallel loops) and another parallel loop. In this case, the m
thread executing each section spawns the parallelism associated to the parallel loops ins
section to all the processors. Since the same descriptor is supplied to all the processors f
parallel loop, each processor in the system will execute a chunk of iterations of all the
(probably always the same, if the compiler exploits loop affinity)

LWD is a more advanced technique that inherits most of the characteristics o
GWD and also allows processor grouping. Using processor grouping, the application is a
drive several processors to work on a independent task or set of tasks. Each group has a
and (possibly) several slave processors. The master processor starts the parallel task an
charge of spawning the parallelism encountered inside it. After that, the slave proce
cooperate with the master to execute the parallelism. At the end, the master processor w
the slaves to complete the work. This execution model requires that any processor can
work to any other processor. There exists one LWD structure for each processor, allo
different work to be supplied to different processors from different parts of the par
application. In Figure 23B, the master thread executing each section spawns the para
associated to the parallel loops inside the section to just a subset of all the processors
case, each group of four processors is supplied with a different work descriptor). Due t
definition of these groups, now each processor executes a chunk of iterations for a subse
the loops inside the parallel sections. However, for loops outside them, all proce
cooperate in the execution of the parallel loops. Care should be taken into account abou
this change in the structure of the parallelism can influence data locality.

As a result, the LWD overhead can be higher than that of GWD due to the indivi
supply of work descriptors, but it is expected that limiting the number of proces
participating in an inner parallel construct makes worthwhile the exploitation of multiple le
of parallelism.

Implementation. The two WD proposals are implemented as arrays of pointers to w
descriptors, behaving as circular lists (see Figure 24, A and B). There is a shared
structure and one per-processor LWD structure. Each processor searches for work firs
own LWD and then in the GWD. The size of the WD structures is a multiple of the secon
cache line size and they are aligned to cache line boundaries to avoid false sharing
implementations use one-way communication from the master processor to the
processors. This means that the master processor writes pointers and the slaves rea
After the master processor writes a pointer to a WD location, it takes advantage of h
exclusive access to the cache line to also clear a previously used location. This on
communication mechanism saves several cache misses and invalidations while gen
work, thus speeding up part of the critical path of the run-time library. Each processor h
own local index to the WD structures to extract work from them. It knows that there is no w
in a WD structure when the location pointed by its index is NULL. The master processor
a global index (WDP) to store a new pointer in the next available location of the
structures. The global index is necessary to allow several processors to add work at the
time. Mutual exclusion through load-linked and store conditional instruction sequences is
to update this global index.

For example, in Figure 24A, four work descriptor pointers (shaded area) are curr
stored in the GWD, possibly from different parts of the application. Not all processors
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locations. Each processor has a local index for work extraction.

Figure 24B presents the implementation of the LWD. It shows four LWD structu
for four different processors. In the example, two groups of two processors are alr
spawned. Each master processor (0 and 2) uses an index associated to each LWD to ins
work. This index is accessed in mutual exclusion to allow several processors to add wor
LWD at the same time. Again, clearing an already used location during work inse
improves the cache behavior. Each processor waits for work in its LWD using a local in
Processors working in a group are consecutive and are identified 0 (the master), 1, 2,
on.

7.1.10.2. Thread joining

Like many implementations, our proposal for thread joining is based on a distributed stru
to minimize false sharing. However, we add a local sequence number for each processo
per-processor join values array (PJV) to support multiple levels of parallelism. The
processor sequence number allows that each individual processor participates in a di
number of parallel regions before collaborating again in the same group due to a change
structure of the parallelism. This is different from the previous implementations, where
sequence number was identifying the currently executing parallel construct.

Figure 24C shows the proposed implementation. When a slave processor in a
terminates its work, it writes its per-processor join sequence number in the Distributed
Structure (DJS). One cache line stores the sequence numbers of four processors. The
processor has a copy of each thread sequence value in its PJV. It waits for completion
parallel work by looking at both ends of the DJS. When it detects that the value stored in
for one of the two current locations is greater than its local copy, it records the new val
PJV and proceeds to the next processor. Both the DJS and the PJV are allocated in the s
the master processor in order to allow the existence of several master processors at th
time.

Figure 24: Thread fork / join data structures
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7.2.Kernel-level implementation issues
We have implemented the kernel-level scheduling framework and scheduling po
described in Chapter 5 in the context of a user-level CPU Manager. This implementatio
allowed us to evaluate our approaches in a machine like the Origin2000 system.

7.2.1. The user-level CPU Manager

The user-level CPU Manager partially implements the interface presented in Subsectio
establishing the cooperation between the user-level execution environment provide
NthLib and the kernel level. The resulting structure of the execution environment includin
CPU Manager is presented in Figure 25.

At initialization time, the CPU manager gets control over the processors of
machine on which it is running by creating one idle thread bound to each physical proces
also creates the main scheduler thread, which is able to run on any physical process
mission is to apply any of the user-selectable scheduling policies to the application work

Figure 25: Implementation of the kernel-level scheduling framework
on top of the IRIX operating system

The CPU manager establishes a memory area which is shared between the
manager and the applications. This area is used to implement, efficiently and with min
overhead, the proposed kernel interface. As explained in Subsection 5.1.2, this area co
one slot for each application which runs under the control of the CPU Manager. The
fields in each slot are:

• The number of requested processors (n_cpus_request ).
• The number of processors currently allocated to the application (n_cpus_current ).
• The number of processors requested by the CPU manager to be released as s

possible by the application (n_cpus_askedfor )
• The number of processors stolen from the application (n_cpus_stolen ).
• In addition, each slot contains an array of virtual processors. Virtual processor

numbered in this array and each entry contains the identifier of the kernel threa
process which corresponds to the virtual processor, the physical processor cur
assigned to it, if any, and the status of the virtual processor, which can be:RUNNINGin
the application,FREED from the application, orSTOLEN from the application.

CPU Manager

Signals

Slot 0 1 2 3

Hardware

IRIX

Applications

Shared
Memory
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Applications are launched by the CPU Manager. Application termination
communicated to the CPU Manager by means of UNIX signals (SIGCHLD). The primit
cpus_release_self () andcpus_processor_handoff () are implemented entirely in the
context of NthLib, and communicate the modifications on the status of the application t
CPU Manager through the shared memory area.

Each new application, at initialization time, attaches to an empty slot in the sh
memory area and informs the CPU Manager of its arrival using a signal. The signal wak
the scheduler thread in the CPU Manager, which allocates free processors, if any, to th
application, according to the current scheduling policy. If there are no free processors,
the application is not started or a global scheduling is forced.

Throughout the lifetime of an application, events like processor requests, proc
releases and processor stealings are communicated through shared-memory, by us
application slot. The CPU Manager maintains also a private area in memory, which is us
the bookkeeping needed by the scheduling policy. A time quantum is initially set for the
Manager. The scheduler thread of the CPU Manager wakes up at the expiration of ever
quantum and distributes processors among the current applications applying the d
scheduling policy. In the current implementation, we use a common time quantum of
milliseconds between successive invocations of the CPU manager. Due to the difficult
implementing a processor preemption mechanism after giving the application a grace ti
return processors, we have set the grace time to zero. In that way, processors are preem
soon as the scheduling policy decides the new allocation.

The operating system supplies physical processors with the creation of vi
processors. In the current implementation virtual processors are pre-created from
application. Creation of virtual processors is based on the basic primitives provide
operating systems to create kernel threads inside a shared address space. Examples
primitives in current operating systems are thesproc call in IRIX [31] and thethread_create

call in Mach [1] and Digital UNIX [42][41][76][77].

The CPU Manager controls the execution of the applications through specific I
system calls. The callsblockproc(pid) andunblockproc(pid) are used to start and stop th
execution of individual processes belonging to the applications. These system calls sim
the events of allocating a new processor and stealing a processor, respectively. In
operating systems, a different interface should be used. In the Digital UNIX and M
operating systems, for instance, the same system calls arethread_suspend and
thread_resume .

The CPU Manager is aware of processor affinity. It uses other specific IRIX sys
calls to bind processes to physical processors. The system callsysmp (MP_MUSTRUN_PID,

cpu, pid) is used to bind the process indicated by thepid argument to the physical processo
number cpu . In Digital UNIX and Mach, this call should be replaced b
bind_thread_to_cpu .

7.2.2. The complete virtual processors scheduling code

NthLib is tightly coupled with the operating system in order to adapt at user-level when
kernel-level scheduling event alters the user-level execution. NthLib uses the kernel inte
in order to maintain as many user-level threads running as the number of physical proc
assigned by the operating system.
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The interaction with the operating system is done mainly by NthLib at every u
level scheduling point, when a nano-thread terminates execution and the package know
the processor can be preempted safely.

When a nano-thread terminates execution, the NthLib internal functionnth_cleanup

is automatically invoked (QuickThreads manage such invocation). Insidenth_cleanup

resides all operating system related stuff. The Example 7.1 sketches its functionality.

Example 7.1.User-level scheduling code
1 /*
2 Main NthLib scheduling loop (nth_cleanup)
3 */
4 void nth_cleanup (struct nth_desc * nth, int user_return)
5 {
6 /* Satisfy dependences for the successor threads */
7 i = 0;
8 while (i<nth->nsucc) {
9 struct nth_desc * succ = NTH_SUCC(nth, i);
10 if (nth_depsatisfy (succ)
11 nth_to_lrq (succ->vp_id, succ);
12 ++i;
13 }
14
15 /* Idle thread starts here */
16 while (1) {
17
18 check_os_conditions ();
19
20 /* get the next work-descriptor, if any, and execute it */
21 wd = getwd ();
22 if (wd!=NULL) {
23 schedule (wd);
24 continue;
25 }
26
27 /* get the next nano-thread from the ready queues and execute it */
28 next = getwork ();
29 if (next!=NULL)
30 nth_dispatch (next);
31 }
32 }
33
34 /*
35 Auxiliary function to test the O.S. conditions at every scheduling point
36 */
37 void check_os_conditions ()
38 {
39 if (cpus_askedfor () > 0) {
40 /* First check whether the operating system is requesting any processors
41  to be returned. If so, the current processor is released */
42
43 cpus_release_self ()
44 }
45
46 if (cpus_preempted_work () > 0) {
47 /* Second, check whether there is amy preempted work (kernel thread)
48 If so, the current processor is used to recover it in order to
49 quickly allow the application to continue execution */
50
51 work = cpus_get_preempted_work ();
52 cpus_processor_handoff (work);
53 }
54 }
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The first thing to do when a nano-thread terminates is to satisfy one dependen
each successor. At this point, the library knows that it has reached asafe pointwhere the kernel
thread has no useful context from the application point of view. The library takes profit f
this situation and makes several tests to check whether the operating system is recl
processors to be returned (callingcpus_askedfor ) or it has already preempted any applicatio
work (callingcpus_preempted_work ). In the first case, the library simply releases the curre
processor (callingcpus_release_self ) and updates the current number of processors
application is running on. In the second case, the library transfers the current processor
preempted work, in order to recover it as soon as possible and let it continue exec
application code (this is done calling cpus_get_preempted_work and
cpus_processor_handoff ). The number of processors currently assigned does not chang
either case, the current kernel thread is suspended.

Finally, when the operating system conditions have been checked, thenth_cleanup

function searches for work in the application ready queue and executes it. When there
work to be done, the operating system conditions are continuously checked in order to r
first the processors that are not executing application work, if any.

7.2.3. Implementation of the kernel-level scheduling framework

As it has been stated in Chapter 5, the NANOS operating system level scheduli
application-oriented and takes applications as the scheduling target. In this subsectio
present the implementation of the main abstractions that are used by the operating s
scheduling mechanisms to manage and distribute physical processors among the r
applications.

7.2.3.1. Data structures

The kernel-level scheduling framework consists of two main data structures: the applic
slots shared with the applications and the kernel internal structures. They are presen
Figure 26. The left portion of the figure represents the shared memory area, which the
shares with all the applications. This area is divided in application slots, one slot for
application. In the right part of the figure, there are the kernel internal data struc
consisting of thework list structure, the application descriptors and the process descriptor

With respect the memory shared with the applications, from the kernel point of v
all application slots are readable and writable from any physical processor. The kernel
data written from applications and writes data to be used by the applications. The kerne
not rely on data written by itself on this memory area, for security reasons. From
applications point of view, each application is able to read and write to its associated slo
execution of parallel application relies on the information the kernel publishes in this area
applications can not break the kernel by writing invalid data in this region.

The information available in this area includes, inside each application slot, al
data explained in Subsection 5.2. It is summarized in Table 8, presenting the application
information, and in Table 9, presenting the information related to each virtual processor.
information is available to both the kernel the running applications in order to cooperate i
kernel scheduling tasks.

An implementation could find useful to replace the global ready queues inside
kernel by ready queues associated to each application. In this way, each application o
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Figure 26: Data structures defined by the kernel scheduling framework

The right portion of Figure 26 represents the information needed inside the ke
(kernel internal structures), which consists of thework list, and the application and proces
descriptors. Thework list is a list containing a reference to all the applications which a
requesting more processors than those allocated to them. Usually, as many reference
application are inserted in this list as processors are needed by the application to comp
request. This list is used to maintain working all the processors that are released by
applications running in the system due to any reason (virtual processor blocking, la
parallel work inside the application, etc.) Processors released go immediately to visit thework
list to find a new application where they can go to execute a ready virtual processor.

Data contained in the array of application and process descriptors is simply
information needed by the kernel to manage with applications and processes. This inform
is mostly replicated in the shared memory area.

Name Explanation
application_id The application identifier

n_cpus_requested The number of processors requested by the application
at any given time

n_cpus_current The number of processors currently allocated

n_cpus_blocked The number of processors currently blocked

n_cpus_askedfor The number of processors with preemption warning

n_cpus_preempted The number of processors currently preempted

thread_info_lock Lock to access the thread_info array

thread_info [NCPUS] Array containing the status of each virtual processor
(see Table 9)

Table 8: Information shared between the kernel and an application

Shared memory

Per-application

Application

A0

A1

A2

A3

........

A1 A3A1A0 A0 A0A1 A2

work list

........

A0
A1
A2
A3

slots

........

 virtual

Kernel internals

processors

Application
descriptors

Process
descriptors
(virtual processors)

A0
A1

A2
A3
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The following subsection presents the main kernel-level algorithms that manage
these data structures.

7.2.3.2. Algorithms

Two main algorithms are involved in the kernel-level scheduling framework. The first on
the algorithm that applies the current scheduling policy to distribute processors amon
running applications. The second one deals with processors released from applicatio
searching for work in thework list.

Applying a scheduling policy.In this framework, physical processors are first assigned to
application, and then they choose a virtual processor belonging to that applicatio
execution. Processor assignment to an application is done by the current scheduling
The current policy is applied every a certain amount of time (the time quantum), or wh
processor needs to apply it to find work to perform. We have selected a time quantum o
milliseconds, which is commonly used for scheduling in various operating systems.

Figure 27 presents the resulting algorithm. It shows the main data structures inv
and a physical processor while executing the algorithm. The physical processor
executing the algorithm by collecting all the information about processor requests suppli
the applications (stepi) , in the figure). Then, the current scheduling policy decides how m
processors is going to receive each application for the next time quantum (stepii) ). The
allocation results are communicated to the applications (stepiii) ). To do that, the new
numbers about processors allocated (n_cpus_current ) and processors asked for the kernel
be released (n_cpus_askedfor ) are stored in the shared memory area for each applicat
From that point, the application knows that after a grace time, the processors will be stol
the kernel. Finally, thework list structure is used to state which applications are going
receive new processors in the next time quantum (stepiv) ). Two kind of references to
applications are stored. First, the kernel stores references to the applications that it has a
decided to assign processors. Next, it stores references to applications thatcould receive more
processors than those assigned when any processor is released from other applicatio
each different new processor, a different reference is added.

Name Explanation
vp_id The virtual processor identifier

vp_status
RUNNING
FREED
BLOCKED
PREEMPTED

The virtual processor status, indicating:
it is running in a processor
ready, it is available for running
it is blocked in the kernel
it has been preempted and can be recovered

phys_cpu The physical processor where the virtual processor is
running

vp_context The context of the virtual processor

Table 9: Virtual processor status information (thread_info)
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Figure 27: Algorithm for applying the kernel-level scheduling policies

After applying the previous algorithm, some applications are going to lo
processors either because the application detects at user-level then_cpus_askedfor request
and callscpus_release_self() or when each physical processor enters the kernel, it det
that it should not be allocated to the current application and the grace time for releasing
expired. Reaching this point, the processor is ready to apply the algorithm to search fo
work to perform. The algorithm is described next.

Searching for work in thework list. Any free (idle) processor at kernel-level, or any process
that has detected that should change its allocation to another application, execut
algorithm to search for new work in thework list, presented in Figure 28. It first visits thework
list to find a reference to an executing application which has not all its processor req
satisfied (stepi) , in the figure). Then, it informs the applications involved in the change of
assignment. If the processor was idle, it has to inform the new application that it is goin
start working for it. If the processor was allocated to another application it marks its prev
virtual processor as stolen and saves the context in the shared memory area before assi
the new application. In the figure, this is represented in stepii) , which assumes that the
processor was assigned to application A0 and it is now assigned to application A1, w
corresponds to the first entry in thework list. Finally, the processor searches for a released
stolen virtual processor in the new application and exits to user-level, to participate in
application work (stepiii) , in the figure).

Shared memory

Per-task

Application

A0

A1

A2

A3

........

A1 A3A1A0 A0 A0A1 A2

Virtual processors exit to user-level

work list

........

A0
A1
A2
A3

slots

........

 virtual

ii)

i)
iv)

Kernel internals

processors

Physical processor
(applying the current scheduling policy)

iii)
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Figure 28: Algorithm for searching for new work in other applications

This scheduling framework has been implemented inside a user-level CPU Man
sharing memory with the running applications for the evaluation of the complete exec
environment in the Origin2000 machine.

Shared memory

Per-task

Application

A0

A1

A2

A3

........

A1 A3A1A0 A0 A0A1 A2

Physical processors

Virtual processors exit to user-level

work list

........

A0
A1
A2
A3

slots

........

 virtual

ii)
i)

iii)

Kernel internals

processors

(searching for work )
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Chapter 8.
Programming

Examples
Abstract

In this chapter, we present three interesting parallelizations that
we have achieved in this work. In the first place, it shows how the LU
decomposition benchmark can be parallelized using nano-thread bursts.
The second example presents the annotated version of a portion of the
HYDRO2D application, exploiting multiple levels of parallelism, and the
resulting parallel code. Finally, the last example shows the structure of
the NAS BT application and explains two different approaches for
parallelize it.

Frank Poole: “... There´s a very good piece of
advise I´ve often found useful: ‘Never attribute to
malevolence what is merely due to incompetence.’ ...”

“3001, The Final Odyssey”, Arthur C. Clarke,
Ballantine Books, New York, March 1997.
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8.1.Hand coded benchmarks: LU decomposition
Along the development of this thesis, a number of hand-coded benchmarks have been us
help in the design and test of the NthLib threads library. Among them, we present in
detail the LU benchmark because it is a good example of use of the application
scheduling techniques based on nano-threads bursts.

The LU benchmark computes the LU decomposition of a matrix. The Example
(1) presents the sequential and parallel codes. The LU sequential code consists of a
sequential loop (k loop, in the example), which iterates over the columns of the matrix. Ins
there are two parallel loops. The first one iterates over the elements of the current col
dividing them by the element in the diagonal. This is a small cost loop with respect to
second one. The second loop is double nested and it iterates over the elements rem
betweenk+1 andN, both in rows and columns.

The parallel version has been hand-coded following the conventions decided d
the design phase of NthLib. Both loops have been replaced by a call to a function w
spawns the parallelism (parallel_lu_loop_1and parallel_lu_loop_2). Both functions receive
the same arguments: The current iteration (k), the size of the matrix and a reference
matrix. These functions are the same, except that each one creates nano-threads on fu
implementing different loop bodies (lu_loop_1andlu_loop_2, respectively). Example 8.1-(2)
also shows the functionparallel_lu_loop_2(see next page). This function creates nano-thre
bursts (withnthf_burst_create , nthf_block andnthf_burst_wait , in lines 8, 27 and 43)
as are shown in Figure 14a (see Chapter 3). Observe that after creating the nano
controlling the barrier synchronization, the loop in line 9 iterates over nano-thread burs
each iteration, the scheduler nano-thread checks the number of processors allocated
application (line 10). This avoids to generate work on processors preempted by the ope
system. It also allows to use newly allocated processors for the actual burst, adapting
system conditions. The conditional in line 18 checks whether enough iterations rema
spawn a complete burst. If so, the scheduler generates the first part of the current burst, c
as many nano-threads as processors and supplying them for execution (lines 20-22). N
creates the dispatcher nano-thread (line 23) and the second part of the burst (lines 24-26
it blocks, waiting for the execution of the dispatcher nano-thread. When this nano-threa

Example 8.1-(1).LU decomposition

Sequential code.

1 double A[N][N];
2
3 void lu ()
4 {
5  for (k=0; k<N; k++) {
6  for (i=k+1; i<N; i++) {
7  A[i][k] /=  A[k][k];
8  }
9  for (i=k+1; i<N; i++) {
10  for (j=k+1; j<N; j++) {
11 A[i][j] -= A[i][k]*A[k][j];
12  }
13  }
14  }
15 }

Parallel code.(continued on Example 8.1-(2))

1 double A[N][N];
2
3 void lu ()
4 {
5  int k;
6
7  for (k=0; k<N; k++) {
8 parallel_lu_loop_1 (k, N, A);
9 parallel_lu_loop_2 (k, N, A);
10  }
11 }
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been executed, this means that at least one processor has terminated its work and the ne
is generated. Lines 29 to 41 generate a partial burst for the last loop iterations. Along the
execution all nano-threads created receive the nano-thread controlling the b
synchronization as their successor, and as such, its number of precedences is incre
accordingly (lines 19 and 34).

Lines 46 to 57 contain the functionlu_loop_2, encapsulating the loop body. Thi
function is executed by all nano-threads. It receives as arguments the iterations they h
execute (min andmax), the current iterationk, the dimension of the matrix and a reference
the matrix.

8.2.Applications
From the six applications used for evaluation in this thesis, there are two (SPEC HYDR
and NAS BT) that benefit from exploiting multiple levels of parallelism. We show now th
internal structure and how they have been parallelized [85].

8.2.1. SPEC 95 HYDRO2D

The HYDRO2D application solves the hydrodynamical Navier Stokes equations to com
galactical jets. It offers two levels of parallelism worth to be exploited. Several subroutine
take advantage of being split in parallel sections, at an outer level. At an inner level, eac
of the parallel sections usually contain parallel loops sometimes encapsulated in
subroutines. As an example, Figure 29 shows the structure of subroutine ADVNCE (i
center of the figure) and related subroutines. This set of subroutines is called repeatedly
the execution of HYDRO2D for each timestep. As can be observed, subroutine ADV
starts with a parallel loop (in BBF) and then three parallel sections can be spawned, eac
containing different subroutine calls (CORIF, STAGF1 and STAGF2). CORIF contain
parallel loop. STAGF1 and STAGF2 are showed in the right side of Figure 29. Each
contains four parallel sections containing parallel loops. Subroutine ADVNCE contin
calling subroutines TRANS1/TRANS2. Their internal structure is presented in the left sid
the figure. Finally, subroutine ADVNCE calls four times the subroutine FCT, each t
working with different data, so the calls are independent. Inside FCT, loop level parallelis
exploited again. Only the execution of the subroutine FCT accounts for the 61% of the
execution time of HYDRO2D application. This is of importance because we are ta
advantage of multiple levels of parallelism in a significant portion of the application and we
obtaining good results (see Subsection 9.3.4, where the HYDRO2D application is evalua
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Example 8.1-(2).LU decomposition (continued)

1 void parallel_lu_loop_2 (int k, int n, double A[N][N])
2 {
3  int vp;
4  int i = k+1;
5  struct nth_desc * nth_end_chunk;
6  struct nth_desc * nth;
7
8  nth_end_chunk = nth_burst_create (1);
9  while (i<n) {
10  int lkthreads = nth_cpus_current ();
11  unsigned int first = lkthreads;
12  unsigned int last = lkthreads;
13  unsigned int dim = (n-(k+1)) / (lkthreads*4);
14  int diml;
15  if (dim==0) dim = 1;
16  diml = n - dim*(first+last);
17
18  if (i<diml) {
19  nth_depadd (nth_end_chunk, first+last);
20  for (vp=0; vp<first; vp++, i+=dim) {
21  nth = nth_create_1s (lu_loop_2, 0, vp, nth_end_chunk, 5, i, i+dim, k, n, A);
22  }
23  nth_dispatcher_create (nth_self ());
24  for (vp=0; vp<last; vp++, i+=dim) {
25  nth = nth_create_1s (lu_loop_2, 0, vp, nth_end_chunk, 5, i, i+dim, k, n, A);
26  }
27  nth_block ();
28  }
29  else {
30  diml = n-i;
31  first = diml / dim;
32  diml %= dim;
33  if (diml>0 && first==0) first = 1, dim = 0;
34  nth_depadd (nth_end_chunk, first);
35  nth = nth_create_1s (lu_loop_2, 0, 0, nth_end_chunk, 5, i, i+dim+diml, k, n, A);
36  i += dim+diml;
37  for (vp=1; vp<first; vp++, i+=dim) {
38  nth = nth_create_1s (lu_loop_2, 0, vp%lkthreads, nth_end_chunk,
39 5, i, i+dim, k, n, A);
40  }
41  }
42  }
43  nth_burst_wait (nth_end_chunk);
44 }
45
46 void lu_loop_2 (int min, int max, int k, int n, double A[N][N])
47 {
48  int i = min;
49  while (i<max) {
50  int j = k+1;
51  while (j<n) {
52  A[i][j] -= A[i][k] * A[k][j];
53  ++j;
54  }
55  ++i;
56  }
57 }
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Figure 29: Structure of subroutine ADVNCE and opportunities for parallelization

An important property of the structure of the subroutine ADVNCE is that along
different parallel sections, the same data is accessed. For instance, nodes labeled k an
STAGF1), nodes b and f (from TRANS1) and node 7 (in ADVNCE), all work on matric
named RON and RO. Nodes l, p, c, g and 8 work on matrices ENN and EN, and so on
means that driving a processor to work on these nodes will benefit data locality. Besides,
an opportunity to distribute processors to execute different sections, thus enlarging the w
set of each processor in each parallel section where it participates. The result is that sub
ADVNCE can establish four groups of processors, each group executing along one o
parallel sections.

The execution environment proposed by OpenMP talks aboutteamsof processors, as
a concept related to orphan DO / SECTIONS directives. When a processor reaches an
directive, either a previously PARALLEL directive has defined the team of processors to
in parallel or the parallelism has not been spawned and, then, the team consists of on
processor. We generalize this idea to allow that inside a parallel region more parallelism
be exploited. The Example 8.2-(1) shows the original code of a portion of the subrou
ADVNCE and FCT. Subroutine ADVNCE calls four times to subroutine FCT with differe
data to work. Subroutine FCT contains a series of parallel loops, like the one shown i
figure.

Processor groups orteamsare established using a few extensions to OpenMP. T
annotated application resulting after directive insertion is shown in the Example 8.2-(2)
number of processors is got from the operating system interface using
nthf_cpus_current primitive (line 24). The number of processors got here will be used alo
all the parallel section to generate parallelism and in the work sharing constructs to dist
work. The threads library is aware of ensuring execution of at leastncpusvirtual processors
during the execution of the parallel section. The number of independent parallel sectio
computed in line 25 as the minimum value between the number of available processors a
maximum number of sections (four, in this case). After that, the parallelism is spawned.
parallel section is mapped onto a specific processor using the ONTO clause on the SEC
directives. The expression supplied evaluates to the identifier of the virtual processor whe
section should be executed. In case 8 processors are available (ncpus=8), the secti
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nested loops: a, b, c, d, e, j
subroutine calls: f, g, h, i

subroutines trans1/trans2:

nested loops: s
subroutine calls: k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r

subroutines stagf1/stagf2:

        (with parallel loops inside)

        (with parallel loops inside)

subroutine advnce:

nested loops: 1, 2
subroutine calls: 7, 8, 9, 10

(with parallel loops inside)

bbf

fct

corif
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started in virtual processors 0, 2, 4 and 6. The interface of the subroutine FCT has
modified to receive the group configuration in order to correctly spawn the inner leve
parallelism. For instance, from the first section point of view, only two processors are ava
and they are numbered 0 and 1. The second section will use processors 2 and 3, and so

With respect the subroutine FCT, shown in Example 8.2-(2), the parallel loo
specified using a PARALLEL DO directive, with WDSTATIC scheduling for hig
performance of the inner-level of parallelism, PRIVATE variables EK, DK and AK and
CPUS and RELATIVE extended clauses are used. The CPUS clause specifies an exp
indicating that NCPUS/NSECT processors should be used in this parallel loop. Assu
eight processors were available in ADVNCE, NCPUS/NSECT=8/4 = 2 processors shou
used in this loop. The next question iswhichprocessors should be used. Using the RELATIV
clause, the programmer specifies that the processor reaching the parallel loop is the pro
with the lowest identifier to participate in its execution. This processor becomes the mas
the group. It will execute the loop as processor 0 and NCPUS/NSECT-1 processors with h
identifier, numbered consecutively will help in the execution as slave processors. In
running example, assuming 8 available processors, the loop inside the first section
(RON...)) is executed using processors 0 and 1, which is what was previously planned
shown here, there is the possibility of specifying that the work supply should be done i
virtual processors identified by their absolute number. This would be done using
ABSOLUTE clause, instead of RELATIVE.

For completion, the Example 8.2-(3) shows the parallel code generated by
NANOS compiler. Lines 59 to 69 in subroutine ADVNCE are the code executed by
scheduler nano-thread to create the four parallel sections and supply them to the appr
processors. After creation, the scheduler nano-thread blocks, waiting for the termination
sections, and the virtual processor goes to execute the first parallel section, along with th
processors. Each nano-thread created executes a subroutine containing a call to the su
FCT, passing the appropriate arguments for each section (lines 73 to 76). Inside the sub
FCT, the code for spawning the second (inner-most) level of parallelism uses work-descr

Example 8.2-(1).HYDRO2D original code

1 SUBROUTINE ADVNCE
2 ...
3 CALL FCT   ( RON , RON , RO )
4 CALL FCT   ( ENN , ENN , EN )
5 CALL FCT   ( GZN , GZN , GZ )
6 CALL FCT   ( GRN , GRN , GR )
7 ...
8 END
9
10 SUBROUTINE FCT ( UNEW, UTRA, UOLD )
11 ...
12 DO 100  J = 1,NQ
13 DO 100  I = 1,MQ1
14 EK =  DT / DZ(I)
15 DK =  DC( EK , VZ1(I,J) )
16 AK =  AC( EK , VZ1(I,J) )
17 DZ1(I,J) =  ( DK + VC1(I,J) )  *  ( UOLD(I+1,J) - UOLD(I,J) )
18 AZ1(I,J) =    AK               *  ( UTRA(I+1,J) - UTRA(I,J) )
19 100 CONTINUE
20 ...
21 END
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for performance (lines 80 to 89), supplied individually to build the groups of process
Notice here how the RELATIVE clause causes the generation of the code in lines 80-
determine in which virtual processor the code is running. The virtual processor iden
obtained is set as the master of the new parallel region and it is used as the starting p
supply the new parallelism.

The inner-most level of parallelism starts executing subroutine fct_loop_024 (line
which contains the body of the parallel loop. This subroutine receives as arguments, a
other, the identifier of the virtual processor where it is running on (nth_me_024), the numb
processors participating in the parallel loop (nth_nprocs_024) and the identifier of the m
processor for the current parallelism (nth_firstcpu_024). With these arguments, the c
processor obtains the portion of the loop that should execute (lines 96 to 104). Then, it
the execution of the loop body (lines 105 to 113). Other arguments passed to this functio
variables that the compiler has found in the loop body and that are neither declar
PARAMETER nor residing in COMMON blocks.

The evaluation of the execution of the HYDRO2D application is shown in Chapte
where the results of the multi-level parallelization are compared with those of the single-
version.

Example 8.2-(2).HYDRO2D annotated code (extended OpenMP)

22 SUBROUTINE ADVNCE
23 ...
24 NCPUS = nthf_cpus_current ()
25 NSECT = min(4, NCPUS)
26 C$OMP PARALLEL
27 C$OMP SECTIONS
28 C$OMP SECTION ONTO(mod(0,NSECT)*(NCPUS/NSECT))
29 CALL FCT   ( RON , RON , RO , NCPUS, NSECT)
30 C$OMP SECTION ONTO(mod(1,NSECT)*(NCPUS/NSECT))
31 CALL FCT   ( ENN , ENN , EN , NCPUS, NSECT)
32 C$OMP SECTION ONTO(mod(2,NSECT)*(NCPUS/NSECT))
33 CALL FCT   ( GZN , GZN , GZ , NCPUS, NSECT)
34 C$OMP SECTION ONTO(mod(3,NSECT)*(NCPUS/NSECT))
35 CALL FCT   ( GRN , GRN , GR , NCPUS, NSECT)
36 C$OMP END SECTIONS
37 C$OMP END PARALLEL
38 ...
39 END
40
41 SUBROUTINE FCT ( UNEW, UTRA, UOLD , NCPUS, NSECT)
42 ...
43 C$OMP PARALLEL DO SCHEDULE(WDSTATIC) PRIVATE(EK,DK,AK)
44 C$OMP& CPUS(NCPUS/NSECT) RELATIVE
45 DO 100  J = 1,NQ
46 DO 100  I = 1,MQ1
47 EK =  DT / DZ(I)
48 DK =  DC( EK , VZ1(I,J) )
49 AK =  AC( EK , VZ1(I,J) )
50 DZ1(I,J) =  ( DK + VC1(I,J) )  *  ( UOLD(I+1,J) - UOLD(I,J) )
51 AZ1(I,J) =    AK               *  ( UTRA(I+1,J) - UTRA(I,J) )
52 100 CONTINUE
53 ...
54 END
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Example 8.2-(3).HYDRO2D parallel code (calling NthLib)

55 SUBROUTINE advnce
56 ...
57 ncpus = nthf_cpus_current()
58 nsect = min(4,ncpus)
59 CALL nthf_depadd(nthf_self(),05)
60 nth_mask = 0
61 nth = nthf_create_1s(advnce_s_031,0,mod(3,nsect) * (ncpus / nsect),
62 nthf_self(),nth_mask,2,ncpus,nsect)
63 nth = nthf_create_1s(advnce_s_030,0,mod(2,nsect) * (ncpus / nsect),
64 nthf_self(),nth_mask,2,ncpus,nsect)
65 nth = nthf_create_1s(advnce_s_029,0,mod(1,nsect) * (ncpus / nsect),
66 nthf_self(),nth_mask,2,ncpus,nsect)
67 nth = nthf_create_1s(advnce_s_028,0,mod(0,nsect) * (ncpus / nsect),
68 nthf_self(),nth_mask,2,ncpus,nsect)
69 CALL nthf_block()
70 ...
71 END
72
73 SUBROUTINE advnce_s_028(ncpus,nsect)
74 ...
75 CALL fct(ron,ron,ro,ncpus,nsect)
76 END
77
78 SUBROUTINE fct(unew,utra,uold,ncpus,nsect)
79 ...
80 nth_selfv_024 = nthf_self()
81 nth_cpuv_024 = nthf_cpu(nth_selfv_024)
82 nth_nprocs_024 = ncpus / nsect
83 CALL nthf_wdcreate(nth_wdesc_024,fct_loop_024,nth_selfv_024,07,nth_nprocs_024,
84 nth_cpuv_024,az1,utra,uold,vc1,dz1)
85 CALL nthf_depadd(nth_selfv_024,nth_nprocs_024 + 1)
86 DO nth_p_024 = nth_cpuv_024,nth_nprocs_024 - 1 + nth_cpuv_024
87 CALL nthf_wdsupply(nth_p_024,nth_wdesc_024)
88 END DO
89 CALL nthf_endsupply(nth_selfv_024)
90 ...
91 END
92
93 SUBROUTINE fct_loop_024(nth_me_024,nth_nprocs_024,
94 nth_firstcpu_024,az1,utra,uold,vc1,dz1)
95 ...
96 nth_lme_024 = nth_me_024 - nth_firstcpu_024
97 nth_bottom_024 = 1
98 nth_top_024 = nq
99 nth_niter_024 = nth_top_024 - nth_bottom_024 + 1
100 nth_rest_024 = mod(nth_niter_024,nth_nprocs_024)
101 nth_chunk_024 = nth_niter_024 / nth_nprocs_024
102 nth_down_024 = min(nth_lme_024,nth_rest_024)+nth_bottom_024+nth_chunk_024*nth_lme_024
103 nth_balance_024 = nth_lme_024 .LT. nth_rest_024
104 nth_up_024 = nth_down_024 + nth_chunk_024 + nth_balance_024 - 1
105 DO j = nth_down_024,nth_up_024
106 DO 100 i = 1,mq1
107 ek = dt / dz(i)
108 dk = dc(ek,vz1(i,j))
109 ak = ac(ek,vz1(i,j))
110 dz1(i,j) = (dk + vc1(i,j)) * (uold(i + 1,j) - uold(i,j))
111 az1(i,j) = ak * (utra(i + 1,j) - utra(i,j))
112 100 CONTINUE
113 END DO
114 END
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8.2.2. NAS BT

The NAS BT benchmark [10] solves three sets of uncoupled block tridiagonal system
equations, first in thex, then in they and finally in thez direction. Each block contains 5x5
elements. These systems arise in many CFD applications.

Figure 30 shows the structure of the application. An iterative loop sequentially ca
routines compute_rhs, x_solve, y_solve and z_solve. The dependences in these routin
determine which loops can be parallelized. For instance,x_solvecarries the dependence in th
first dimension being the loops that traverse the second and third dimension comp
parallel; similarly,y_solvecarries the dependence in the second dimension andz_solvein the
third dimension. A possible strategy would be to parallelize the loop that traverses the
dimension in routinesx_solveandy_solveand parallelize the loop that traverses the seco
dimension in routinez_solve. Although this parallelization strategy implies totally parall
loops, it suffers from the data movement overhead (transposition) that occurs when going
y_solve to z_solve and back again.

Figure 30: Internal structure of the NAS BT application

The data movement overhead of the transposition can be avoided if the
dimension is also parallelized inz_solve; this requires the use of the OpenMP ORDERE
clause and directive that forces the sequential execution of the distributed loop iteratio
order to allow a pipelined execution of the ORDERED dimension, loop blocking is applied
this way, a chunk of iterations in processorp+1 is executed when the same chunk of iteratio
finishes its execution in processorp. Figure 31 shows the data distribution among process
and the resulting execution model for the one-dimensional parallelization in thez_solve
routine. Although this introduces the overhead of blocking and synchronization, the overl
different chunks in different processors results in an improved performance.

When the number of iterations is small to fed a large number of processors,
dimensions are worth to be parallelized. In order to avoid data movement, our str
parallelizes the second and third dimension in all the routines. This implies that
dimensions are executed in parallel inx_solve, but one of the two dimensions parallelized a
executed in an ORDERED way in both they_solveandz_solveroutines. Figure 32 shows the
data distribution performed among processors and the resulting execution model fo
multidimensional parallelization in thez_solve routine.

ADI

compute_rhs x_solve y_solve z_solve

lhsx

x_solve_cell

x_backsubstitute

lhsy

y_solve_cell

y_backsubstitute

lhsz

z_solve_cell

z_backsubstitute
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Figure 31: One-dimensional data distribution and pipelined ORDERED execution

Figure 32: Two-dimensional data distribution and pipelined ORDERED execution

The evaluation of the execution of the NAS BT application is shown in Chapte
where the results of the multi-level parallelization are compared with those of the single-
version.
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Chapter 9.
Evaluation

Abstract
This chapter presents the performance evaluation of the NANOS

parallel execution environment. The performance evaluation is carried
on a Silicon Graphics Origin2000 computer. Along the evaluation, the
main contributions of this thesis are validated. The results are compared
with the performance of the native parallel environment shipped with the
Origin machine.

Molins de Rei - Platja de Gavà (by bike)

Dist. Avg. Accum. time
(km) (km/h) (h:mm:ss)

Molins de Rei 0
Torrelletes 12.92 19.7 0:39:15
Begues 16.02 16.4 0:58:31
Gavà, platja 33.45 19.4 1:43:16
Gavà 39.22 - -
Pic de Sant

Climent 46.47 - -
Sant Boi 47.76 19.7 2:25:22
Molins de Rei 58.07 20.0 2:54:08
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9.1.Performance evaluation environment
The design and implementation of the NANOS parallel execution environment has
carried on a Silicon Graphics Origin2000 machine [139][72]. The machine is owned by
European Center for Parallelism of Barcelona (CEPBA [46]). It has sixty-four R10000 M
processors [61] running at 250 Mhz (chip revision 3.4). Each processor has separated
primary instruction and data caches and a common 4 Mb. secondary cache. The CC-N
architecture of the machine is explained in the Subsection 1.2.3.1.

The Origin2000 computer is running the Silicon Graphics IRIX 6.5 operating syst
shipped by Silicon Graphics. The operating system provides low level tools for analyzin
performance of parallel applications, including support for collecting the performance cou
of the R10000 processors or tracing the system calls invoked by the processes. S
Graphics provides also tools to parallelize applications and run them in parallel.

All the benchmarks and applications used for evaluation in this chapter have
compiled to run on both the SGI MP and NANOS environments. We have used the n
MIPSpro F77 to parallelize the programs to run in the SGI MP environment. Input so
programs were previously annotated with standard OpenMP directives. The SGI
environment has been described in Chapter 6 (Subsection 6.1.9).

We have used the NANOS compiler to generate parallel code to run on the NA
execution environment. The input source files to the NANOS compiler have been anno
with the extended OpenMP directives proposed in this work. The NANOS compiler gene
an intermediate Fortran file, containing calls to NthLib. This intermediate file is then comp
through the native MIPSpro F77 compiler and linked to NthLib.

Compilation of all the benchmarks and applications in both environments has
done using the same command line options for the native MIPSpro F77 compiler: -64 -m
r10000 -Ofast=ip27 -LNO:prefetch_ahead=1.

The following sections present the results of the performance evaluation
comparison of both environments. The evaluation is done through the following type
experiments:

• Evaluation of the overhead introduced by the user-level execution environment o
parallel applications.

• Evaluation of the performance of individual applications on a dedicated machine.
• Evaluation of workload performance.

9.2.Evaluation of the user-level execution environment overhead
During the development of the nano-threads library, we have evaluated the overhead of
management and we have found the major hardware/software issues that usuall
performance.

The key is that it is not enough to ensure that the thread primitives are efficien
their own. Thread management can be done in a very simple way and the specific
routines can be individually very efficient. But the important question is how they perf
during a parallel execution, when they are interacting with each other.

It is more important to reduce the primitives interaction than to try to reduce
number of instructions that any primitive contains. For example, using a counter in sh
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port
sm

r
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memory seems the best way to implement thread joining due to the simplicity of the code
this is usually not the case, specially in NUMA machines. We are going to show
implementing thread creation/work supply and thread joining with more complex struct
but taking into account the way the memory accesses are performed, we can achieve
performance than with simpler data structures.

For this reason, in this subsection, we present the evaluation of the individual lib
services, and also the evaluation of the performance of the primitives executed in a p
environment using a synthetic benchmark (overhead), which is specially designed to measur
the fork/join performance.

9.2.1. NthLib primitives overhead

An initial evaluation of the overhead introduced by the NthLib primitives was done i
previous implementation in the Intel architecture. Results are presented in [88]. The ove
introduced by NthLib in the MIPS architecture is presented in this subsection. The overhe
measured as the execution time taken by the most common NthLib primitives and
sequences. All the measurements done in this subsection have been obtained us
memory-mapped free-running hardware counter provided by the Origin2000 hardware
The clock resolution is as precise as 800 nanoseconds.

Table 10 presents the execution time (in microseconds) taken by four of the most
NthLib primitives. Two of the four primitives are related to nano-thread managem
(nthf_create_1s and nthf_depadd ) and the other two are related to work descripto
(nthf_wdcreate andnthf_wdsupply ). Nano-thread and work descriptor creation is done w
four user arguments. The primitives are evaluated running inside a micro-benchmark, in
we have introduced the probes needed to obtain the execution time of the primitives
micro-benchmark is used to measure the execution time of the different primitives, each t
spawns parallelism. It has been run on 1 to 8 processors to demonstrate the effect of
several processors running at the same time, and interacting with each other, o
performance of the primitives. For each experiment, the table presents the minimum
maximum execution times, obtained in different executions.

In Table 10, we can observe that the execution time of thenthf_create_1s primitive
increases when the number of processors running in the benchmark is greater. This is b
when supplying work to one processor, all data fits in the cache memory of the processo
the execution is efficient. Instead, when nano-threads are created to be supplied to
processors, the cache lines initialized at creation time are later accessed from another pr
to execute the thread. And, when the nano-thread structure is reused to create anothe
thread, the same cache lines (residing now in the cache of the remote processor) are rec
again from the processor creating the nano-thread. This ping-pong effect causes the inc
in the execution time. Depending on how far is the remote processor, the primitive takes
or less time, ranging from 4.8 to 10.4 microseconds when running the experiment
processors. The minimum time correspond to executions where the two processors invo
the nano-thread creation are close. Maximum times correspond to a larger distance betw
processors involved. The execution time of this primitive can be taken as a reference
nthf_burst_create and nthf_dispatcher_create primitives, which consist of a single
nthf_create_1s .

The same happens to thenthf_depadd primitive. When running on one processor, th
primitive is very efficient initializing the precedence counter of the calling nano-thread.
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when several processors have previously accessed the counter for writing, they lea
modified value in a remote cache and the primitive spends more time waiting for the cohe
mechanism in the Origin2000 to get the value from there. The execution time reaches
limit at 4 microseconds.

Compare the previous results with the next two primitives. The primit
nthf_wdcreate only packs its arguments into a work descriptor. Initializing the descriptor
copying four arguments takes a maximum of 1.6 microseconds. And the prim
nthf_wdsupply only stores a pointer to a descriptor in a work descriptor array of pointers a
computing the next free location. Although its execution time depends on the numb
processors, it is at least three times faster thannthf_create_1s  under all conditions.

The execution time of the two most common code sequences for supply wo
processors are presented in Table 11. In the first place, the calling sequence for spa
parallelism using nano-threads consists of a call tonthf_cpus_current to determine the
number of processors currently allocated, a call tonthf_depadd to initialize the precedence
counter and as many calls tonthf_create_1s as needed to supply work to the given numb
of processors. Execution times quickly grow to a hundred microseconds when running
processors. This sequence is shown in the Example 4.5 (lines 11 to 31), presented in Cha

On the other hand, the calling sequence for spawning parallelism using w
descriptors consists of the same calls tonthf_cpus_current , andnthf_depadd , plus a call to
nthf_wdcreate and as many calls tonthf_wdsupply as the number of processors assigne
This code sequence is shown in the Example 4.7 (lines 10 to 18), presented in Chap
Observe that, again, the execution times of the work descriptor sequence is three times
than the nano-threads one. The important difference here is that while when using nano-t
a new local address space (stack) is allocated and initialized, when using work descripto
work is efficiently represented by a work descriptor and supplied to the processors witho
need of nano-thread creation.

NthLib primitives Processors Execution time (in us.)

nthf_create_1s (4 user arguments)
1 1.6 - 2.4

2 4.8 - 8.8

4 4.8 - 9.6

8 4.8 -10.4

nthf_depadd
1 < 0.8

2 2.4 - 3.2

4 3.2 - 4.0

8 3.2 - 4.0

nthf_wdcreate (4 user arguments)
1 < 0.8

2 < 0.8

4 0.8 - 1.6

8 0.8 - 1.6

nthf_wdsupply
1 < 0.8

2 0.8 - 1.6

4 1.6 - 2.4

8 2.4 - 3.2

Table 10: NthLib primitives evaluation
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9.2.2. NthLib fork/join overhead

In order to evaluate the overhead of the fork/join mechanisms used in NthLib, we
implemented a specific benchmark which stresses the thread creation and joining prim
Using this test, we have measured all the thread creation techniques (nano-threads an
descriptors) and the joining mechanisms (shared counter and the joining distributed stru
Experiments presented here include the evaluation of one and two levels of parallelism.

9.2.2.1. Evaluation of the one-level parallelism overhead

Parallel applications are usually parallelized using one-level of parallelism. For
situations, NthLib allows to use both work descriptors and nano-threads. The motivati
that, on one side, for each fine-grain work sharing constructs you should use work desc
in order to attain good performance. On the other side, nano-threads allow to use adv
scheduling techniques at user-level. In cases where the amount of work is enough
scheduling techniques can improve performance.

The overhead benchmark (see Figure 33) consists of a main loop which perf
1000 iterations. Each iteration of the main loop spawns and joins parallelism on the de
processors, from 1 to 64. The work supplied to each processor (subroutinecost) is an
unoptimized empty loop doing a number of iterations. As much as twelve experiments
been done, varying the cost of the inner-most loop, from 1024 to a million and a half iterat
From them, we have selected six representatives, labeled #0, #2, #4, #6, #8 and #9. Fo
experiment, Table 12 presents the cost of the work which would be performed by
processor in absence of overhead, measured both in microseconds and number of iterati
processor, from a real fine-grain parallelism to a more coarse grain parallelism. For ins
when running on 4 processors, the benchmark #2 spends 24.8 microseconds to perform
iterations of the inner loop (1024 iterations per processor). Some of the numbers of iter
to perform have been selected to be divisible by 24 and 48 processors.

NthLib common
creation sequences

Processors Execution time (us.)

Spawning parallelism
using nano-threads

1 2.4 - 4.8

2 18.4 - 24.0

4 38.4 - 58.4

8 74.4 - 111.2

Spawning parallelism
using work descriptors

1 1.6 - 2.4

2 7.2 - 9.6

4 12.0 - 14.4

8 28.8 - 32.2

Table 11: Evaluation of common creation sequences
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Figure 33: Source code of the overhead benchmark

Figures 34 - 36 show the performance of the overhead benchmark in each one
experiments, including the overhead introduced by the parallel execution environment.
one of the figures is associated with a column in Table 12. The figures present the exe
time taken by the benchmark when executed sequentially and using from 1 to 64 proce
Six different versions of the benchmark are presented in each figure. SEQx is the sequ
version in each case, given as a reference. MP-FOPx and MP-SHMx are SGI-MP versio
the MP versions, work supply is done always through a global descriptor. Thread joi

Microseconds/
Iter. per proc.

Experiment number/
Overhead (number of empty iterations)

Processors
#0/

1024
#2/

4096
#4/

12288
#6/

49152
#8/

196608
#9/

393216

1
24.8/
1024

99.2/
4096

297/
12288

1188/
49152

4755/
196608

9510/
393216

4
6.20/
256

24.8/
1024

74.5/
3072

297/
12288

1188/
49152

2377/
98304

8
3.10/
128

12.4/
512

37.2/
1536

149/
6144

594/
24576

1188/
49152

16
1.55/

64
6.20/
256

18.6/
768

74.5/
3072

297/
12288

594/
24576

32
0.77/

32
3.10/
128

9.30/
384

37.2/
1536

149/
6144

297/
12288

64
0.39/

16
1.55/

64
4.65/
192

18.6/
768

74.5/
3072

149/
6144

Table 12: Microseconds and iterations per processor
spent by each processor in the overhead benchmark

PROGRAM overhead
integer iter, i
integer N,M
integer cost

READ (*, 10) N ! 1000
READ (*, 10) M ! 64, 192
READ (*, 10) cost ! 16 - 2048

10 FORMAT (I)

do iter = 1, N
C$OMP PARALLEL DO SCHEDULE(WDSTATIC) LOCAL(I) SHARED(cost

do i = 1, M
call work (cost)

enddo
enddo
END
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instead, can be implemented using atomic operations in memory (FOP’s) or a shared m
distributed joining structure (SHM). The NANOS environment is evaluated through the t
ways of generating work implemented. NNTH-GWDx and NNTH-LWDx are the versio
using local-supplied and global-supplied work descriptors in the NANOS environment. L
and GWD use a distributed joining structure for joining threads. NNTH-NTHx is the vers
using nano-threads and ready queues. NTH joins threads through the shared depe
counter.

The experiment shown in Figure 34A distributes 1024 iterations among
participating processors. This experiment is really fine-grained. Only 16 iterations are giv
each processor when running on 64 processors. The sequential execution time (SEQ0)
small, as much as 0.036 seconds. All parallel implementations running on 1 processor
some overhead. In the case of the SGI-MP library, MP-FOP0 and MP-SHM perform slig
worse in one processor (they take 0.040 seconds) because of the extra code of check
number of processors available and deciding to proceed sequentially. The efficient N
implementations (LWD0 and GWD0) take around 0.040 seconds also, spawning paral
on one processor. The NTH0 experiment spends more time (0.043 seconds) due to the c
of the nano-threads.

The different implementations evolve in a similar way when more processors
used. Nearly all the execution time shown in the plot is due to the overhead of the run
execution environment. For this reason, the graph does not show any speedup in the ex
time. The plot shows that the overhead increases linearly with the number of processor
NTH implementation is the exception when using 64 processors. Usually, the SG
implementations suffer from more overhead when running in less processors (2-8), pro
because the SGI-MP library is tuned for working with a large number of processors. Fro
processors and above, the FOP implementation beats the SHM one. This agrees with th
of the FOP implementation which is to ensure a good synchronization behavior when ru
in a large number of processors.

The NNTH implementations have different behavior when the number of proces
increases. The GWD technique performs usually as well as the MP versions. The
technique shows slightly more overhead than the previous commented implementation

Figure 34A: Overhead execution time
(in secs.) - 25 us., 1024 iterations
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Figure 34B: Overhead execution time
(in secs.) - 100 us., 4096 iterations
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direct cause for this behavior is the way the work is provided to the processors, one at a
instead of through a global work descriptor. Supplying the work in this way enlarges
critical path of the application each time the master processor needs to generate work
with this drawback, LWD behaves comparable to the MP library. Both the GWD and L
techniques are validated in this way. The NTH implementation, based on nano-threads,
higher overhead, when using 16 processors and more, due to the conflicts motivated
implementation based on ready queues and the joining counter. The overhead of nano-
is twice the overhead of any of the other implementations, when running in 64 processors
means that nano-threads, as actually implemented, are not supporting efficiently such
grain parallelism.

Figure 34B shows the performance when the total number of iterations is multip
by four (reaching 4096). In this case, all techniques show that the overhead when runnin
and 4 processors is large enough to compensate the benefits of having additional proc
As a result, a slight loss of performance is observed. This means that when the work su
to a processor is below 25 microseconds (or 1024 empty iterations), it is not possible fo
run-time execution environment to hide the time to spawn parallelism.

When using 8 and more processors, the overhead exceeds the benefits of spa
parallelism and the execution time starts rising. GWD2 and LWD2 are also comparable
MP implementations. At 16 processors and more, the NTH implementation presents
overhead than others. At 64 processors, the FOP and GWD implementations are comp
and also are the SHM and LWD techniques. Only NTH shows again an overhead n
doubling that of its counterparts. Observe that the NNTH-NTH0 bar at 64 processors is
than the NNTH-NTH2 bar. This indicates that most of the execution time is due to
management of parallelism. This fact is possible because of the noticeable standard de
of this experiments.

Figures 35A-B show the performance of the overhead benchmark when distrib
12288 and 49152 iterations among the participating processors. The work spawned
running in one processor is 0.3 and 1.2 milliseconds, respectively. Typical applications
parallel constructs of this size. This graphs show that this work sizes can be effici
executed in no more than 8 processors. Executing in 16 processors will provide near

Figure 35A: Overhead execution time
(in secs.) - 0.3 ms., 12288 iterations
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Figure 35B: Overhead execution time
(in secs.) - 1.2 ms., 49152 iterations
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same improvement than executing with 8, although the number of processors is do
Observe that, in these experiments, the performance of NTH4 and NTH6 is alr
comparable to that of GWDx, FOPx and SHMx till the point where no more improveme
achieved (between 8 and 16 processors). Showing a behavior comparable to the S
environment till this point using nano-threads is interesting because it allows to exploi
same amount of parallelism that the SGI-MP environment, but providing (and being ab
exploit) more functionality.

Figures 36A-B are examples of coarse grain applications, in which the work
ranges from 4 to 10 milliseconds, when executed on 1 processor. Nevertheless
parallelization becomes fine grain when distributed across 32 or 64 processors (becom
small as cents of microseconds). Again, the comparison of the different techniques show
they behave similarly. As a result, applications containing parallel tasks on the ord
milliseconds can exploit parallelism efficiently using 16-24 processors. Beyond that num
we think that this is the point where applications can exploit multiple levels of parallelism.
nano-threads implementation can be used to spawn the higher levels of parallelism, wh
work descriptor approaches will be used for the inner level.

To complete the study of the different techniques we present also a plot in Figur
showing the cache behavior in the set of experiments running on 32 processors.

Figure 37: Cache misses, external interventions and invalidations related to execution time
in the overhead benchmark running on 32 processors

Figure 36A: Overhead execution time
(in secs.) - 4.7 ms., 196608 iterations
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Figure 36B: Overhead execution time
(in secs.) - 9.5 ms., 393216 iterations
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Figure 37 compares, with respect the cache behavior, the five techniques for
generation (FOP, SHM, GWD, LWD and NTH). Each bar represents the execution time o
benchmark running on 32 processors, running the experiment indicated in the associated
For instance, NNTH-LWD2 corresponds to the experiment #2 (which performs a total of 4
iterations) using the LWD technique. Along with the execution times of the benchmark
plot also presents the normalized numbers of primary and secondary data cache misses
normalized number of store operations requiring exclusive access to a shared cache line
events have been collected using the R10000 hardware event counters, through theperfex
analysis tool, provided by SGI.

Observe that for the FOP, SHM and GWD techniques, the events presented b
the same. For the LWD technique, the number of stores that reclaim exclusive acces
cache line increases. This is because of the way the work is supplied to processors, one
The store event is caused each time the master processor generates work, getting ex
access to the cache line where it stores the pointer to the work descriptor. The cache
then, read by the destination slave processor, which requests shared access to the line
one cache line per processor exchanges twice its status each time work is generated.
for the nano-threads implementation (NTH) all the events increase. This is due to the
functionality of allocating a nano-thread for each processor, initialize and supply them.
important thing here is that the number of events is under control, so that nano-threads
effectively used for the outer levels of parallelism.
.

Figure 38: Source code of the overhead2levels benchmark

9.2.2.2. Evaluation of the two-level of parallelism overhead

NthLib is going to be used by applications exploiting multiple levels of parallelism. For
reason we also want to measure the overhead introduced by the library when the appl
spawns multiple levels of parallelism. From our experience, the most common situation w
to exploit two levels of parallelism: A first level consisting of parallel sections and a sec

PROGRAM overhead2levels
integer iter, i
integer N,M
integer cost

READ (*, 10) N ! 1000
READ (*, 10) M ! 64, 192
READ (*, 10) cost ! 16 - 2048

10 FORMAT (I)

do iter = 1, N

ncpus = nthf_cpus_actual ()
nsect = min (4, ncpus)

C$OMP PARALLEL SECTIONS
C$OMP SECTION ONTO (mod(0,nsect)*(ncpus/nsect))
C$OMP PARALLEL DO LOCAL(I) SHARED(cost)
C$OMP& SCHEDULE(WDSTATIC)
C$OMP& CPUS(ncpus/nsect) RELATIVE

do i = 1, M/nsect
call work (cost)

enddo

C$OMP SECTION ONTO (mod(1,nsect)*(ncpus/nsect))
C$OMP PARALLEL DO LOCAL(I) SHARED(cost)
C$OMP& SCHEDULE(WDSTATIC)
C$OMP& CPUS(ncpus/nsect) RELATIVE

do i = 1, M/nsect
call work (cost)

enddo

C$OMP SECTION ONTO (mod(2,nsect)*(ncpus/nsect))
C$OMP PARALLEL DO LOCAL(I) SHARED(cost)
C$OMP& SCHEDULE(WDSTATIC)
C$OMP& CPUS(ncpus/nsect) RELATIVE

do i = 1, M/nsect
call work (cost)

enddo

C$OMP SECTION ONTO (mod(3,nsect)*(ncpus/nsect))
C$OMP PARALLEL DO LOCAL(I) SHARED(cost)
C$OMP& SCHEDULE(WDSTATIC)
C$OMP& CPUS(ncpus/nsect) RELATIVE

do i = 1, M/nsect
call work (cost)

enddo

enddo
END
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inner level, consisting of parallel loops. This is the case we have modelled with
overhead2levels benchmark, whose code is shown in Figure 38. The code presented con
4 parallel sections containing parallel loops, a common structure found in real applica
(HYDRO2D, TURB3D, see Chapter 8). The amount of work done by the two-levels overh
benchmark is the same that the work done by the one-level version (Subsection 9.2.2.1
this reason, we can compare the overhead introduced by NthLib in the two versions.

Figures 39A and B show a comparison between the LWD- and NTH-based sin
level versions of the overhead benchmark against the following versions of
overhead2levels benchmark: NNTH-2L4x corresponds to the code presented in Figu
where 4 parallel sections are spawned at the outer level. NNTH-2L16x and NNTH-2L
corresponds, respectively, to experiments spawning 16 and 32 parallel sections at the
level. Executions are done using from 1 to 64 processors and the execution time is pres
The overhead of the two-level parallelizations depends on the number of processors us
the amount of work supplied. In Figure 34A, for a small number of processors (1-8) a
limited number of parallel sections (experiment NNTH-2L4-2), the overhead is compa
with the single-level versions. Instead, the overhead of spawning the outer level on 16
processors is noticeable (experiments NNTH-2L16-2 and NNTH-2L32-2). This is bec
those experiments create 16 or 32 nano-threads for the parallel sections and they hav
executed on the limited number of processors available. With that overhead, the executio
of the two-levels benchmark more than doubles the execution time of the single-
benchmark. When the number of processors increase, the overhead is not so noticeab
means that for applications with fine-grain two-level parallelism, the performance on a s
number of processors will be worse than when using a single-level, but they could
advantage of the multiple levels when using a larger number of processors.

Figure 39B shows that, when the amount of work increases, the overhead on a
number of processors does not reach 5%. On the other hand, when the number of proce
large (8 and above), the overhead of the two-level parallelization is less than the paralleli
using nano-threads (NNTH-NTH8). This is a good result because it shows that the appro
having an efficient way of work supply based on work descriptors is useful for the two-le
parallelization.

Figure 39A: Overhead execution time (in
secs.) using two levels of parallelism

(100 us., 4096 iterations)
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Figure 39B: Overhead execution time (in
secs.) using two levels of parallelism

(4.7 ms., 196608 iterations)
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9.2.3. Conclusions of the overhead evaluation

From the previous evaluation of the overhead of the NthLib, we conclude that the nano-th
primitives are well tuned for the underlying architecture and the mechanisms for th
spawning and joining are at least as efficient as the mechanisms used inside the SG
library.

Nano-thread creation and enqueuing is the most costly operation, its cost bein
general, below 10 microseconds. This experiment has been run in a 64 processor m
where the average latency for a remote memory access is around 800 ns. This means
number of remote memory accesses in a nano-thread creation is very limited. Probabl
point requires further investigation to determine whether the actual number of remote acc
can be reduced.

The work descriptors primitives, on the other hand, are really more efficient than
nano-threads primitives. This is because the functionality they are providing is lim
compared with the nano-threads functionality. The simplicity of the work descrip
primitives reduces the number of remote accesses and obtains a performance which is
three times better than nano-threads.

With respect the fork/join experiments, they show that the overhead introduced b
NANOS environment is, most of times, comparable to the overhead introduced by the SG
environment. The fork/join experiments put under stress the mechanisms designe
implemented in this work. The results show that, even providing an extra functionality,
the support of multiple levels of parallelism and processor grouping, the mechanisms pe
comparable to the SGI MP ones.

A more specific experiment to evaluate the impact of these mechanisms on
memory performance show also that the extra functionality is the cause of a slight incre
on the memory traffic.

After that, the next section, which shows the evaluation of the performanc
individual applications running in the NANOS environment, will clarify whether t
mechanisms proposed are useful for real parallel execution.

9.3.Evaluation of individual application performance
Following, we present the benchmarks and applications we have used to validate the
and implementation of our user-level proposals (Subsections 9.3.1 and 9.3.2).
benchmarks and six applications are used to compare the user-level environment when r
in a dedicated Origin2000 machine (Subsections 9.3.3 and 9.3.4).

9.3.1. Benchmarks

Two synthetic benchmarks are used to evaluate some of the application-level sche
algorithms presented in Subsection 3.2.2. Such algorithms are implemented using
threads.

Synthetic Jacobi Iteration.The Jacobi Iteration benchmark resolves a linear system
equations. It uses a matrix of 2000 rows by 2000 columns and spends 400 iterations.

Synthetic LU matrix decomposition.This benchmark computes the LU decomposition of
matrix. It has been presented in Subsection 8.1. The matrix size is set to 2000 rows by
columns.
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9.3.2. Applications

The set of applications used to validate the approach presented in this thesis are from the
FP 95 benchmarks [122] (five applications) and the NAS Parallel Benchmarks [10]
application).

SPEC 95 SWIM application.The SWIM application solves the system of shallow wat
equations using finite difference approximations on a N1xN2 grid (usually 512x512). SW
offers loop level parallelism within a set of procedures (CALC1, CALC2 and CALC3), that
executed repeatedly. The execution of these routines accounts for the 99% of the
execution time. The application is useful to evaluate the overhead introduced by the use
threads library and the parallelization process done by the compiler.

SPEC 95 TOMCATV application. The TOMCATV benchmark is a mesh generation progra
It uses a mesh of 512x512. The execution of TOMCATV has two phases: First, the applic
reads a large file during a few seconds; And then, it enters the computation phase. TOM
consists of a single function, containing the input statements to read the input file a
sequential loop with several coarse-grained parallel loops inside, to perform the comput
It offers a single level of loop parallelism. This application is useful to evaluate the over
introduced by the user-level threads library and the parallelization process done b
compiler.

LTOMCATV application. The LTOMCATV application is a SPEC95 TOMCATV applicatio
enclosed inside an outer sequential loop. This allows us to have an application reques
different number of processors during its execution. LTOMCATV spends ten iterations o
TOMCATV application. It requests one processor each time it starts reading the inpu
Then, it requests the number of processors indicated by the user to execute the comp
phase. This application is used for the workload evaluation in Subsection 9.4.

SPEC 95 TURB3D application.The TURB3D program is used for simulating an isotropi
homogeneous turbulence in a cube with periodic boundary conditions in a 3-dimens
space. It solves the Navier-Stokes equations using a pseudo-spectral method. Leapfrog-
Nicolson scheme is used for time stepping. The application offers several levels of paralle
At an outer level, it offers section-level parallelism that computes the same function (FFT)
different arrays. At the inner level, the execution of the subroutine FFT offers two leve
parallelism, both consisting of parallel loops. Which one of the two inner levels can
exploited is a matter of how much fine-grain they are, and how much is the over
introduced by the user-level threads package.

SPEC 95 SU2COR application.The SU2COR benchmark computes, using the Monte-Ca
method, the masses of elementary particles in the framework of the Quark-Gluon theory
application offers two levels of parallelism. The outer level consists of up to four par
sections. The inner level contains parallel loops.

SPEC 95 HYDRO2D application.The HYDRO2D application solves the hydrodynamic
Navier Stokes equations to compute galactical jets. It offers two levels of parallelism wor
be exploited. At an outer level, section level parallelism can be exploited as several (equ
different) procedures are called on different data. For instance, the execution of the subr
FCT accounts for the 61% of the total execution time. In the inner level, each invocation o
subroutine also offers loop-level parallelism. The application seems to be useful to prove
a well balanced allocation of processors to the different levels of parallelism can resul
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better processor utilization. See Chapter 8 for a complete description of the parallelizat
this application.

NPB BT application. The BT benchmark solves three sets of uncoupled systems of equat
each being block tridiagonal with 5x5 element blocks. These systems arise in many
applications. See Chapter 8 for a complete description of the parallelization of this applic

9.3.3. Benchmark evaluation

The evaluation of the LU and Jacobi benchmarks is presented in the following subsectio

Synthetic Jacobi Iteration benchmark.Figure 40 shows the results obtained in the execution
the Jacobi benchmark. The figure presents the execution time (in seconds) of various ve
of the application, from 1 to 64 processors. The sequential execution time is 108 se
(labeled SEQ, dotted line) and has been obtained executing the sequential version
benchmark. Parallel versions of this benchmark execute in the NANOS environment an
regular nano-threads for spawning parallelism. In all versions, data locality is mainta
across Jacobi iterations. This means that in all iterations, the same data (a slice of the ma
distributed to (and accessed by) the same processor.

Figure 40: Execution times obtained for the Jacobi benchmark

Bars labelled NNTH-bursts-8 and NNTH-bursts-32 show the execution time of
parallelization based on bursts. In these versions, each time the execution reaches a
region, the work is only partially spawned and the remaining work is saved for later spaw
The experiment NNTH-bursts-8 distributes work in chunks of 8 iterations of the parallel
for each processor. The experiment NNTH-bursts-32 uses a chunk size of 32 itera
Finally, bar labeled NNTH-static shows the results when the iterations are distributed N/
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each processor. In this case, the work is distributed once, as evenly as possible, fo
parallel loop.

Results show that the burst-based parallelizations perform as well as the
approach. This means that, when data locality is maintained, the extra overhead of ma
bursts during the execution of the benchmark is hidden by the benefits of running in par

Synthetic LU matrix decomposition benchmark. Figure 41 shows the execution time of thre
versions of this benchmark, running from 1 to 64 processors. The sequential execution
(SEQ, dotted line) is 155 seconds. It corresponds to the execution of the sequential vers
the LU benchmark.

Bar labeled NNTH-bursts corresponds to the parallelization explained in Chap
(Subsection 8.1). In this version, each time the execution reaches a parallel region, the w
partially spawned using bursts. The chunk size to be used is computed each tim
parallelism is spawned. In the figure, this is compared with the traditional static approach
labelled NNTH-static). In this case, the work is distributed once for each parallel region.
versions are based on nano-threads.

In this benchmark, as the LU decomposition of the matrix proceeds, data local
slightly disturbed because the parallel loop is smaller than in the previous iteration. From
comparison, we extract that using bursts when data locality is not completely guarantee
hurt performance even when the static approach performs well. This is because of the
overhead of burst management. Usually, this kind of problems could be solved by app
more aggressive techniques for data locality.

Figure 41: Execution times obtained for the LU decomposition benchmark
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9.3.4. Evaluation of individual applications

The execution of the six applications presented in Subsection 9.3.2 is now evaluated. F
42 to 50 present several experiments for each application. In general, the experimen
labelled as follows: The dotted line labelled SEQ represents the execution time o
sequential version of the application, given as a reference. MP-FOP and MP-SHM ar
different experiments running on top of the MP library. The difference between them is
mechanism used for joining threads. FOP stands for the hardware-based atomic m
operations and SHM for a distributed joining structure in shared memory. The labels NN
GWD, NNTH-LWD and NNTH-NTH stand for single level parallelizations using, global wo
descriptors, local work descriptors and nano-threads respectively. NNTH-1LVL stands
single-level parallelization on the NANOS environment, based on local work descriptors.
NNTH-MLV corresponds to multi-level parallelizations on the NANOS environme
spawning the outer levels using nano-threads and the inner-most level using local
descriptors.

SPEC 95 SWIM application.Figure 42 shows the execution times of the SWIM applicati
when running, from 1 to 64 processors, in the MP and NANOS environments. The sequ
time (SEQ) is indicated through the dotted line, as a reference. The figure present
different experiments running on the MP library, and three different experiments runnin
the NANOS environment. The MP library based experiments show no difference
performance, except when running in one processor. This means that, for application
coarse granularity loops, the distributed joining mechanism implemented on shared me
offers the same performance than the mechanism based on the Origin atomic m
operations (FOP’s). The usual unbalance existing in parallel regions avoids the situation
all processors are trying to join with the master at the same time and the memory subs
does not become a bottleneck. When running in one processor, we have detected that t
SHM version of that application suffers from cache effects that increase the execution tim

The experiments on the NANOS environment when running using the GWD
LWD techniques show the same cache effects on 1 to 4 processors. When the size
application data fits in the caches of the processors (from 8 processors and above), the
difference between the different implementations. The efficient LWD and GW
implementations behave the same that the MP library based implementations. Only the
thread based implementation (NTH) shows the overhead of the extra management o
address spaces and ready queues.

From the plot, the best number of processors to execute SWIM is 24. The abs
minimum execution time is reached when using 32 processors, but the difference with re
the execution on 24 processors is of several cents of a second. As a conclusio
performance is better in 24 processors. The FOP and SHM versions reach an execution
5.21 and 5.25 seconds, respectively. LWD downs to 4.47 seconds. The results show that
coarse-grained applications, spawning parallelism from the master to the slaves in a one-
way is performing very good.
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Figure 42: SPEC95 SWIM execution times

SPEC 95 TOMCATV application. Figure 43 shows the execution times of the TOMCAT
application when running, from 1 to 64 processors, in the MP and NANOS environments
sequential time (SEQ) is indicated through the dotted line, as a reference. The figure pr
two different experiments running on the MP library, and three different experiments run
on the NANOS environment. In TOMCATV, all the experiments show the same beha
When running from 1 to 4 processors the application does not fit in the secondary cache
participating processors. For this reason, the execution time of the application is increa
some executions due to cache effects. The standard deviation of these experiments is
than the standard deviation of the experiments running on more than 4 processors.

From the plot, TOMCATV seems to achieve good speedup when running up t
processors only. This is because the execution time of the sequential phase (input/
phase) is around five seconds. The execution time of the parallel computation phase
seconds on 16 processors and 3.1 seconds of 24 processors, which is a gain already no
In this case, the differences between the MP and NANOS environments are minimal.
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Figure 43: SPEC95 TOMCATV execution times

SPEC 95 TURB3D application.Figures 44 and 45 show the internal structure and
evaluation of the TURB3D application [7]. Figure 45 presents the execution time of
sequential TURB3D application (SEQ, represented through the dotted line), as a refe
Along with it. the figure also presents the execution time of the MP-SHM and NNTH-1L
experiments, which are equivalent single-level parallelizations, exploiting the parallel l
only, running one top of the MP and NANOS environments, respectively. There ar
significant differences among them. The best number of processors for spawning parallel
TURB3D is 24, where the execution time reaches 30.5 seconds, or an speedup of 9.5.

The figure also presents the evaluation of two multiple level parallelizations. The
one (NNTH-MLV-MIX) corresponds to the spawning of the parallel sections numbered 1
and 20-31 (see Figure 44), along with the parallel loops inside them and inside nodes 1
32. In this parallelization, data computed by sections 13 to 18 is merged in node 19, whic
the contribution of the parallel sections and computes new values. And the same ha
between data computed in node 19 and parallel sections in nodes 20 to 25 and between
26 to 31 and node 32. This mixing of data causes an increment of the memory traffic, w
avoids getting good performance compared with the loop-level parallelization, in which
merging does not occur because each parallel loop accesses the same portion of the da

The experiment labelled NNTH-MLV consists of changing the parallelization of
nodes 19 and 32. The goal is to maintain data locality in these parallel loops. Alth
algoritmically it is possible to modify both loops to maintain data locality through lo
partitioning, the results are not good because a number of operations should be replica
each new parallel section and the extra work is too large to get better speedup than the
level parallelization.
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Figure 44: Structure of the TURB3D application

Figure 45: SPEC95 TURB3D execution times

SPEC 95 SU2COR application.Figure 46 shows the evaluation of the SU2COR application
presents the execution time of the sequential version of the application (SEQ, dotted
given as a reference. In this case, the experiments labelled MP-SHM and NNTH-1LVL ar
equivalent parallelizations of SU2COR running on top of the MP and NANOS environm
The SU2COR application has several fine-grained loops, which make the parallelization
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other hand, the current multi-level parallelization (NNTH-MLV) is not taking advantage
data locality, and is not obtaining better performance than the single level one.

Figure 46: SPEC95 SU2COR execution times

SPEC 95 HYDRO2D application.Figures 47 and 48 show the execution time and speedu
several experiments running the HYDRO2D application [85]. The structure and paralleliz
of the HYDRO2D application is presented in Chapter 8. Four different versions of
Hydro2D benchmark have been executed using the reference input file, as provided
SPEC benchmarks. Sequential execution time is 154.71 seconds, which agrees with t
seconds reported in the SPEC benchmark CFP95 summaries [122]. This is represented t
the dotted line (SEQ) in Figure 47. The experiments labelled MP-SHM and NNTH-1LVL
equivalent parallelizations of the application running on the MP and NANOS environm
respectively. This application contains several parallel loops which are fine-grained (b
100 us.). This motivates that the NNTH-1LVL version (based on local work descript
reflects more overhead than the MP version. This is also the reason to expect
performance in the NNTH-MLV experiments. Inside the multi-level parallelization, such sm
loops are partitioned using less processors (more specifically, 1/4 of the processors used
single level version). Two effects benefit the execution of the multi-level version: First,
spawning time for each parallel region is reduced and, seconds, the different parallel re
can proceed independently, achieving a higher load balancing. This can be seen in Figu
looking at the speedup of the multi-level version when running on 32 and more proces
The single level versions of the application stop getting speedup when running wit
processors and the multi-level version continues obtaining good performance.
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Figure 47: SPEC95 HYDRO2D execution times

Figure 48: SPEC95 HYDRO2D speedup
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A fair comparison can be established between the single (NNTH-1LVL) and m
level (NNTH-MLV) versions. As a result, for up to 8 processors, the overhead of the two-l
parallelization causes an increment in the execution time below 10%. In this application
different processor groups are established at the outer parallelization level, so at le
processors are required to effectively exploit multiple levels of parallelism. Four groups
processors give an speedup of 4.0 compared to the 4.5 achieved by the one-level v
running in 8 processors. When 16 processors (four groups of 4 processors) are used, ne
same speedup is achieved by both NNTH versions. When using more than 16 processo
one-level version is unable to scale, while the multi-level version scales till a speedup of 9
48 processors and giving an improvement of 30% in 32 processors with respect the singl
version.

NAS BT application. Figures 49 and 50 show the execution time and speedup of the N
APPBT application [85]. We have selected to run the experiments with the small version (
W) of the BT application because achieving good results in small applications is importa
that this means the overhead introduced by the run-time environment is small. All versio
the BT application have been compiled with -O3 compilation option instead of -Ofast=
because this is the option used in the standard compilation of the NAS benchmarks in
machines. We have observed that compiling with the -O3 option the application shows
performance than with -Ofast=ip27. Due to the parallelization scheme and the applic
class, the application can be executed on as much as 24 processors.

In Figure 49, the execution time of the sequential version of the application is sho
(SEQ, dotted line). It is higher than the execution time of the parallelized versions runnin
one processor. This is because of some optimizations done in the parallel versions,
improve data locality. The MP-SHM is the single-level loop parallelization version, running
the MP environment. The NNTH-1LVL experiment is the one-dimensional pipelin
parallelization running on top of the NANOS environments (see Chapter 8). This ver
shows higher overhead when running on a small number of processors, but it show
improvement with respect the MP-SHM version when using 4 and more processors.

The NNTH-MLV version corresponds to the two-dimensional pipelin
parallelization achieved through two-levels of parallelism (as shown in Chapter 8). Comp
the results in the nano-threads environment, the results on a small number of processor
that the multi-level version is worse than the one level version. This is due to the
overhead introduced by the multi-level version. However, when using more than 4 proce
the multiple-level version achieves higher speedup (see Figure 50), reaching 14.5
processors. The gain in the speedup reaches 65% with respect to the one dimen
parallelization.
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Figure 49: NAS BT execution times

Figure 50: NAS BT speedup
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9.3.5. Conclusions of the evaluation of individual applications

From the previous evaluation of several benchmarks and applications running in a ded
NANOS environment, we conclude that our proposed environment performs as well a
native SGI MP environment for applications when exploiting a single level of parallelism,
that there exist some applications that effectively take advantage of the exploitation of mu
levels of parallelism.

From the evaluation of the LU and Jacobi benchmarks, using nano-thread burs
learn that application-level scheduling based on nano-thread bursts performs comparable
static approaches, when data locality is not an issue. Otherwise, when data locality is b
due to the algorithm, as happens in the execution of the LU benchmark, the ove
introduced by the burst-based approach is noticeable when increasing the numb
processors.

From the evaluation of two applications exploiting a single level of paralleli
(SPEC95 SWIM and TOMCATV), we conclude that the performance of the paralleliza
based on work descriptors perform as well as the native SGI MP library environment. F
these experiments, we detect that the cache behavior can influence both the LWD and
techniques when running in a small number of processors. This will be a subject of fu
study after the termination of this work. It is remarkable than, when running on 8 and m
processors, the behavior on both environments is very similar. Although above 24 o
processors, the applications do not obtain further speedup, the interesting point is th
performance is not degrading when using GWD or LWD. This is important because it m
that applications containing both fine-grain and coarse grain parallel loops, such as the S
can be executed on a large number of processors, ensuring that the execution environm
not degrade performance when executing the small loops. With respect the evaluation of
threads, instead, we observe that the nano-threads behavior is degrading when the num
processors increase.

From the evaluation of four applications exploiting multiple levels of parallelism
conclude that achieving high performance is possible, but it can be limited by the structu
the applications. TURB3D and SU2COR do not benefit from the exploitation of mult
levels of parallelism because of the large amount of data exchanged among the proc
Instead, in the HYDR2D and the NAS APPT BT applications, exploiting multiple levels
parallelism benefits the execution of the applications when running in 16 and more proce
Achieving data locality in applications exploiting multiple levels of parallelism is an op
issue, to be studied after the termination of this work.

9.4.Evaluation of workload performance
In the following subsections, the execution of four different workloads is evaluated in the
and NANOS environments. Each different workload is used to highlight some of
characteristics of the two execution environments. The workloads are built using
applications explained in Subsection 9.3.2 and evaluated individually in Subsection 9.3.4
only exception is the LTOMCATV application. The LTOMCATV application is a dynam
version of the TOMCATV application. In LTOMCATV, a TOMCATV application has bee
enclosed inside an outer sequential loop performing ten iterations. For each outer itera
requests one processor for the input data phase and it requests the processors indicate
user for the computation phase.
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All workloads consist of several (possibly different) applications, executed in para
requesting a number of processors. All applications start at the same time. When one
applications terminates, another instance of the same application, with the same pro
request is launched automatically. All instances start executing with one processor an
request for more processors when spawning the parallelism for the first time.
LTOMCATV releasesP-1 processors each time it enters a sequential phase.

The resulting workload execution is visualized through the Paraver tool [1
representing time in thex axis and applications in they axis (see Figure 51, as an example
The names of the applications are displayed on the left-hand side of the figure, along wi
number of processors that they are requesting (enclosed in parenthesis). For each appl
an horizontal line is displayed. For each instance of an application, a different color is us
fill the horizontal line. Different colors represent, thus, the execution of the different insta
of the corresponding application. Throughout each horizontal line, the points where the
change their color are also marked using flags, allowing the black and white printing of
images. For example, in Figure 51, nine complete instances of theappl 3are executed, while
only two instances of theappl 6are completely executed in the same amount of time. In t
kind of figures, we will count the number of instances executed from the starting of a sp
instance of an application (shown at the left-hand side), till the termination of another sp
instance of an application (at the right-hand side).

Two versions of the workloads are executed. The first one is the MP-SHM versio
the applications running on top of the SGI MP Library and the IRIX operating system
shipped by Silicon Graphics, with the dynamic adaptation to the number of avail
processors activated, as is by default (the OMP_DYNAMIC environment variable is s
TRUE). And the second version is the NNTH-LWD version of the applications, exploi
multiple levels of parallelism in the HYDRO2D and BT cases, running on top of NthLib a
the CPU Manager, using the user and kernel interfaces presented in Chapters 4
respectively.

In the following subsections, we present the different workloads and their evalua
The first workload (wl1) uses the dynamic LTOMCATV application to find which is t
correct fine-tuning of the MP library for it. Other applications need not to be fine-tu
because they proceed in parallel most of time during their execution.

After determining the correct block time value for the LTOMCATV application, t
second workload (wl2) shows that fine-tuning is not enough to achieve a smooth executi
all the applications running in the system. In particular, applications requesting a larger nu
of processors than others can suffer from synchronization problems, resulting in h
execution times.

The third and fourth workloads consists of a larger number of applications. In
third workload (wl3), applications can request a limited number of processors (the limit i
to eight processors). Research and production centers usually limit the number of proc
that each application can request in order to avoid overloading the system. In the
presented here, one application is allowed to execute with a larger number of process
evaluate also its execution.

In the fourth workload (wl4), all the applications are executed using the numbe
processors at which they achieve better speedup during an individual execution in a ded
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machine. Results show that this is the case where the NANOS environment outper
significantly the SGIMP environment.

Figure 51: Example of the representation of a workload execution

9.4.1. Fine-tuned workload execution

The objective of the first workload (wl1) is to show that the SGIMP environment must be
tuned to achieve better performance. Fine tuning is not easy because it depends
application. The workload wl1 consists of five LTOMCATV applications requesting
processors each. Table 13 shows the workload composition. It requests a maximum
processors, in a 64 processors machine. Fine tuning is achieved through the block
parameter, which allows processes to release the physical processor when no parallel w
available for execution (Subsection 6.2.1 explains in more detail this parameter).

Three different experiments are done with this workload. The first one (Figure
window named SGIMP(1)) corresponds to the standard SGIMP environment, with the d
block time (10,000,000 iterations). In the second one (window SGIMP(2)) the block time
been reduced to 200,000 iterations. This number has been selected after testing the wo
with different blocking times ranging from 50,000 to 10,000,000 iterations. The third
(Figure 52, window NNTH-Cluster) is the execution of the workload on the NANO
environment with the Cluster scheduling policy. All windows use the same scale for
visualization. They present the workload execution from the point where the second ins
of each application starts.

Application
Requested
Processors

LTOMCATV 1, 16

LTOMCATV 1, 16

LTOMCATV 1, 16

LTOMCATV 1, 16

LTOMCATV 1, 16

TOTAL requests 80

Table 13: Wl1 workload composition
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Figure 52: Wl1 workload execution on the SGI-MP and NANOS environments

It can be observed that, while the standard SGIMP environment is able to ex
around six complete instances of the applications, both the fine-tuned SGIMP and NA
environments are executing as much as nine instances of each application. This result in
that it is good for the global workload performance that dynamic applications can re
processors when they are executing in a sequential section. Either the execution enviro
or the application itself can be aware of releasing the processors. The SGIMP environm
in charge of that and the block time parameter indicates how much time to wait from the
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where processors become idle till they will be blocked. In the case of the NAN
environment, it is the application which sets the number of requested processors to on
releases the processors.

Comparing the SGIMP(2) and NNTH-Cluster windows, we determine that the
results are obtained for the SGIMP fine-tuned execution. The ninth instance of
application in the SGIMP environment terminates earlier than the corresponding instan
the NANOS environment.

Table 14 shows the numeric evaluation of the wl1 workload, also reflecting
previous conclusion. The table presents the number of complete instances executes o
application, the average execution time and its standard deviation. In the numbers prese
Table 14 we observe that fine tuning in the SGIMP environment greatly influences
execution time of the applications, from around 53 seconds to 35 seconds. The executio
of the applications running in the NANOS environment is only slightly higher (36 secon
Observe also that the standard deviation of the execution times of the different instanc
significantly greater in both SGIMP executions with respect the results given by the Cl
policy. This is a first important result for the execution in our environment, which will b
observed consistently in the evaluation of the following workloads. Users will observ
smoother kernel-level scheduling when running in the NANOS environment than w
running in the SGIMP environment, resulting in a more predictable execution.

9.4.2. Benefits of user/kernel cooperation

The objective of the second workload (wl2) is to show that, even when applying fine tun
not all applications are going to take advantage of the processors allocated to the
demonstrate that, we have changed three of the LTOMCATV applications in wl1 for
SWIM applications requesting 32 and 24 processors, respectively. Table 15 shows the re
workload. From the evaluation of the individual applications, presented in Subsection 9
SWIM obtains the same execution time when using 32 and 24 processors. This mean
working inside the workload, both SWIM applications should also take the same amou
execution time. That will demonstrate a fair distribution of processors.

Application

Number of complete instances /
Average execution time (in secs.) /

Standard deviation

SGIMP (1) SGIMP (2) Cluster
LTOMCATV 6 53 7.1 9 35 4.5 8 36 1.5

LTOMCATV 5 55 6.2 9 34 4.5 9 36 1.7

LTOMCATV 5 54 8.6 9 35 4.0 9 36 1.0

LTOMCATV 6 52 5.3 9 34 4.5 9 35 1.6

LTOMCATV 6 53 4.1 8 35 4.3 9 35 0.6

Table 14: Results of the evaluation of the wl1 workload
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Figure 53 shows the execution of the wl2 workload on the two differ
environments: SGIMP and NANOS. The LTOMCATV application is tuned as in the previ
workload, in the SGIMP environment. Three different scheduling policies are presented
NANOS environment: Equipartition, Cluster and Batch. Numeric results for the wl2 workl
are presented in Table 16.

With respect the SGIMP environment (window named SGIMP in Figure 53), it can
observed that the execution of the SWIM application requesting 32 processors is delaye
respect the SWIM application requesting 24 processors. All instances of the SWIM applic
requesting 32 processors suffer from higher execution times. The average of their exe
time is 8.2 seconds, compared with the 6.1 seconds taken in average by the SWIM appl
requesting 24 processors (see Table 16). Although the LTOMCATV applications are rele
the processors during their sequential phase and the mechanism providing dynamic ada
to the number of available processors is activated, the kernel-level scheduling policy
able to ensure that the same processes belonging to each application are executed. Th
cause of synchronization problems, noticeable in the SWIM application that reques
processors, delaying its execution.

The previous result can be compared with the effect of applying the Equipart
policy (window named NNTH-Equip in Figure 53). In this case, Equipartition decides to
16 processors (= 64 processors / 4 applications) to each application, regardless of the n
of processors they are requesting. The resulting execution times for the SWIM applicatio
very similar and lower than the execution times achieved by the SGIMP environment.
difference with the SGIMP environment is that, in this case, the number of ready proces
limited to 64. This avoids any synchronization problem, but not all processors are used
time because the LTOMCATV applications are releasing 15 processors each, during
sequential I/O section. The Equipartition policy does not assign these processors to
applications.

The Cluster policy (window named NNTH-Cluster in Figure 53) solves
Equipartition drawback. Each time a LTOMCATV application releases the processo
execute the sequential section, the processors are given to the SWIM applications. Also
the LTOMCATV applications again requests the processors, they are reassigned. The use
NANOS kernel interface results in improved execution. With this approach the exec
times of the applications receiving the processors are even better (from 7 to 6.5 seconds
average improvement of 7%, with respect the Equipartition). As the Cluster policy as
processors in clusters of 4, both SWIM applications receives the processors released as
as possible.

Application
Requested
Processors

LTOMCATV 1, 16

LTOMCATV 1, 16

SWIM 32

SWIM 24

TOTAL requests 58-88

Table 15: Wl2 workload composition
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Figure 53: Wl2 workload execution on the SGIMP and NANOS environments
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In Figure 53 we present also the execution of the same workload under the B
policy (window named NNTH-Batch). This policy has a very predictable behavior and
useful to see how the processors released by some applications (LTOMCATV) can be us
another ones. Under the Batch policy, physical processors are usually assigned
LTOMCATV applications (32) and to the SWIM requesting 32, for a total of 64 process
allocated. Each processor released by the LTOMCATV applications is automatically ass
to the SWIM requesting 24 processors. The resulting environment for this last applicat
that it executes only when the LTOMCATV applications release processors. Whe
applications are running, the second SWIM spends 9.7 seconds. When the first S
terminates, the average execution time of the second one goes down to 6.0, giving a
average of 7.8 seconds, as reported in Table 16.

With respect the standard deviations showed by the execution time of the diffe
instances, observe in Table 16 that both the Equipartition and the Cluster policies ac
standard deviations significantly lower than the SGIMP environment.

9.4.3. Workload with limited requests

The goal of the third workload (wl3) is to evaluate what happens when a larger numb
applications is executed at the same time. The number of processors requested fo
application is decreased with respect the requests in the previous workloads, in order to
overloading the machine. This comes from a policy used in a number of research
production centers [46], where the maximum number of requested processors is exp
limited by the system administrators to avoid overloading the parallel computer. Fo
execution of this workload we consider that the number of processors is limited to 8, exce
one application, which has been allowed to run on 16 processors. The complete wor
description is shown in Table 17. This workload is requesting a maximum of 72 processor
far away from the 64 processors available in the machine. This suggests that there will n
large synchronization problems during the execution of the applications.

Application

Number of complete instances /
Average execution time (in secs.) /

Standard deviation

SGIMP Equip Cluster Batch
LTOMCATV 1 31 - 1 35 - 1 34 - 1 35 -

LTOMCATV 1 32 - 1 35 - 1 36 - 1 36 -

SWIM (32) 9 8.2 3.3 9 7.1 0.9 9 6.7 1.4 9 5.0 0.4

SWIM (24) 9 6.1 1.3 9 7.0 0.4 9 6.5 1.0 9 7.8 2.1

Table 16: Results of the evaluation of the wl2 workload
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Figure 54 shows the execution of the wl3 workload in the SGIMP and NAN
environments. Both LTOMCATV applications are tuned as in the previous workloads, us
block time of 200,000 iterations, for the SGIMP environment. The workload has also
executed with the standard block time for all the applications and no difference
performance have been observed, probably because only the LTOMCATV application
able to release processors and the number of processors involved (10) is smaller than
previous workloads. The Cluster policy is used in the NANOS environment.

The execution on the SGIMP environment (window SGIMP in Figure 54) shows t
in general, the instances of the same application requesting more processors receive a
number of them along the execution, and their execution time is smaller than the exec
time requesting less processors. Nevertheless, this is not the case of the HYDR
application. The instances of HYDRO2D requesting 16 processors run worse tha
instances requesting eight processors. Again, this confirms that synchronization issues
a large number of processes are degrading the execution of the applications. And this pr
usually appears between 8 and 16 processors in the SGIMP execution environment.

Instead, the execution of the applications in the NANOS environment (wind
NNTH-Cluster in Figure 54) proceeds slightly better and the applications requesting
processors can take advantage of the them, including the HYDRO2D application request
processors.

Table 18 shows the numeric evaluation of the wl3 workload. The NAN
environment is able to execute more instances of the BT(8), LTOMCATV(4), SWIM(8)
HYDRO2D(16) applications. Instead, the SGIMP environment executes more instances
SWIM(4) and HYDRO2D(8), meaning that both environments perform in a similar way.
interesting differences raise in the execution time taken by the HYDRO2D(16) applicatio
the SGIMP environment (118 seconds) compared with the execution time obtained by
NANOS environment (41 seconds). Also, and as it has been commented in the pre
workloads, the standard deviation obtained in the execution of all the application
consistently lower in the NANOS environment.

Application
Processors
requested

BT 8

BT 4

LTOMCATV 8

LTOMCATV 4

SWIM 8

SWIM 4

HYDRO2D 16

HYDRO2D 8

SU2COR 4

TURB3D 8

TOTAL requests 57-72

Table 17: Wl3 workload composition
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Figure 54: Wl3 execution on the SGIMP and NANOS environments
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The analysis of this workload is completed with two plots presenting the mappin
applications (consisting of several processes) to physical processors as it has been dec
each scheduling policy. Figure 55 (window SGI-IRIX-MP) shows the mapping done by
IRIX 6.5 kernel level scheduling and Figure 56 (window NNTH-CLUSTER) shows
mapping done by the NANOS Cluster policy. These figures present execution time inx
axis and each one of the 64 physical processors in they axis. An horizontal line for each
processor is displayed, possibly using different colors along the execution time. All proc
belonging to the same application are displayed using the same color in the different ph
processors. A change in the color of an horizontal line means that a different proces
different application has been scheduled in the corresponding processor. In addition, a v
yellow line is displayed to indicate a process migrating from one processor to another.

As can be observed by comparing both figures, the execution in the NAN
environment is smoother. The number of times a processor decides to change the proce
executing is smaller than in the SGIMP environment and the number of process migrati
reduced. The reduction of the process migrations goes from 1,300 migrations in the S
environment to 500 in the NANOS environment, achieving greater processor affinity. This
benefits to achieve global workload performance.

Application

Number of complete instances /
Average execution time (in secs.) /

Standard deviation

SGIMP Cluster
BT (8) 12 17 1.2 16 13 0.9

BT (4) 8 24 2.9 8 24 1.3

LTOMCATV (8) 4 39 1.4 4 40 0.6

LTOMCATV (4) 2 57 0.7 3 54 0.4

SWIM (8) 17 12 1.8 18 11 0.4

SWIM (4) 7 29 6.1 6 29 0.7

HYDRO2D (16) 1 118 - 4 41 1.0

HYDRO2D (8) 4 44 3.0 3 48 2.1

SU2COR (4) 4 38 2.3 4 44 1.0

TURB3D (8) 2 62 4.3 2 59 1.8

Table 18: Wl3 workload evaluation
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Figure 55: SGIMP kernel level scheduling for the wl3 workload
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Figure 56: NANOS kernel level scheduling for the wl3 workload
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9.4.4. Workload with larger requests

The objective of the fourth workload (wl4) is to show which is the behavior of the executio
a workload consisting of 6 different applications, each one requesting a number of proce
(from 8 to 24). The workload composition is presented in Table 19 and the evaluatio
presented in Figures 57-60 and in Table 20. Each application is requesting a numb
processors in which its execution as an individual application achieves good speedup. Th
of the system while running this workload ranges from 81 to 96 processors, on a 64 proc
machine, depending on the current phase of the LTOMCATV application. The work
represents a common system load for this kind of machine.

Figure 57 shows the behavior of the workload running in the MP environment, f
the point where the second instance of the BT application is launched (left-most flag) ti
termination of the eleventh instance of the BT application (right-most flag). During this pe
of time, the machine is heavy loaded with 81 to 96 processors requested and the sche
frameworks and synchronization issues in the respective environments are stressed.

Figures 58 to 60 show the execution of the same workload in the NAN
environment, using the same time scale, and running under the Equipartition, Round-rob
Cluster policies. It can be observed that the BT and SWIM applications are clearly benefi
the NANOS environment. The LTOMCATV, TURB3D and HYDRO2D show small
execution times also.

The good behavior obtained from the Equipartition, Round-robin and Cluster pol
indicates that the NANOS scheduling framework is well designed to achieve high perform
when running parallel workloads with a high degree of parallelism, outperforming the re
obtained from the IRIXMP environment. Further research to determine which can b
optimal kernel-level scheduling policy for the NANOS environment is currently un
development [117], and falls off the scope of this thesis.

Application
Processors
requested

BT 16

LTOMCATV 1, 16

SWIM 16

TURB3D 24

HYDRO2D 16

SU2COR 8

TOTAL requests 81-96

Table 19: Wl4 workload composition
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Figure 57: Wl4 workload execution on the SGIMP environment

Figure 58: Wl4 workload execution on the NANOS environment (Equipartition policy)

Figure 59: Wl4 workload execution on the NANOS environment (Round-Robin policy)
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Figure 60: Wl4 workload execution on the NANOS environment (Cluster policy)

Table 20 shows the number of complete instances of each application execute
the average execution time and standard deviation obtained for the different application
each one of the policies under evaluation. The number of instances executed for a
applications is greater when the workload runs on the NANOS environment than in the SG
environment. The benefits in the execution of the applications are also observed in th
standard deviation of the execution time of each instance is smaller when running i
NANOS environment. From the data presented, we conclude also that the SGIMP enviro
penalizes the applications which try to use more processors. This is because of synchron
is more difficult to achieve in these applications. For example, only two instances o
TURB3D are executed in the SGIMP environment, while the Equipartition and Clu
policies execute up to three and four complete instances, respectively. Both policies b
from the NANOS scheduling framework, where the movements of processors bet
applications are communicated to the application and the user-level execution environ
helps in solving the preemptions.

In this workload, the Round-robin policy shows a flaw compared to both
Equipartition and Cluster policies. For example, it executes only two instances of the TUR
application, due to the large number of context switches between applications caused b

Application

Number of complete instances /
Average execution time (in secs.) /

Standard deviation

SGIMP Equip RR Cluster
BT 10 22 1.8 18 12 0.5 19 11 0.9 18 12 2.0

LTOMCATV 4 44 3.8 5 37 1.4 4 45 1.4 5 36 1.2

SWIM 7 26 3.8 24 9.0 0.3 23 9.3 0.6 23 9.4 2.0

TURB3D 2 102 7 3 52 0.8 2 61 2.1 4 44 3.0

HYDRO2D 4 46 1.4 5 37 0.9 3 51 10 3 51 1.6

SU2COR 5 37 1.0 5 35 2.3 3 49 2.4 5 39 1.0

Table 20: Results of the evaluation of the wl4 workload
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policy. Context-switching applications at every time quantum breaks processor affinity
hurts the performance of the applications. From that fact, we conclude that a specific p
designed for the Nano-Threads Programming Model, is of great importance.

9.4.5. Conclusions of the workload evaluation

After presenting the evaluation of four different workloads consisting of differ
combinations of applications, in this subsection we summarize the results obtained in the
we briefly extract some conclusions.

Table 21 shows the throughput and average response times obtained in each one
workloads, for both the SGIMP and NANOS environments. The Cluster policy is used w
collecting the results in the NANOS environment. The throughput is computed by countin
the complete instances shown in the corresponding figures. The average response
computed as the weighted mean of the different average execution times, followin
formula:

Comparing the results obtained from the different workloads, we conclude tha
NANOS execution environment is able to achieve at least the same throughput and s
average response times for the two first workloads. These workloads have been used
the execution of the applications in the SGIMP environment.

After that, and more important, the NANOS environment effectively shows be
behavior in common heterogeneous workloads consisting of several applications, reque
different number of processors. In the third workload (wl3), the throughput achieved by
NANOS environment is 10% better than in the SGIMP environment and the average res
time is 8% better. In addition, when the applications are allowed to exploit parallel
requesting the number of processors which provide good speedup (workload wl4)
throughput is increased by 80% and the average execution falls to nearly half in the NA
environment.

The NANOS execution environment reduces the need of fine-tuning of individ
applications, providing an environment which is already tuned for the applications, as the

Workload
Ref. to figure Throughput

Average response time
(in seconds)

SGIMP
NNTH-
Cluster

SGIMP
NNTH-
Cluster

SGIMP
NNTH-
Cluster

Wl1 Fig. 52 Fig. 52 44 44 34.5 35.6

Wl2 Fig. 53 Fig. 53 20 20 9.6 9.4

Wl3 Fig. 54 Fig. 54 61 68 26.9 24.9

Wl4 Fig. 57 Fig. 60 32 58 36.0 19.6

Table 21: Throughput and average response time (in s.) obtained in the workload execution

Average response time

avgtimei instancesi⋅
i 1=

nappls

∑
Throughput

----------------------------------------------------------------=
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partitioned and parallelized by the compiler. The resulting execution is smoother, prov
lower standard deviations in the execution time of several instances of the same applic
The user will observe more predictability in the execution time of its applications. Finally,
not least important, we have observed that the SGIMP environment is unable to guara
constant allocation of processors to each application, resulting in a problem similar
priority inversion, when applications requesting more processors run slower than applic
requesting less processors. This problem is solved for applications running in the NA
environment.
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Chapter 10.
Conclusions and

Future Work
Abstract

This chapter presents the conclusions obtained from this thesis
and the work we plan to do in the future to continue the research on
parallel execution environments.

Barça - Brasil 2 - 2
... while writing the conclusions...
April 28, 1999
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10.1. Conclusions of this thesis
After working during the last years in the development of this thesis, one has to think a
which the initial goals were and which degree of achievement has been reached for them
initial global objective of providing an efficient and effective support for multi-user para
processing in shared-memory multiprocessors has been achieved. The design and deve
of the NANOS execution environment presented in this thesis demonstrates that poin
NANOS environment is efficient. It provides similar performance than the SGIMP par
execution environment. By using an standard way of expressing the parallelism, we
achieve the effectivity claimed in the global objective. Existing and new applications cod
a standard way run on the provided environment. In addition, the NANOS environm
integrates several topics currently under research and not present in commercial environ
Applications benefit from exploiting multiple levels of parallelism and the improv
cooperation with the operating system. The main objective was decomposed in
introduction of this work in several sub-objectives. They are now checked and the re
obtained are explained.

10.1.1. Supporting the Nano-Threads Programming Model

The work done in this thesis takes the Nano-Threads Programming Model as a basis f
development of the NANOS parallel execution environment. The NPM introduce
hierarchical decomposition of the applications in parallel tasks, through the Hierarchical
Graph (HTG) structure. The approach taken translates each parallel task in a parallel fun
to be executed through a user-level thread (nano-thread). Tasks are related th
precedences in the HTG. Nano-threads have been designed to support the representatio
HTG, including precedences among them. Compound tasks contain further parallelism
exploited. Nano-threads instantiating compound tasks are allowed to spawn fu
parallelism. The resulting environment supports the execution of arbitrarily unstructured
deep HTG structures.

During this work, it has been of great importance to understand the kind of H
structures that usually represent parallel applications and how the compound tasks are
organized, in order to provide the correct support for multiple levels of parallelism. T
understanding has allowed us to design the NthLib interface to map general HTG structu
parallel code.

A contribution of this thesis deals with the mapping of different application-le
scheduling policies to the NPM. They include the static, dynamic, guided self-scheduling
trapezoid scheduling policies. In addition, our proposal is the adaptive-size chun
scheduling policy. All the dynamic policies can also be combined with factoring (base
nano-thread bursts), which allows us to provide high adaptivity to an environment wher
number of processors allocated dynamically changes.

10.1.2. Multiple levels of parallelism and processor grouping

This work demonstrates that providing efficient exploitation of multiple levels of parallelism
possible and makes important contributions both in the design and implementation pha
execution environments supporting this feature.
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Providing local address spaces.Local address spaces are needed to support privatizatio
variables at the outer levels of parallelism. In our approach, local variables to be used b
inner levels of parallelism are allocated in the current nano-thread stack. They are a
passed as parameters to these further levels. They can be passed by reference or
privatization. The nano-thread creation primitives support this local address s
management. After the evaluation of this mechanism, the conclusion is that passing this
number of parameters compared with other parallel execution environments is not introd
a noticeable overhead.

Processor grouping.Merging multiple levels of parallelism with data-locality issues, results
the proposal for processor groups. When allowing to spawn multiple levels of parallelism
application decides which processors spawn the parallelism (act as masters) and whic
are merely executing work (act as slaves). The application reflects its HTG structure i
generation of the parallelism, giving more importance to some parts of the parallel exec
by assigning more processors to them.

The execution environment provided by NthLib provides tools to drive processo
execute at different parts of the application as a processor group. The advantage o
approach is that each processor accesses a larger portion of the data structures involve
parallel computation, reducing the conflicts between processors, such as false sharing.

Implementation issues.The implementation of the support for multiple levels of parallelism
based on local ready queues. Each processor owns a local queue and extracts work from
processors can generate work on all queues. Each queue acts as a buffer to save the w
the application has assigned to the associated processor. The contribution of this thesis
local queues are also used to establish processor groups when the application wants
them.

10.1.3. Fine-grain parallelism

In this thesis, we have been looking for the limits in the exploitation of fine-grain paralle
in shared-memory multiprocessors. Current SMP and CC-NUMA architectures allow to b
the barrier at 12-16 processors and machines containing a larger number of process
available. The larger the machines, the more difficult to achieve high performance, t
advantage of a large number of processors, in individual applications due to the complex
finding a good data distribution. The techniques for spawning and joining paralle
developed inside this work support a granularity as fine as other parallel exec
environments, providing, at the same time, higher functionality.

Not only the approach of multiple levels of parallelism has been extended to sup
processor grouping, but also a contribution of this work is the integration of two fork/
techniques in the same execution environment. The first mechanism, based on nano-thr
to be used by the outer levels of parallelism. It provides all the functionality needed
supporting multiple levels of parallelism. The second mechanism, based on work descri
is to be used by the inner-most level of parallelism. It provides high performance and lim
functionality. Combining both mechanisms has been the key to allow the exploitation of
grain parallelism and achieve high performance when exploiting multiple levels of paralle
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10.1.4. Cooperation between user and kernel levels

The proposals done in this thesis for user-kernel cooperation have been proven to be us
provide a smooth kernel-level scheduling, in accordance with the needs of each applic
Joining several techniques for informing the applications about kernel-level sched
decisions and providing a small amount of time to the applications to answer to the ch
(the grace time), the execution is improved.

Malleable applications.Applications coded in the NANOS environment tend to becom
malleable. They request a number of processors for working, possibly reconsidering it d
execution. And they adapt to the kernel conditions, by running on the number of processo
kernel allocates to them. The evaluation done in the thesis demonstrates that this k
applications facilitates kernel-level scheduling, improving the throughput of the system.

Kernel-level scheduling framework.This thesis proposes a new kernel-level schedul
framework, where the application becomes the scheduling target. This means that proc
are allocated to applications and try to select work form that preferred application first. On
case the application releases the processor, it is allowed to change its preferred applica

A contribution of this thesis is that the scheduling policy can decide, not only
allocation changes for the current quantum, but it can also provide awork list of applications
which are going to receive processors during the current quantum in case other applic
release processors. For this reason, changing the preferred application of a processor is
two different situations: When the operating system decides a new reallocation of process
applications, or when a processor is released from an application and finds work in thework
list.

The evaluation of the execution of application workloads demonstrates tha
number of process migrations and context switches is reduced when using our k
scheduling framework, compared with the results obtained in a commercial system.

10.1.5. Conclusions taken from the evaluation

We have evaluated the NANOS execution environment through the evaluation of the use
kernel levels. The experiments were classified as follows:

• Evaluation of the overhead introduced by the user-level execution environment o
parallel applications.

• Evaluation of the performance of individual applications on a dedicated machine.
• Evaluation of workload performance.

From the evaluation of the overhead introduced by the user-level execu
environment in the parallel applications, we conclude that the number of remote me
accesses is limiting the performance of the nano-threads primitives. Nevertheless, the ov
is low enough to allow a good exploitation of multiple levels of parallelism, due to
integration of the mechanisms based on work descriptors.

From the evaluation of individual applications, running in a dedicated mode,
conclude that the NANOS environment is comparable to the SGIMP environment w
exploiting a single level of parallelism. In some cases, the results are even slightly b
When exploiting multiple levels of parallelism, the evaluation using complete applicat
demonstrates that the integration of two different mechanisms for spawning parallelism (
on nano-threads and work descriptors, respectively) achieves better performance
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exploiting a single level. In this way, applications can take advantage of being executed
larger number of processors.

Finally, from the evaluation of different workloads running in both the SGIMP a
NANOS environments, we conclude that the NANOS environment effectively shows b
behavior in common heterogeneous workloads consisting of several applications, reque
different number of processors. When the applications are allowed to exploit a high deg
parallelism, requesting the number of processors which provide good speedup, the throu
is increased by 80% and the average execution falls to nearly half in the NANOS environ
compared with the SGIMP environment running the same applications.

The NANOS execution environment reduces the need for fine-tuning of individ
applications, providing an environment which is already tuned for the applications, as the
partitioned and parallelized by the compiler. The resulting execution is smoother, prov
lower standard deviations in the execution time of several instances of the same applic
The user will observe more predictability in the execution time of its applications. In addi
the design of the kernel scheduling framework is validated observing that the NAN
environment guarantees that requesting more processors ensures a faster execution.

10.2. Future work
Several issues remain opened and can be further developed as a continuation of this
They are outlined in the following subsections.

Extensions to the OpenMP directives.Along this thesis we have used a set of extensions to
OpenMP directives. These extensions are part of another work, currently under develop
We are providing a complete parallel execution environment on top of which new propos
directives can be easily designed, implemented and tested.

Programmers, when parallelizing applications, search for improved expressive
and easy of use. The goal is to continue developing directive extensions, enrichin
expressiveness of the current ones. The main open question is how the groups of proces
defined when using these directives. This is important to help programmers to exploit mu
levels of parallelism in applications.

Improvements in the definition of the directives can lead to changes in the user-
execution environment interface. The NthLib interface proposed in this thesis is open
improvements to better adapt to code generation from different proposals with re
directives.

Take advantage of the work descriptor experience.The development of two different, and
integrated, mechanisms (nano-threads and work descriptors) for supporting multiple lev
parallelism has been one of the approaches taken in this thesis which has been carried o
more discussions during its development. Although we finally decided to proceed with
distinction, it is not clear that both mechanisms can not be joined, providing a com
interface. The important question is whether the resulting mechanism could offer the
functionality than nano-threads and the same performance than work descriptors. We p
continue studying how this can be achieved, re-designing and evaluating the new propo

Introducing automatic load balancing mechanisms.In this work, data locality has been give
more importance than load balancing. For irregular applications, where the amount of
can not be distributed evenly among the processors because the amount of work is not
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when spawning parallelism, load balancing is of importance. Dynamic Bisectio
Scheduling (DBS) has already been implemented inside NthLib and it is currently u
evaluation as an open issue, to be completed in the near future.

Improving the user-kernel cooperation.Although we think we are providing a good and wel
tuned mechanism for cooperation between the user and kernel levels, an open ques
whether the applications can help the kernel-level scheduling. The goal is to allow
individual application to dynamically detect at run-time which is the number of proces
from which it can obtain better performance.

Within this approach, the application itself is able to decide how many processo
request, given the computed performance and the maximum number of processors offe
the operating system. Again, this open issue will improve the interface between the use
kernel levels for better individual and workload performance.

Kernel-level framework. The evaluation of the proposals at the kernel level will be comple
in the future. We want to evaluate the benefits which can be obtained from scheduli
advance, taking into account the information supplied by the applications, and plannin
processor allocations for the future to avoid abrupt changes in the allocation of proce
This will allow to extensively apply the grace time to allow the applications to comple
avoid processor preemptions.

Kernel-level scheduling.Another open question is the search for a more specific schedu
policy, specifically designed for the Nano-Threads Programming Model, which can imp
the results of application workloads. The idea here is to offer two level scheduling poli
where the machine is first partitioned at the higher level, using Dynamic Space Sh
Scheduling (DSS), among the executing applications taking into consideration the proc
requirements of each application, as well as the overall system workload. At the lower
Selective Scheduling is applied in order to promote processor affinity. This issue has a
provided good results [118][117], within the work done with the High Performa
Information Systems Laboratory in the University of Patras (Greece).

Distributed memory architectures.After having worked with SMP and CC-NUMA machines
an open line consists of taking advantage of the experience to port a similar parallel exe
environment to distributed memory machines, including clusters of SMP’s, and networ
workstations. We think that the notion of group of processors can be very useful to pro
high performance to applications running on such machines, with the ability of explo
multiple levels of parallelism.

Real applications.Another open issue consists of getting real applications, study them usin
experience got from this work and determine whether they can take advantage of any
achievements of this thesis. The main goal would be to evaluate how many application
take profit from the exploitation of multiple levels of parallelism. As a result, the guidelines
the exploitation of such kind of parallelism would be clarified for programmers to use it.

Porting to other architectures / operating systems.The NANOS execution environment is bein
ported to other architectures and operating systems. It has already been tested on the
AXP architecture/Digital UNIX, in SPARC/Solaris and in Pentium/Linux. Further portin
include Pentium/Windows NT.
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Influence commercial execution environments.Some of the ideas discussed and implemented
our prototype can influence commercial operating systems and parallelizing environmen
this direction, we have recently visited Silicon Graphics and Kuck & Associates, Inc. (K
Our environment has been presented to them and they have expressed some interest in
touch to continue sharing points of view. For example, we have started to experime
running SGIMP-parallelized applications on top of the NANOS environment. SGI comme
compilers are able to get optimum performance from the SGI architecture and our exec
environment can exploit multiple levels of parallelism. Another experience is to modify
dynamic adaptability of the SGI applications to the suggested number of processors by
our global reallocation policies.
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